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Annual Report
Since it was established in January 2010, the Japan Pension Service (JPS) has published an 
annual report every fiscal year to clearly report to the people of Japan the status of JPS 
operations, the level of accomplishment of our targets, and other topics. This marks our 
eleventh annual report.
This year's annual report covers initiatives undertaken in fiscal year (FY) 2019 and includes a 
Special Report on JPS’s future policy direction based on priority initiatives for FY 2020 and the 
spread of COVID-19.
In my remarks below, I will provide a simple summary of “FY 2019's Major Initiatives on 
Mission-Critical Operations” and “Future Operations in Light of the Spread of COVID-19”.

FY 2019's Major Initiatives on Mission-Critical Operations
First, I would like to summarize FY 2019’s initiatives on core mission-critical operations, which 
include National Pension contribution collection initiatives, measures promoting Employees’ 
Pension Insurance coverage, and measures pertaining to pension benefits payments, pension 
records problems, and pension consultations.
JPS’s National Pension contribution collection initiatives were effective and efficient, involving 
analysis of non-payers by age, income, and number of unpaid months to send payment 
reminders based on their circumstances, and especially the sending of payment reminders 
from Headquarters to new non-payers who are thought to need particular attention. JPS also 
made steady progress on compulsory collection measures. Further, as explained in the 
relevant Special Report column, JPS has launched the Okinawa Project to focus intensively 
on addressing the fact that Okinawa Prefecture has lower contribution payment rates than 
other prefectures, by working to reinforce JPS systems and other measures. These efforts 
resulted in the achievement of a national current-year payment rate of 69.3% and a final 
payment rate of 76.3%, beating JPS's targets and marking the eighth consecutive year that 
current-year payment rates have increased as well as the seventh consecutive year that final 
payment rates have increased. In Okinawa Prefecture, current-year payment rates jumped up 
to 55.4%, a 4.2% increase year-on-year.
For Employees’ Pension Insurance and Employees’ Health Insurance, high contribution 
collection rates were maintained in a continuation of last year’s trends, reaching 99.1% and 
98.4% respectively. With respect to measures promoting Employees’ Pension Insurance 
coverage, JPS succeeded in exceeding its target of 80,000 workplaces newly covered due to 
employee coverage guidance efforts, managing to extend coverage to 91,000 workplaces. In 
addition, JPS worked to improve coverage guidance and on-site inspections for workplaces by 
revising implementation procedures, and in April 2020 JPS established a special team at 
Headquarters to handle particularly difficult cases. JPS efficiently implemented surveys of 
workplaces that are already covered by classifying them for on-site surveys, office surveys, 
and mail surveys by the number of employees at the workplace, and in July 2019 JPS 
established a dedicated workplace survey team to effectively conduct surveys of large 
workplaces.

Message to the People of/in Japan
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For pension benefits payments, JPS worked to secure personnel and build up other such 
infrastructure, as well as to perform the system development necessary to properly handle the 
pensioners support benefits system implemented in October 2019 and properly issue pension 
benefits payments. In addition, JPS worked to promote broad understanding among those 
eligible to receive pension benefits through multiple attempts to encourage the submission of 
pension applications and by the use of various other informational media. As a result of these 
efforts, JPS was able to act without delay to complete administrative processing work and 
issue benefits payments to over seven million recipients. Moreover, in order to build a structure 
that guarantees throughout the entire organization the accuracy of pension inspections and 
benefits award decisions conducted at pension branch offices, in April 2020 JPS installed a 
dedicated department for validating the accuracy of benefits payments at the Central Pension 
Center. Further, in order to help prevent missed pension benefits applications, JPS attempted 
to encourage the submission of applications by individuals aged 70 and older, in addition to 
existing work to promote applications.
In initiatives on pension records problems, JPS steadily continued work from the previous 
fiscal year to eliminate unmatched records through initiatives such as using Pension Coverage 
Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN) to encourage people to check their pension records for 
omissions and errors. Additionally, to prevent recurrence of pension records problems, JPS 
worked on proper records management by eliminating basic pension numbers not linked to 
“My Number” (national individual numbers), among other measures.
For pension consultations, JPS worked to achieve shorter wait times and more accurate 
consultation services by continuously promoting and publicizing the appointment system for 
pension consultation, pushing the national average appointment rate over 93%. With the 
establishment of the appointment system, no branch offices recorded average wait times 
exceeding 30 minutes in the 1 PM timeslot that saw the most visitors.

Future Operations in Light of the Spread of COVID-19
The spread of the COVID-19 pandemic is having a massive impact on Japanese society and 
the economy. As described more fully in the Special Report, JPS has taken wide-ranging steps 
to prevent the spread of COVID-19 at all of our branch offices based on the “Japan Pension 
Service Guidelines for COVID-19 Countermeasures,” including thorough enforcement of 
mask-wearing and hand sanitizing among executives and employees, and the installation of 
acrylic plate partitions in consultation booths at branch offices. In addition, customers who 
experienced a decline in income due to COVID-19 were given guidance regarding the special 
systems allowing for the postponement of or exemption from pension contribution payments, 
among other measures taken by the JPS organization as a whole.
Additionally, as Japanese society and lifestyles undergo rapid change into a business environment 
without face-to-face contact, JPS also views the transition away from our current business model 
of in-person visitation to a business model that enables online applications and consultations as 
a major operational issue on the road ahead. Although JPS faces information security issues and 
other matters, we will work to accomplish these tasks as soon as we possibly can. 

The whole of Japan is currently under extremely difficult circumstances due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. In this context, I promise that the Japan Pension Service will powerfully reaffirm our 
role as a key pillar of socioeconomic infrastructure providing stability to people's livelihoods, 
respond appropriately to changes in socioeconomic conditions, and perform our work correctly 
and reliably on into the future.

Japan Pension Service 
President

Toichiro Mizushima
After graduating from Hitotsubashi University, Toichiro Mizushima 
joined the Mitsui Bank. After serving as Vice President of the Sumitomo 
Mitsui Banking Corporation, he became President of the Readjustment 
of Facilities for Insured Persons and Beneficiaries Organization in 
2005. He has been in his current position since January 2013.
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This chapter will focus on the organization and operations 

of JPS, which is responsible for public pension systems 

operations. It will also cover the structure and history of the 

Japanese public pension system.
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Chapter 1 Japan Pension Service and the Public Pension System

Organization
 Overview [Basic information]

 Name

 Headquarters address

 Telephone (main)

 Organization

 Founded

 President

 Staff

 Operations

Japan Pension Service (Nippon Nenkin Kiko)

3-5-24, Takaido-nishi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168-8505 Japan

03-5344-1100
 JPS logo
 (Selected June 25, 2009)

This logo consists of the rising sun 
overlaid with the character “年” 
(representing nenkin, or “pension”), 
which serves to symbolize that JPS 
is responsible for the public pension 
system for the people of Japan.

Approximately 11,000 regular staff members (as of April 1, 2020)
◎�In�addition�to�the�above,�there�are�also�special-purpose�(contract)�staff�engaged�in�specific�

operations and assistant (contract) workers engaged in assisting operations.

Special public corporation with  
non-government employees:
Headquarters�and�312�Branch�Offices

January 1, 2010 ◎Replaced the Social Insurance Agency, which was abolished

Toichiro Mizushima

The Japan Pension Service (JPS) is responsible for public pension systems operations (coverage, 
contribution�collection,�records�management,�pension�consultation,�entitlement,�and�benefits�payments)�
that are delegated and entrusted by the Japanese government (Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare).

The JPS website has been renovated!

Homepage overview
The JPS website has 
been optimized for 
display and usability on 
smartphones and tablets.

Search for specific 
information by category, 
including pension systems 
and procedures, 
application and report 
forms, and pension Q&A.

There are five menus 
available for different 
types of users, such as 
employers and National 
Pension beneficiaries.

In September 2020, the JPS website was redesigned around two basic concepts: creating a more user-friendly layout 
and better compatibility with a variety of devices. Please visit the website to see it for yourself.

1

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

Smartphone browsing

Display information on 
JPS programs and 
initiatives, timely guidance 
information, etc.

Search for pension-related 
procedures for specific 
situations, such as turning 20 
years old, finding employment, 
changing jobs, or retirement.

About the Japan Pension Service
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 JPS organizational structure (October 2020)

Head-
quarters

Customer Service 
Frontline Offices

General Management

President

Human Resources

Accounts

Operation Planning

Operation Management Department
Contribution Collection Special Enforcement Department
Processing Center Management Department

Processing Centers (15 locations)
Consultation and Service Promotion Department
Hokkaido Regional Department
Tohoku First Regional Department
Tohoku Second Regional Department
Kitakanto Shinetsu First Regional Department
Kitakanto Shinetsu Second Regional Department
Minamikanto First Regional Department
Minamikanto Second Regional Department
Chubu First Regional Department
Chubu Second Regional Department
Kinki First Regional Department
Kinki Second Regional Department
Chugoku Regional Department
Shikoku Regional Department
Kyushu First Regional Department
Kyushu Second Regional Department
Pension Benefits Department
Intensive Business Department
Central Pension Center
Disability Pension Center
Information Systems Planning Department
Existing Core Systems Development Department
Information Systems Operation Department
Office of Information Security
Office of Strategic Planning for Future
Internal Audit Department
Office of Auditor

Pension Benefits

Information Technology

National Pension and Employees’ Pension 
Insurance Operation Management

Operation Management

Auditor

Administration Management Planning Department
Office of Administrative Investigation
Communications Office
General Affairs Office

Financing Department
Compliance Department
Risk Management Department
Quality Management Department
HQ Business Management Department
Human Resources Department

Human Resources Planning Office
Human Resources Development Department

Office of Benefits Operation Training Reinforcement
Labor Management Department
Accounts and Property Management Department
Procurement Management Department
Operation Planning Department
Procurement Planning Department
Pension Records Planning Department

Operation Office
Innovation Project Office
National Pension Department
Employees’ Pension Insurance Department

Executive Vice President

Branch Offices
[312 locations nationwide]

(Standard organizational 
structure)
General Affairs Division
Employees’ Pension 
Insurance Coverage & 
Workplace Investigation 
Division
Employees’ Pension 
Insurance Contribution 
Collection Division
National Pension Division
Pension Consultation Service

Pension 
Consultation Centers
[80 locations nationwide]

◎Entrusted to the Japan 
Federation of Labor and 
Social Security Attorney’s 
Associations

Call Centers
(Telephone consultation desks)

◎Outsourced to private 
companies

Nenkin Dial (hotline for 
general consultation service)

Hotline for consultation 
appointments

Nenkin Kanyusha Dial 
(hotline for consultation 
on pension coverage)

Pension Coverage Regular 
Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN) 
and Nenkin Net Dial (hotline 
for pension statements and 
internet accounts)
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Chapter 1 Japan Pension Service and the Public Pension System

Operations
 Basic Concept and Operating Principles

To provide a courteous, prompt, accurate, and efficient service from the 
customers’ point of view.

To reflect customers’ opinions in its operations, and to promote efforts to disclose 
the outcome of its activities and other information in easy-to-understand terms.

To establish new personnel principles based on ability and performance by 
fusing public and private human resources, and to change the corporate culture.

To establish corporate governance by ensuring compliance and 
building a system of risk management.

JPS’s top priority is to perform its operations with speed and accuracy.
JPS, establishing the following basic concept and operating principles, ensures the proper operation of its 
business and secures the trust of its customers throughout Japan.

“The government-managed pension system shall be operated stably and 

sustainably, based on public trust and a principle of solidarity. The Japan 

Pension Service, therefore, shall strive for a higher quality of service reflecting 

people's needs and opinions on government-managed pension systems, and 

assure effective operation as well as fairness and transparency in operation.”

■  Operating Principles
Based on the Basic Concept, JPS has set out the following Operating Principles that are employed in
the operation of its organization and business.

■  Basic Concept
The JPS Basic Concept is established in Article 2 of the Japan Pension Service Act as follows.

About the Japan Pension Service
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 JPS Operations

JPS engages in five primary operations in order to properly sustain customers’ livelihoods.
JPS, operated under the supervision of the national government (Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare),*1 
conducts a wide range of operations pertaining to public pensions.
*1:��The�national�government�(Minister�of�Health,�Labour�and�Welfare)�is�responsible�for�financing,�managing,�and�operating�the�public�pension�system�

as well as for providing guidance and supervision to JPS.

Coverage Registration
Ensuring that customers are registered to be covered by 
the pension system fairly and properly
JPS conducts its operations to ensure proper coverage registration for each 
individual under the National Pension and Employees’ Pension Insurance 
systems. For Employees’ Pension Insurance, JPS promotes coverage 
registration by providing non-registered workplaces with appropriate guidance.

Contribution Collection Operations
Ensuring that customers make pension contribution payments
JPS takes various measures to ensure that both individuals and employers properly pay 
their pension contributions. For the National Pension, to give some examples, JPS 
promotes collection through payment encouragement, compulsory collection, and 
application guidance for exemptions, etc. For Employees’ Pension Insurance, JPS 
provides workplaces with payment guidance and undertakes compulsory collection.

Benefits Payment Operations
Ensuring that pension benefits are properly paid out to customers
JPS�receives�pension�applications�from�customers,�sends�out�Pension�Certificates,�
and�works�to�quickly�and�accurately�make�pension�benefits�payments.

Consultation Service
Courteously and thoroughly responding to pension inquiries
JPS promptly and meticulously responds to inquiries and consultations regarding pensions 
in a variety of methods, such as by telephone and at JPS’s consultation desks.

Records Management Operations
Managing customers’ pension records
In addition to accurately managing pension records, JPS provides 
mechanisms�by�which�customers�can�easily�confirm�their�pension�
coverage records through Pension Coverage Regular Notices 
(NENKIN TEIKI BIN) and Nenkin Net (individual internet account).
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Chapter 1 Japan Pension Service and the Public Pension System

Structure

Public Pension System

Universal pension 
coverage

In general, all residents of 
Japan aged 20 to 59 must be 

covered by the pension 
system. This universal 

pension coverage enables 
society as a whole to band 

together to support the 
livelihoods of people in Japan.

Intergenerational 
support

Japan’s public pension 
system is not a “savings” 

system in which workers save 
funds that they will receive as 
benefits in the future. Instead, 
it is a “pay-as-you-go” system 
in which different generations 

support one another, with 
current pension beneficiaries 
receiving benefits funded by 

pension contributions from the 
current working age 

population.

Social insurance 
system

This pension system is 
financially sustained by 

contributions from individuals 
and companies as well as by 
national tax-funded subsidies. 

In the social insurance 
system, pension benefits are 
paid out using funds collected 
in advance from contribution 
payments. In general, it is not 
possible to receive pension 

benefits without making 
pension contributions.

 Structure of the Public Pension System

The system is structured to suit your lifestyle.
The public pension system consists of a two-tier structure: the National Pension in which insured persons are 
aged 20 to 59, and Employees’ Pension Insurance in which insured persons are company employees and 
public-sector employees. Company employees and public-sector employees are covered by both pension 
systems, the National Pension and Employees’ Pension Insurance. Furthermore, depending on their individual 
lifestyles, individuals are categorized as Category I, Category II, or Category III insured persons. Each of these 
categories has different contribution payment schemes and processes.

 Foundation of the Public Pension System

Three cornerstones support our customers’ livelihoods.
The public pension system was created based on the idea of all working people banding together to support 
the livelihoods of those in need, including people in old age, people with disability due to illness or injury, and 
surviving family members whose primary wage earner has died.
The public pension system is built on the following three cornerstones.

2nd tier

1st tier

Employees’ Pension Insurance

Category II insured persons
Company employees and 

public-sector employees, etc.

National Pension (Basic Pension)

Category III insured persons
Category II insured persons’ 

dependent spouses aged 
between 20 to 59 with annual 

income less than 1.3 million yen

Category I insured persons
Agricultural workers, the 

self-employed, students, and 
unemployed individuals 

between the ages of 20 and 59

About the Public Pension System
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 Overview of pension types

There are three types of pensions: old-age, disability, and survivors’ pensions.
Pensions are not only for senior citizens. Even young people can receive the disability pension or survivors’ 
pension when in need. The pension system is essential for its role in supporting the livelihoods of the elderly 
as well as the working population and young people.

1. Old-Age Pension
Individuals can receive the Old-Age Basic Pension via 
the National Pension for the rest of their lives. If an 
individual is also covered by Employees’ Pension 
Insurance, they will receive the Old-Age Employees’ 
Pension in addition to their Old-Age Basic Pension. 
For both the National Pension and Employees’ 
Pension�Insurance,�the�amount�of�pension�benefits� 
received depends on the length of time that 
individuals have made contribution payments. 
Although� beneficiaries� generally� begin� receiving� 
pension� benefits� at� age� 65,� it� is� also� possible� to� 
receive�benefits�early,�from�age�60�to�65,�or�to�delay�
benefits�until�age�66�through�70.*1
*1:��Benefits�will�be�reduced�if�received�early�and�increased�if�received�late.

2. Disability Pension
Individuals receive a disability pension when disabled by illness or injury. The Disability Basic Pension can be received 
via the National Pension according to the disability’s degree of severity. Individuals covered by Employees’ Pension 
Insurance will receive a Disability Employees’ Pension in addition to their Disability Basic Pension.

3. Survivors’ Pension
Survivors’ pensions are paid out to spouses with 
children or to the children of the deceased insured 
person in the event that the wage earner has died. 
Depending on the type of pension system under which 
the deceased person was covered, the survivor(s) can 
receive the Survivors’ Basic Pension if covered by the 
National Pension system, or the Survivors’ Employees’ 
Pension if covered by Employees’ Pension Insurance.

〇�The�above�example�refers�to�FY�2020�figures�for�pension�benefits.�
〇�The per-child allowance is around 6,250 yen per month for the third and subsequent children.
〇�To�receive�the�additional�spousal�pension,�the�spouse�must�be�under�65�years�old�and�not�qualified�to�receive�the�Old-Age�Employees’�Pension�(i.e.�

they do not satisfy the requirement of 240 months of coverage) or a disability pension, etc.
〇�To�be�eligible,�children�must�be�18�or�younger,�and�if�they�are�18,�it�must�still�be�the�fiscal�year�in�which�they�turned�18.�Alternatively,�children�must�be�

under 20 and have a Grade 1 or 2 disability.

◎�The�above�example�refers�to�FY�2020�figures�for�pension�benefits.�
◎The per-child allowance is around 6,250 yen per month for the third and subsequent children.
◎�To�be�eligible,�children�must�be�18�or�younger,�and�if�they�are�18,�it�must�still�be�the�fiscal�year�in�which�they�turned�18.�Alternatively,�children�must�be�

under 20 and have a Grade 1 or 2 disability.

Old-Age Employees’ Pension
Approx. 90,500 yen per month
[Standard case of 40-year coverage]

Additional 
benefits
(2nd tier)

Basic 
Pension
(1st tier)

Total per married couple: Approx. 220,700 yen per month

Old-Age Basic Pension
Approx. 65,100 yen per month
[40-year coverage]

Old-Age Basic Pension
Approx. 65,100 yen per month
[40-year coverage]

Insured person Spouse■Benefit payments 
(example)

■Benefits payments 
(example)

Additional 
benefits
(2nd tier)

Basic 
Pension
(1st tier)

More severe

Disability Employees’ Pension (Grade 1)

Additional spousal pension

Disability Employees’ Pension (Grade 2)

Additional spousal pension

Per-child allowance (first and second only)
Approx. 18,700 yen per month

Grade 1 disability Grade 2 disability Grade 3 disability

Disability Employees’ Pension (Grade 3) Disability allowance

Disability Basic Pension (Grade 1)
Approx. 81,400 yen per month

Disability Basic Pension (Grade 2)
Approx. 65,100 yen per month

Per-child allowance (first and second only)
Approx. 18,700 yen per month

Disability severity Less severe

Additional 
benefits
(2nd tier)

Basic 
Pension
(1st tier)

Survivors’ Basic Pension Approx. 65,100 yen per month

Per-child allowance (first and second only) Approx. 18,700 yen per month

Survivors’ Employees’ Pension

Example for a spouse with children■Benefits payments 
(example)

◎The�above�example�refers�to�FY�2020�figures�for�pension�benefits.



• 1973 is considered the first 
year of the welfare era. Social 
insurance systems were 
drastically improved, 
including significant 
increases in pension benefits 
payments.
• Indexation system introduced

• Introduced multi-tier contribution exemption system

• The period for retroactive approval of applications 
for exemption from National Pension contribution 
payments extended to the two previous years

• Mutual aid pensions consolidated with Employees’ 
Pension Insurance under the Employees’ 
Pension Insurance System Consolidation Act

• Age limit raised for the contribution payment 
postponement system from age 30 to age 50
• Expansion of coverage of the Employees’ 

Pension Insurance system to part-time 
workers

• Eligibility period for receipt of 
Old-Age Basic Pension 
shortened to 10 years

• Preferential pension benefit levels (2.5% higher than 
the original level) for the Old-Age Basic Pension, etc., 
are adjusted over a three-year period

• 50th year of the universal pension system for all the people of Japan

• National government’s subsidy accounts 
for 50 % of the Basic Pension fund 

• Introduced contribution payment postponement system 
for youth

• Introduced adjustment of benefits based on macroeconomic indexation
• Introduced system of fixed standard contribution payment levels

• Old-Age Pension system for active employees is 
established for workers aged 65 to 69

• The Old-Age Pension system for active employees is 
modified so that the total sum of their income and 
pension benefits increases as their income increases.

• Employees’ Pension Insurance Act revised
(Increase in the age of eligibility for 
the fixed portion of pension benefits)

• System launched that requires all 
students aged 20 and older to be 
covered by the National Pension system

It was made mandatory for students aged 20 
and older to be covered by the pension system 
against the backdrop of problems such as 
non-covered students being unable to receive 
a disability pension if they became disabled.

• Basic Pension Numbers introduced
In the past, pension-related records were 
managed using numbers specific to each 
respective system, such as the National 
Pension, Employees’ Pension Insurance, 
or Mutual Aid Associations. To address 
this, “basic pension numbers” shared 
across all pension systems were 
introduced, and each individual was 
assigned one such number. This facilitated 
cross-system information exchange and 
communication with insured persons, and 
streamlined various types of consultation.
・ Japan Railway Mutual Aid, Japan Tobacco 

Mutual Aid, and Nippon Telegraph and 
Telephone Mutual Aid are integrated into 
Employees’ Pension Insurance.

• Basic Pension system established
At the time, there were various independent pension systems that had 
inter-system differences in addition to carrying the risk of becoming fiscally 
unstable. To address this, the Basic Pension system was established to cover 
all the people of Japan. Thus, the Public Pension system was reorganized and 
consolidated into a two-tier structure: the National Pension system was deemed 
the Basic Pension benefits system, with Employees’ Pension Insurance and 
other employee pension systems offering additional benefits on top of it.
• System launched for Category III Insured Persons

• Coverage registration for 
the National Pension 
system begins

• Benefits increased to keep 
pace with Japan’s high 
economic growth period

• Worker’s Pension Insurance 
Act fully brought into force 
(Pension contribution 
collection begins)

• Revision of rules for benefits adjustment 
based on macroeconomic indexation
A mechanism was introduced whereby the 
unadjusted portions of pensions are carried over into 
the next fiscal year and beyond, while still ensuring 
that nominal pension size is not reduced below that 
of the previous fiscal year due to macroeconomic 
indexation. The indexation helps to ensure a certain 
level of pension benefits for future generations and a 
sense of fairness across generations.

• Benefits division system (divorce split) established 
for Employees’ Pension Insurance earnings-related 
benefit payments
• Revision of the Old-Age Pension system for active 

employees, etc. 
▶Postponement system introduced for Old-Age 

Employees’ Pension beneficiaries aged 65 and older
▶Application of the Old-Age Pension system for active 

employees to employees aged 70 and older

• Pensioners support benefits 
system launched

Drawing on funds derived from the increase in 
the consumption tax, this system was 
launched to provide additional payments on 
top of pension benefits to support the 
livelihoods of Old-Age Basic Pension, Disability 
Basic Pension, or Survivors’ Basic Pension 
beneficiaries who satisfy certain requirements.

• The Worker's Pension Insurance Act is renamed 
the Employees' Pension Insurance Act; 
female coverage expanded
• Pension contribution collection begins 

for Employees’ Pension Insurance

• Beginning of a gradual increase of the age of 
eligibility for Employees’ Pension Insurance 
(fixed portion of benefits payments)

• Employees’ Pension Insurance Act revised
(Increase in the age of eligibility for the earnings-related 
portion of pension benefits. It takes effect in 2013.)
• Introduction of the Special Payment System for 

Students (enables students to postpone pension 
contribution payments)

• Social Insurance Agency abolished, and

JPS established on January 1

JPS was established to properly and 
reliably implement pension operations, as 
well as to achieve a pension service that 
provides a sense of security for each and 
every customer and promotes 
communication.

• Pension contribution 
collection begins for the 
National Pension system
The universal 
pension system 
for all the people 
of Japan begins

In addition to Employees' 
Pension Insurance, the 
National Pension system 
was begun in 1961 to cover 
workers engaged in 
agriculture, forestry, and 
fisheries as well as the 
self-employed, thereby 
establishing the universal 
pension system for all the 
people of Japan (National 
Pension system).

• National Pension Act enacted
• Welfare pension benefits 

payments begin
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Chapter 1 Japan Pension Service and the Public Pension System

History
The history of Japan’s public pension system begins with the establishment of Worker's Pension 
Insurance in 1942, followed by the establishment of a universal pension system for all the people of 
Japan in 1961 (universal coverage under the National Pension system). Later, the universal pension 
system was revised several times, eventually leading to the current system.

About the Public Pension System



• 1973 is considered the first 
year of the welfare era. Social 
insurance systems were 
drastically improved, 
including significant 
increases in pension benefits 
payments.
• Indexation system introduced

• Introduced multi-tier contribution exemption system

• The period for retroactive approval of applications 
for exemption from National Pension contribution 
payments extended to the two previous years

• Mutual aid pensions consolidated with Employees’ 
Pension Insurance under the Employees’ 
Pension Insurance System Consolidation Act

• Age limit raised for the contribution payment 
postponement system from age 30 to age 50
• Expansion of coverage of the Employees’ 

Pension Insurance system to part-time 
workers

• Eligibility period for receipt of 
Old-Age Basic Pension 
shortened to 10 years

• Preferential pension benefit levels (2.5% higher than 
the original level) for the Old-Age Basic Pension, etc., 
are adjusted over a three-year period

• 50th year of the universal pension system for all the people of Japan

• National government’s subsidy accounts 
for 50 % of the Basic Pension fund 

• Introduced contribution payment postponement system 
for youth

• Introduced adjustment of benefits based on macroeconomic indexation
• Introduced system of fixed standard contribution payment levels

• Old-Age Pension system for active employees is 
established for workers aged 65 to 69

• The Old-Age Pension system for active employees is 
modified so that the total sum of their income and 
pension benefits increases as their income increases.

• Employees’ Pension Insurance Act revised
(Increase in the age of eligibility for 
the fixed portion of pension benefits)

• System launched that requires all 
students aged 20 and older to be 
covered by the National Pension system

It was made mandatory for students aged 20 
and older to be covered by the pension system 
against the backdrop of problems such as 
non-covered students being unable to receive 
a disability pension if they became disabled.

• Basic Pension Numbers introduced
In the past, pension-related records were 
managed using numbers specific to each 
respective system, such as the National 
Pension, Employees’ Pension Insurance, 
or Mutual Aid Associations. To address 
this, “basic pension numbers” shared 
across all pension systems were 
introduced, and each individual was 
assigned one such number. This facilitated 
cross-system information exchange and 
communication with insured persons, and 
streamlined various types of consultation.
・ Japan Railway Mutual Aid, Japan Tobacco 

Mutual Aid, and Nippon Telegraph and 
Telephone Mutual Aid are integrated into 
Employees’ Pension Insurance.

• Basic Pension system established
At the time, there were various independent pension systems that had 
inter-system differences in addition to carrying the risk of becoming fiscally 
unstable. To address this, the Basic Pension system was established to cover 
all the people of Japan. Thus, the Public Pension system was reorganized and 
consolidated into a two-tier structure: the National Pension system was deemed 
the Basic Pension benefits system, with Employees’ Pension Insurance and 
other employee pension systems offering additional benefits on top of it.
• System launched for Category III Insured Persons

• Coverage registration for 
the National Pension 
system begins

• Benefits increased to keep 
pace with Japan’s high 
economic growth period

• Worker’s Pension Insurance 
Act fully brought into force 
(Pension contribution 
collection begins)

• Revision of rules for benefits adjustment 
based on macroeconomic indexation
A mechanism was introduced whereby the 
unadjusted portions of pensions are carried over into 
the next fiscal year and beyond, while still ensuring 
that nominal pension size is not reduced below that 
of the previous fiscal year due to macroeconomic 
indexation. The indexation helps to ensure a certain 
level of pension benefits for future generations and a 
sense of fairness across generations.

• Benefits division system (divorce split) established 
for Employees’ Pension Insurance earnings-related 
benefit payments
• Revision of the Old-Age Pension system for active 

employees, etc. 
▶Postponement system introduced for Old-Age 

Employees’ Pension beneficiaries aged 65 and older
▶Application of the Old-Age Pension system for active 

employees to employees aged 70 and older

• Pensioners support benefits 
system launched

Drawing on funds derived from the increase in 
the consumption tax, this system was 
launched to provide additional payments on 
top of pension benefits to support the 
livelihoods of Old-Age Basic Pension, Disability 
Basic Pension, or Survivors’ Basic Pension 
beneficiaries who satisfy certain requirements.

• The Worker's Pension Insurance Act is renamed 
the Employees' Pension Insurance Act; 
female coverage expanded
• Pension contribution collection begins 

for Employees’ Pension Insurance

• Beginning of a gradual increase of the age of 
eligibility for Employees’ Pension Insurance 
(fixed portion of benefits payments)

• Employees’ Pension Insurance Act revised
(Increase in the age of eligibility for the earnings-related 
portion of pension benefits. It takes effect in 2013.)
• Introduction of the Special Payment System for 

Students (enables students to postpone pension 
contribution payments)

• Social Insurance Agency abolished, and

JPS established on January 1

JPS was established to properly and 
reliably implement pension operations, as 
well as to achieve a pension service that 
provides a sense of security for each and 
every customer and promotes 
communication.

• Pension contribution 
collection begins for the 
National Pension system
The universal 
pension system 
for all the people 
of Japan begins

In addition to Employees' 
Pension Insurance, the 
National Pension system 
was begun in 1961 to cover 
workers engaged in 
agriculture, forestry, and 
fisheries as well as the 
self-employed, thereby 
establishing the universal 
pension system for all the 
people of Japan (National 
Pension system).

• National Pension Act enacted
• Welfare pension benefits 

payments begin
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FY 2019 Initiatives
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entary Materials
Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service
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Special Report

JPS's FY 2020 organization target is “Back to Basics: 
Rebuilding Mission-critical Operations”. This means a 
thorough focus on correctly and reliably performing its core 
operations of pension coverage, contribution collection, 
benefits�payments,�records�management,�and�consultations�
in�order�to�fulfill�JPS's�mission�of�“helping�people�in�Japan�
maintain a stable lifestyle by reinforcing their trust as 
customers in public pension systems and the management 
of public pension operations.”
This report covers key initiatives that will be implemented 
with special priority in order to achieve JPS's organization 
targets. This report will also cover efforts at JPS to respond 
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Priority Initiatives at the 
Japan Pension Service

FY 2020 Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service  ... P.14

Specific�Content�of�Priority�Initiatives� ............................... P.15

Revision of Operational Policies in Light of  

the Spread of COVID-19  .................................................. P.17

Efforts at JPS to Respond to the COVID-19 Pandemic  .... P.18
 Column  - Okinawa Project -

Initiatives to Improve National Pension Contribution Payment 

Rates in Okinawa Prefecture ............................................. P.20
 Column  Begin Nenkin Net at Home! - Check your own 

pension records and expected pensin amounts -  ............. P.23

Special Report Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service
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Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service Special Report
Japan Pension Service and the Public Pension System

Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service
FY 2019 Initiatives

Supplem
entary Materials

Thoroughly Implementing Employees’ Pension 
Insurance and National Pension Operations
In operations to increase coverage and collection for Employees’ Pension Insurance and National Pension, thorough 
implementation of standard measures and re-examination of areas targeted by measures, and prevention of the future 
appearance of those who are unqualified for a pension or receive only low-value pension benefits (In particular, the 
thorough implementation of measures to address those who are not covered by Employees’ Pension Insurance and 
measures to increase the number of months of National Pension contribution payments made)

Pursuing More Accurate Benefits Payments
Implementation of more accurate and reliable pension benefits payments, including the 
establishment of a new department to check on entitlements ex post facto, establishment 
of a management system for Headquarters operations, establishment of a consistent 
benefits payment system centered on the Central Pension Center, and further efforts to 
encourage the submission of pension applications among those who have not done so

Achieving a Digital Work Flow
Promotion of digital applications and establishment of document management 
via images and digital data in order to achieve a “paper-free” digital work flow 
and end practices of passing around paper materials, increasing customer 
convenience and thoroughly improving work efficiency

Achieving a Human Resources System that 
Enhances Organizational Ability
Rebuilding of JPS's personnel evaluation system to strike a new balance 
between results/performance and JPS’s approach and contributions to 
work, thereby enhancing organizational ability and promoting mission-critical 
operations as one unified organization

FY 2020 Priority Initiatives at the Japan 
Pension Service

JPS’s mission is to fairly and properly manage pension systems, as well as to maintain and develop systems 
to�reduce�the�number�of�those�who�are�unqualified�for�a�pension�or�receive�only�low�pension�benefits,�thereby�
ensuring�a�stable�aging�society.�To�reflect�its�need�to�get�back�to�its�core�mission�and�find�solid�footing�again,�
JPS's FY 2020 organization target is “Back to Basics: Rebuilding Mission-critical Operations”.
Below are four priority initiatives aimed at achieving this organization target. For a more detailed explanation 
of these initiatives, see the following page.
Moving forward, JPS aims to come together as an organization to continue pursuing the goals of “zero 
uncovered�persons,”�“zero�persons�unqualified�for�pensions,”�and�“zero�administrative�errors”�to�build�up�an�
organization that is truly trusted by its customers.
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Special Report Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service

Specific Content of Priority Initiatives

Measure Overall description

1.   Thoroughly 
Implementing
Employees’
Pension
Insurance and
National Pension
Operations

National Pension
JPS aims to achieve over 70% for contribution 
payment�rates�for�the�current�fiscal�year,�and�
over�76%�for�final�contribution�payment�rates

Building a convenient payment infrastructure
More encouragement of account-to-account transfers for payment after people have turned 20 and become eligible for coverage as well as for those 
who change categories as insured persons

Considering introducing online contribution payments via credit card or QR code

Promotion measures suited to specific non- 
payer groups

Sending easy-to-understand payment reminders suited to the circumstances of individual insured persons, e.g. new non-payers and those who have quit their jobs

Considering sending effective letters encouraging contribution exemption to individuals who are expected to be eligible for exemption, and easy-to-
understand payment reminders encouraging payment by a portion of individuals approved for contribution exemption

Improvement of measures for young people
Implementation of easy-to-understand measures to promote understanding of systems (video explanations of systems) among 20-year-old covered insured persons

Encouragement of the submission of applications to enable account-to-account transfers at the end of the special payment period for students

Prevention of the emergence of those who  
are unqualified for a pension or receive only 
low pension benefits

Implementation of employment status surveys among those with at least a certain level of income, sending Special Payment Reminders that indicate  
an�estimate�of�future�pension�benefits�based�on�contribution�levels,�and�sending�recommendations�to�insured�persons�who�are�unable�to�satisfy�
eligibility requirements during the compulsory coverage period that they switch to the voluntary coverage system

Sending payment reminders to insured persons who have made a certain number of months of contributions that indicate the amount of time remaining 
before�each�such�person�attains�eligibility�(implemented�in�stages�beginning�in�the�50s,�near�the�age�at�which�pension�benefits�can�begin�to�be�paid�out)

Implementation of measures suited to the 
circumstances of each region

Considering�building�systems�and�providing�support�measures�required�to�improve�contribution�payment�rates�at�offices�seeing�a�large�number�of�non-payers

Implementing support measures required to improve contribution payment rates in Okinawa Prefecture, which has lower contribution payment rates than other prefectures

Employees’ Pension Insurance
・ Improvement of coverage promotion measures at 

workplaces that are eligible for Employees’ Pension 
Insurance coverage and other types of coverage 
(Intensive promotion of coverage for a four-year period beginning in 2020)
・ Promotion of the prevention of gaps in 

coverage among employees at covered 
workplaces and improvements in coverage 
applications and reporting 
(Implementation of more effective workplace examinations)
・ Promotion of measures to achieve more 

fair and just contribution collection, and 
improvement of contribution collection to 
eliminate delinquent contribution payments

Improvement of measures to promote  
coverage of workplaces that are not covered

In order to further reduce the number of workplaces targeted for coverage examinations, JPS approaches businesses based on both information 
on�national�tax�withholding�agents�long�provided�by�the�National�Tax�Agency�and�based�on�specific�information�that�utilizes�data�on�insured�persons�
covered by employment insurance

Revision�of�procedures�to�improve�coverage�guidance�and�on-site�inspections,�establishment�of�a�specialized�team��to�handle�especially�difficult�cases�
throughout Japan, and implementation of employment status surveys among National Pension insured persons who have a certain level of income but 
are not making contribution payments

Prevention of gaps in coverage among  
employees at covered workplaces and 
improvements in coverage applications and 
reporting

Implementation�of�effective,�efficient,�prioritized�examinations�of�workplaces�expected�to�have�employees�who�are�not�covered�by�the�pension�system,�
workplaces that employ a large number of part-time workers, and other such workplaces based on employment insurance data

Establishment at Headquarters of a specialized organization that conducts examinations of large-scale workplaces, and the implementation of on-site 
examinations�via�collaboration�between�Headquarters�and�branch�offices

Improvement of collection measures at 
delinquent workplaces

Reliable, systematic implementation of payment guidance and compulsory collection based on delinquency status to achieve a payment collection rate 
equivalent�to�or�higher�than�last�fiscal�year's�rate�and�reduce�the�amount�of�uncollected�contributions

For problematic workplaces that have been delinquent for a long period or owe a large amount of money, JPS has strengthened the role of the 
Contribution Collection Special Enforcement Department and seeks to eliminate delinquencies by working to improve its payment collection systems

2.  Pursuing More
Accurate Benefits
Payments

Initiatives�to�achieve�more�accurate�benefits�
payments based on past administrative errors 
and other problems

Improvement of operational execution systems Establishment of a consistent execution system centered on the Central Pension Center. JPS has also built a system to enable the integrated 
management�of�consultation�desks�and�back�offices�at�the�Pension�Consultation�Service�responsible�for�benefits�payment�operations�at�branch�offices

Understanding and addressing of risks in 
headquarters operations

Establishment�of�a�department�responsible�for�integrated�management�of�risks�in�headquarters�operations�such�as�Headquarters’�benefits�payment�
operations, based on analysis and evaluation of risks conducted during FY 2019. Further, JPS has established a department specialized in high-risk 
operations that impact a large number of customers, being responsible for all stages of such operations from planning to execution.

Checking of benefits entitlement decisions Implementation�of�a�system�for�checking�pension�benefits�entitlements�immediately�after�such�decisions�have�been�made�in�order�to�ensure�accurate�
pension�benefits�payments�and�to�prevent�and�deal�promptly�with�erroneous�payments

Encouragement of the submission of 
applications for pension benefits

Encouragement�of�submission�of�applications�by�individuals�70�years�of�age�and�older�who�are�eligible�to�begin�receiving�pension�benefits�but�have�
not submitted an application, in addition to ongoing efforts targeting those who have reached the age of eligibility and similar individuals

Improvement of administrative processing 
systems for disability pensions

In order to further ensure the fairness of disability assessment, JPS has implemented a system involving the participation of multiple specialized doctors 
in assessments and holds meetings to give them more opportunities to share necessary information with one another and examine case studies

In�cases�of�adverse�dispositions,�JPS�creates�and�sends�written�explanations�and�shares�the�assessment�results�with�local�offices
Reliable implementation of a pensioners 
support benefits system Adjustment�of�payments�to�individuals�whose�incomes�have�changed�and�those�who�are�expected�to�receive�new�support�benefits�payments

3.  Achieving a
Digital Work Flow

Thorough implementation of initiatives to 
eliminate the use of paper and practices of 
passing around paper materials

Promotion of digital applications
With the introduction of mandatory digital applications in April 2020, JPS encourages the use of Mynaportal (ID/password) for digital applications

In addition to encouraging the use of digital applications by visiting workplaces with 101 or more employees and workplaces required to submit digital 
applications (e.g. companies with over 100 million yen in capital), JPS is also collaborating with the Japan Federation of Labor and Social Security 
Attorney’s Associations and other organizations

Further transition from paper-based  
inspections to screen-based inspections

Consideration of the further transition to screen-based inspections using the progress management and electronic decisions sub-system for Employees’ 
Pension Insurance/ National Pension-related notices that currently undergo paper-based inspections

Improvements in document management Consideration of methods of properly managing digital copies as the original copies of paper notices submitted by customers and saved as image data 
by JPS as well as digital application data. JPS is also considering storage periods for pension records and documents pertaining to pension amounts

Promotion of the digitization of paper 
documents sent to customers

Consideration of building a Nenkin Net for Workplaces (tentative name) that can provide digital copies of forms currently sent out in paper form as a 
new way of providing information and issuing notices to workplaces

4.  Achieving a Human 
Resources System that 
Enhances Organizational 
Ability

Consideration of how to make a personnel 
evaluation system fair, equitable, and 
persuasive / Initiatives to establish a stable and 
reliable organizational management system

Implementation of a proper personnel 
evaluation system

Consideration of how to issue evaluations that are persuasive and satisfying for employees, adjusting the balance between results/performance and our
approach and contributions to work in order to strengthen the organization

Implementation of training for evaluators and evaluated employees in order to improve personnel evaluation skills and promote understanding

Expansion and utilization of converted 
indefinite-term staff

Improvement�of�systems�to�increase�the�motivation�of�converted�indefinite-term�staff�to�develop�their�expertise�and�otherwise�contribute�to�the�organization

Retaining full-time processing center staff in order to ensure stable operations at processing centers
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Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service
FY 2019 Initiatives

Supplem
entary Materials

Measure Overall description

1. Thoroughly 
Implementing
Employees’ 
Pension 
Insurance and 
National Pension 
Operations

National Pension
JPS aims to achieve over 70% for contribution 
payment�rates�for�the�current�fiscal�year,�and�
over�76%�for�final�contribution�payment�rates

Building a convenient payment infrastructure
More encouragement of account-to-account transfers for payment after people have turned 20 and become eligible for coverage as well as for those 
who change categories as insured persons

Considering introducing online contribution payments via credit card or QR code

Promotion measures suited to specific non-
payer groups

Sending easy-to-understand payment reminders suited to the circumstances of individual insured persons, e.g. new non-payers and those who have quit their jobs
Considering sending effective letters encouraging contribution exemption to individuals who are expected to be eligible for exemption, and easy-to 
understand payment reminders encouraging payment of remaining portion of granted partial exemption

Improvement of measures for young people
Implementation of easy-to-understand measures to promote understanding of systems (video explanations of systems) among 20-year-old covered insured persons

Encouragement of the submission of applications to enable account-to-account transfers at the end of the special payment period for students

Prevention of the emergence of those who 
are unqualified for a pension or receive only 
low pension benefits

Implementation of employment status surveys among those with at least a certain level of income, sending Special Payment Reminders that indicate  
an�estimate�of�future�pension�benefits�based�on�contribution�levels,�and�sending�recommendations�to�insured�persons�who�are�unable�to�satisfy�
eligibility requirements during the compulsory coverage period that they switch to the voluntary coverage system

Sending payment reminders to insured persons who have made a certain number of months of contributions that indicate the amount of time remaining 
before�each�such�person�attains�eligibility�(implemented�in�stages�beginning�in�the�50s,�near�the�age�at�which�pension�benefits�can�begin�to�be�paid�out)

Implementation of measures suited to the 
circumstances of each region

Considering�building�systems�and�providing�support�measures�required�to�improve�contribution�payment�rates�at�offices�seeing�a�large�number�of�non-payers

Implementing support measures required to improve contribution payment rates in Okinawa Prefecture, which has lower contribution payment rates than other prefectures

Employees’ Pension Insurance
・Improvement of coverage promotion measures at 

workplaces that are eligible for Employees’ Pension
Insurance coverage and other types of coverage
(Intensive promotion of coverage for a four-year period beginning in 2020)
・Promotion of the prevention of gaps in 

coverage among employees at covered 
workplaces and improvements in coverage 
applications and reporting
(Implementation of more effective workplace examinations)
・Promotion of measures to achieve more 

fair and just contribution collection, and 
improvement of contribution collection to 
eliminate delinquent contribution payments

Improvement of measures to promote 
coverage of workplaces that are not covered

In order to further reduce the number of workplaces targeted for coverage examinations, JPS approaches businesses based on both information 
on�national�tax�withholding�agents�long�provided�by�the�National�Tax�Agency�and�based�on�specific�information�that�utilizes�data�on�insured�persons�
covered by employment insurance

Revision�of�procedures�to�improve�coverage�guidance�and�on-site�inspections,�establishment�of�a�specialized�team��to�handle�especially�difficult�cases�
throughout Japan, and implementation of employment status surveys among National Pension insured persons who have a certain level of income but 
are not making contribution payments

Prevention of gaps in coverage among 
employees at covered workplaces and
improvements in coverage applications and
reporting

Implementation�of�effective,�efficient,�prioritized�examinations�of�workplaces�expected�to�have�employees�who�are�not�covered�by�the�pension�system,�
workplaces that employ a large number of part-time workers, and other such workplaces based on employment insurance data

Establishment at Headquarters of a specialized organization that conducts examinations of large-scale workplaces, and the implementation of on-site 
examinations�via�collaboration�between�Headquarters�and�branch�offices

Improvement of collection measures at
delinquent workplaces

Reliable, systematic implementation of payment guidance and compulsory collection based on delinquency status to achieve a payment collection rate 
equivalent�to�or�higher�than�last�fiscal�year's�rate�and�reduce�the�amount�of�uncollected�contributions

For problematic workplaces that have been delinquent for a long period or owe a large amount of due contribution, JPS has strengthened the role of the 
Contribution Collection Special Enforcement Department and seeks to eliminate delinquencies by working to improve its payment collection systems

2. Pursuing More 
Accurate Benefits 
Payments

Initiatives�to�achieve�more�accurate�benefits�
payments based on past administrative errors 
and other problems

Improvement of operational execution systems Establishment of a consistent execution system centered on the Central Pension Center. JPS has also built a system to enable the integrated 
management�of�consultation�desks�and�back�offices�at�the�Pension�Consultation�Service�responsible�for�benefits�payment�operations�at�branch�offices

Understanding and addressing of risks in 
headquarters operations

Establishment�of�a�department�responsible�for�integrated�management�of�risks�in�headquarters�operations�such�as�headquarters’�benefits�payment� 
operations, based on analysis and evaluation of risks conducted during FY 2019. Further, JPS has established a department specialized in high-risk 
operations that impact a large number of customers, being responsible for all stages of such operations from planning to execution.

Checking of benefits entitlement decisions Implementation�of�a�system�for�checking�pension�benefits�entitlements�immediately�after�such�decisions�have�been�made�in�order�to�ensure�accurate�
pension�benefits�payments�and�to�prevent�and�deal�promptly�with�erroneous�payments

Encouragement of the submission of
applications for pension benefits

Encouragement�of�submission�of�applications�by�individuals�70�years�of�age�and�older�who�are�eligible�to�begin�receiving�pension�benefits�but�have�
not submitted an application, in addition to ongoing efforts targeting those who have reached the age of eligibility and similar individuals

Improvement of administrative processing
systems for disability pensions

In order to further ensure the fairness of disability assessment, JPS has implemented a system involving the participation of multiple specialized doctors 
in assessments and holds meetings to give them more opportunities to share necessary information with one another and examine case studies

In�cases�of�adverse�dispositions,�JPS�creates�and�sends�written�explanations�and�shares�the�assessment�results�with�local�offices
Reliable implementation of a pensioners 
support benefits system Adjustment�of�payments�to�individuals�whose�incomes�have�changed�and�those�who�are�expected�to�receive�new�support�benefits�payments

3. Achieving a 
Digital Work Flow

Thorough implementation of initiatives to 
eliminate the use of paper and practices of 
passing around paper materials

Promotion of digital applications
With the introduction of mandatory digital applications in April 2020, JPS encourages the use of Mynaportal (ID/password) for digital applications

In addition to encouraging the use of digital applications by visiting workplaces with 101 or more employees and workplaces required to submit digital 
applications (e.g. companies with over 100 million yen in capital), JPS is also collaborating with the Japan Federation of Labor and Social Security 
Attorney’s Associations and other organizations

Further transition from paper-based
inspections to screen-based inspections

Consideration of the further transition to screen-based inspections using the progress management and electronic decisions sub-system for Employees’ 
Pension Insurance/ National Pension-related notices that currently undergo paper-based inspections

Improvements in document management Consideration of methods of properly managing digital copies as the original copies of paper notices submitted by customers and saved as image data 
by JPS as well as digital application data. JPS is also considering storage periods for documents pertaining to pension records and pension amounts

Promotion of the digitization of paper 
documents sent to customers

Consideration of building a Nenkin Net for Workplaces (tentative name) that can provide digital copies of forms currently sent out in paper form as a 
new way of providing information and issuing notices to workplaces

4. Achieving a Human 
Resources System that 
Improves Organizational 
Effectiveness

Consideration of how to make a personnel 
evaluation system fair, equitable, and 
persuasive / Initiatives to establish a stable and 
reliable organizational management system

Implementation of a proper personnel 
evaluation system

Consideration of ideal evaluations that are persuasive and satisfying for employees, as well as reviewing the balance between results/performance and 
employees' approach and contributions to work in order to strengthen the organization
Implementation of training for evaluators and evaluated employees in order to improve personnel evaluation skills and promote understanding

Expansion and utilization of converted
indefinite-term staff

Improvement�of�systems�to�increase�the�motivation�of�converted�indefinite-term�staff�to�develop�their�expertise�and�otherwise�contribute�to�the�organization

Retaining full-time processing center staff in order to ensure stable operations at processing centers
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■Online business model
The�following�three�specific�measures�are�the�broad�pillars�of�JPS’s�online�business�model�moving�forward.
1.  Moving services provided to customers online (e.g. notices/applications, receipt of 

notifications, information lookup, consultations)
2.  Establishing a digital work flow for JPS internal administrative processing operations
3.  Diversifying channels to expand contactless business (Channel Mix)
In order to achieve these new measures pertaining to moving services online, it is necessary to handle a large quantity of personal data in an 
internet-enabled�environment.�For�this�reason,�it�is�an�absolute�priority�that�JPS�reliably�confirm�customer�IDs�and�provide�a�safe�environment�for�
handling customer information to prevent information leaks and other problems. JPS is moving forward with considering these issues and others 
in concrete terms and developing appropriate measures to tackle them, and through this we aim to bring about its new online business model.

Special Report Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service

Revision of Operational Policies in Light of 
the Spread of COVID-19

The organization target for FY 2020, the second year of the Third Mid-term Plan (Future-Building Plan), is 
“Back to Basics: Rebuilding Mission-critical Operations”. In order to return to its mission of “fairly and properly 
managing pension systems, as well as maintaining and developing systems to reduce the number of those 
who�are�unqualified�for�a�pension�or�receive�only�low�pension�benefits,�thereby�ensuring�a�stable�aging�society,”�
JPS has planned to promote and execute policies that reinforce its basic foundations.
However, JPS has been forced to revise its initial plans due to the COVID-19 pandemic, including putting a halt 
on�operations-related�visits�and�requests�to�visit�JPS�offices,�and�pausing�compulsory�seizures�and�dispositions�
for failure to make contribution payments. Revising its operational policies along the way, JPS has continued 
to gradually put its initiatives into action.
Moving forward, JPS will properly implement policies that take into consideration the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic while re-focusing on the mission originally assigned to JPS, continuing to vigorously push ahead 
with correctly and reliably conducting JPS operations towards the achievement of its organization target of 
“rebuilding mission-critical operations.”
With the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, Japanese society and lifestyle are rapidly shifting towards 
eliminating person-to-person contact in the business environment. In this context, JPS has begun concrete 
consideration of the urgent need to shift from a visitation-based business model to an online business model 
in�which�essential�application�and�notice-filing�procedures�as�well�as�information�sessions�on�pension�systems�
are all available online.

・ ICT utilization in and digitization of 
an integrated internal processing process 
from receipt to internal processing to 
notification of results

Internal processing
Establishment of a digital work flow

・ Expansion of contactless channels with 
customers (online channels)
・ Revisions based on the changing roles of 

branch offices, etc.

Channel diversification
Channel Mix

1. Submission of applications and notices/
reports online

2. Online receipt of notices and other information
3. Online access to information that customers 

want to know and confirm
4. Online pension consultations
5. Online information sessions on pension 

systems, pension seminars, etc.

Bringing services online
Customers

■Overview of the online business model
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Sanitation and 
labor management

・��Implementation�at�local�offices�of�basic�measures�to�prevent�the�spread�of�COVID-19
Use of masks and face shields, hand sanitizing (disinfecting, washing), use of acrylic
plate partitions in consultation booths, indoor ventilation, etc.

・  Headquarters procured masks, disinfectants, face shields, and acrylic plates in bulk and
distributed�them�among�local�offices

・  Staff exhibiting cold-like symptoms or similar were asked to stay home; personnel's health
status was monitored and reported

・  Creation of a system to enable personnel to take leave if they needed to care for primary
school-aged children and others for whom school had been canceled

Reducing person-
to-person contact

・  Staggered commute times
・  Cancellation or postponement of large meetings and training sessions with many

participants, or transitioning to video conferencing instead
・  Implementation�of�shift�systems�at� local�offices� in�regions�subject� to�state-of-emergency�

declarations�(alternating�shifts�at�the�office�and�stay-at-home�work)

Operations / 
customer service

・  Posting of a “COVID-19 information” banner at the top of the JPS website as a one-stop
comprehensive source of information

・  Elimination�of�most�in-person�visits�to�workplaces/homes�and�requests�to�visit�JPS�offices
・  Pausing of most compulsory collections and dispositions for failure to make contribution

payments
・  Special deferral of payments of Employees’ Pension Insurance contributions, etc. (enacted

April 30, 2020)
・  Temporary exemptions via the National Pension contribution payment exemption, etc.

(began to be accepted May 1, 2020)
・  Extension�of�submission�deadlines�for�confirmation�reports�on�disability�status�for� those�

eligible to receive disability pensions (as per the April 28 ordinance issued by the Minister
of Health, Labour and Welfare)

■Steps taken after May 25, when the state of emergency was lifted in all prefectures
・Steps to adapt to the government's gradual increase of socioeconomic activity levels and economic/employment 

measures, as well as further initiatives to prevent COVID-19 infection among customers, executives, and employees 

Sanitation and 
labor management

Reducing person-
to-person contact

・  JPS created the Japan Pension Service Guidelines for COVID-19 Countermeasures (June
19) based on recommendations from the government's expert advisory body, and its
response measures are based on these guidelines
Key points of the Guidelines
 ・  Establishment of organizations in each local office and at  Headquarters (COVID-19

Prevention and Control Council) responsible for implementing countermeasures and
monitoring the implementation status thereof

 ・  Consideration and implementation of staggered commute times and work-from-home*
* Provisional implementation of work-from-home using dedicated terminals with security
measures in place to perform Headquarters’ planning operations that do not involve the
handling of individual pension information

 ・ Thorough enforcement of mask-wearing and hand sanitizing, etc.
 ・  Handling of business trips and meetings (online meetings, social distancing, creating lists

of participants, etc.)
 ・ Thorough�cleaning�and�sanitizing�of�restrooms�and�other�facilities�at�local�offices
 ・ Placement of antiseptic solutions (front reception desk, waiting areas, restrooms, etc.)
 ・ Elimination of chairs in waiting areas
 ・ Extensive ventilation
 ・ Steps to control the spread of contagions in staff rest areas
 ・ Requests for customer cooperation (wearing masks, etc.)
 ・ Handling personnel who have been infected

Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service Special Report
Japan Pension Service and the Public Pension System
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Efforts at JPS to Respond to the COVID-19 
Pandemic

Beginning in February 2020, JPS began implementing the following types of measures to help stop the spread 
of the COVID-19 pandemic from the perspectives of sanitation and labor management, reducing person-to-
person contact, and operations/customer service (as of October 2020). In the event that a COVID-19 case 
appeared�at�a�pension�branch�office�or�other� local�office,�JPS� followed�public�health�center� instructions� in�
working�to�identify�who�was�in�close�contact�with�the�person�and�disinfecting�the�office,�in�addition�to�announcing�
the COVID-19 case on the JPS website as necessary.

Primary steps taken to address COVID-19
■Measures implemented beginning in February 2020 in response to the spread of COVID-19
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Operations / 
customer service

・��In-person�visits�to�workplaces/homes�and�requests�to�visit�JPS�offices�are�conducted�only�if�
requested by customers (delinquency dispositions and compulsory collections will continue to 
not be conducted in general)
・  As a form of support for students as presented via the Ministry of Health, Labour and 

Welfare “Protecting Livelihoods” Project Team, JPS hires students whose job offers have 
been rescinded and who have lost part-time job income as special contracted employees at 
processing centers throughout Japan
・  JPS will continue to actively provide guidance and promote understanding of temporary exemption 

for National Pension contribution payments, special deferrals of payments of Employees’ Pension 
Insurance contributions, and special revisions to standard monthly remuneration metrics

Special Report Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service

System 
overview

Individuals�eligible�to�receive�disability�pensions�whose�deadlines�to�submit�confirmation�reports�on�
disability�status�(disability�pension�certificate)�are�between�the�last�day�of�February�2020�and�the�last�
day of February 2021 have had those respective submission deadlines extended by one year.

JPS 
response

・  Individuals eligible to receive disability pensions who had their submission deadlines extended were sent 
individual�notifications�stating�that�their�submission�deadlines�had�been�extended�by�one�year
・�Broad�notification�of�the�submission�deadline�extension�via�the�JPS�website

(2) Temporary exemptions via the National Pension contribution payment exemption, etc. (began to be accepted May 1, 2020)

Response to the Government’s Emergency Economic Measures to Cope with COVID-19

System 
overview

If an individual experiences income loss over an arbitrary period (one month or longer) occurring in or after 
February 2020 due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is possible to apply to defer payment for one year 
on Employees’ Pension Insurance contributions, etc., due between February 1, 2020 and February 1, 2021.
If this special payment deferral is applied, no collateral is necessary and no late fees will be assessed.

JPS 
response

・  Established a temporary call center at Headquarters (Takaido) to set up a consultation system for the 
implementation of the above special deferral
・  Explanation of the relevant system on the JPS website, and enabling the referencing of information via 

chatbot and posted application forms and guidebooks
・  Sending of guidance to promote understanding of the special deferral and how to make use of it to non-

paying workplaces in the period stated above

System 
overview

Individuals who have temporarily stopped working due to the COVID-19 pandemic, whose remuneration 
has dropped off considerably due to such a work stoppage in the period of 12 months beginning April 2020, 
and who meet certain requirements will see a revision to their standard monthly remuneration for health 
insurance and Employees’ Pension Insurance contribution payments in the following month, rather than in 
the typical ad-hoc revision cycle (in which revisions can be made every fourth month).

JPS 
response

・ Explanation of the relevant system on the JPS website along with inclusion of application forms, etc.
・  Sending of guidance to promote understanding of the special measures and how to make use of them to 

covered workplaces that have made use of the special deferral system

(1) Special deferral of payments of Employees’ Pension Insurance contributions, etc. (enacted April 30, 2020)

(3)  Extension of submission deadlines for confirmation reports on disability status for those eligible to receive 
disability pensions (as per the April 28 ordinance issued by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare)

(4)  Special revision to the standard monthly remuneration due to temporary business closures associated with 
COVID-19 (began to be accepted June 26, 2020)

System 
overview

Special temporary exemption that enables individuals to apply for National Pension contribution payment 
exemptions through a simple, rapid process if they have experienced a dramatic drop in income caused by the 
COVID-19�pandemic�and�their�expected�income�for�the�current�year�qualifies�for�exemption�based�on�standards�
for National Pension contributions, even if they do not suffer a loss of work or temporary closure of a business.

JPS 
response

・  Explanation of the relevant system on the JPS website, and enabling the referencing of information via 
chatbot and posted application forms and guidebooks
・  Inclusion of an explanation of the above temporary exemptions on guidance documents for pension 

contribution payment sent out to short-term non-payers
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■Launching of the Okinawa Project
○ In order to ensure that no Okinawa residents fail to pay their National Pension contributions and can
reliably�receive�pension�benefits�in�the�future,�the�six�branch�offices�in�Okinawa�Prefecture�have�worked�
with local municipalities to improve contribution payment rates and halt the increase in the number of
people�who�are�unqualified�for�a�pension�or�receive�only�low�pension�benefits.

○ However, Okinawa’s National Pension current-year contribution payment rate for FY 2018 was 51.2%,
which is 17% below the national average of 68.1%, making Okinawa 47th among all prefectures in terms
of current-year payment rate.

○ In order to improve this state of affairs, it is necessary to further strengthen existing contribution collection
measures (encourage contribution payments and providing guidance on contribution exemptions through
mailings, phone calls, and visits, primarily by private contractors) and focus more on initiatives to deepen
understanding of National Pension systems.
To that end, JPS launched the Okinawa Project in August 2019 to build systems for
implementing initiatives in a cross-sectional manner and to promote standardized
contribution collection measures.
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■Specific Initiatives and Results of the Okinawa Project
(1) Payment collection via measures standardized throughout Okinawa
The FY 2019 target for the current-year contribution payment rate was set at 55%. In order to strengthen 
collection measures targeting individuals for whom past payment encouragement and contribution exemption 
encouragement measures did not successfully lead to payment or exemption, JPS added 50 staff members to 
its�six�branch�offices�in�Okinawa�Prefecture�and�intensively�focused�on�payment�encouragement�and�providing�
guidance on exemptions via in-person visits.

(2) Improvement of public relations activities
In order to promote a deeper understanding of the mechanisms and benefits of the pension system among the 
Okinawa population, JPS actively conducted a PR campaign in collaboration with the relevant bodies (the Okinawa 
Prefectural Government, municipalities, etc.). The section below describes the specific content of this campaign.

In January 2020, President Mizushima visited the governor of Okinawa Prefecture, the mayor 
of Naha City, the mayor of Urasoe City, the mayor of Ginowan City, the Ryukyu Shimpo 
newspaper company, and the Okinawa Times. In each of these visits, Mizushima explained 
the current state of National Pension-related matters in Okinawa Prefecture and asked for 
cooperation with the Okinawa Project.
This resulted in public relations access in the form of the publication of guidance on making 
pension contribution payments and articles on contribution exemptions in Okinawa Prefecture PR 
brochures and newspapers. Additionally, the Naha City Hall Facebook page featured an overview 
of the visit, and the Okinawa Times and Ryukyu Shimpo newspapers ran articles explaining that 
JPS had launched the Okinawa Project and is working to improve contribution payment rates.

Visit to Okinawa by JPS President Mizushima

The�Naha�City�Pension�Branch�Office�met�with�the�responsible�staff�in�the�Okinawa�Prefectural�
Government, explained the current state of National Pension-related matters in Okinawa, 
and requested that the government make use of its PR media to promote understanding of 
the pension system in the prefecture.
■ Running articles, etc. (Beginning Oct. 2019)
・ Guidance on pension systems provided on the “Radio Kenmin-shitsu” radio program (Oct. 2019)
・ Article run in the Churashima Okinawa PR brochure (Mar. 2020)
・ Article run in the Kenmin Salon newspaper advertisement (Mar. 2020)
・ Distribution�of�leaflets�that�promote�understanding�of�the�pension�system�(beginning�Dec.�2019) 
(Placed�in�prefectural�taxation�offices,�welfare�offices,�the�Motor�Vehicle�Tax�Office,�and�
the Local Government Training Center)

Collaboration with the Okinawa Prefectural Government

・ In�order�to�enable�pension�branch�offices�and�municipalities�to�share�tasks�with�one�another�
and work collaboratively on initiatives, JPS requested cooperation in establishing individual 
cooperation councils (beginning Feb. 2020)

・ Requested phone numbers held by departments other than those responsible for National 
Pension-related matters (Jul. - Dec. 2019)

・ Requested the acquisition of applications for payment by bank account transfer or credit card, and 
requested further cooperation with acquiring applications for contribution exemptions (Jul. - Dec. 2019)

Collaboration with Municipalities

Information was provided to the Ryukyu Shimpo, Okinawa Times, Yaeyama Nippo, and the 
Yaeyama Mainichi newspapers on the Okinawa Project’s initiatives, and cooperation was 
requested with publishing articles on the subject.

Requested cooperation from newspaper companies (Beginning Jan. 2020)
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JPS achieved its targets through the implementation of standardized 
payment collection measures at its six pension branch offices in 
Okinawa Prefecture and more intensive public relations activities.
・ Current-year contribution payment rate at the end of FY 2019 was 55.4%, meeting the target (55%).
・ This was a gain of 4.2% year-on-year (1st in Japan)
・ The gap with 46th place was reduced from 8.1% at the end of FY 2018 to 5.6% at the end of FY 2019.
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Pension seminars:  In order to provide young people with proper pension knowledge and 
promote understanding of pensions, JPS conducted public awareness 
activities about the public pension system in cooperation with educational 
institutions (universities, technical colleges, secondary schools, etc.).
*Pension seminars: 43 cases (31 schools, 3,152 people)

Other pension system information sessions:  JPS promoted understanding of the public pension 
system among administrators and employees at 
companies and other related organizations
*Pension system information sessions: 33 cases (824 people)

Active implementation of pension seminars, etc.

1)�National�organizations:�Okinawa�Regional�Taxation�Office,�tax�offices,�Hello�Work
2)  Financial institutions: Bank of the Ryukyu, Bank of Okinawa, Koza Shinkin Bank, JA 
Okinawa�(leaflets�and�bank�account�transfer�applications)

3) Convenience stores: LAWSON Okinawa
4)  Municipal organizations: Departments responsible for National Pension-related matters, 
welfare�offices,�Okinawa�Social�Welfare�Association

5) Universities: Okinawa International University, Meio University

Distribution of leaflets that promote understanding of the pension system (Nov. and Dec. 2019)
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◎Inquiries regarding Nenkin Net should be directed to the Pension Coverage Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN) and Nenkin Net Hotline

Hours
Mondays (or if a national holiday falls on Monday,  
the first day after the holidays are over): 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM 
Tuesdays - Fridays: 8:30 AM - 5:15 PM 
Second Saturday of the month: 9:30 AM - 4:00 PM
◎ Not available on Sundays, national holidays, Saturdays 

(excl. Second Saturday of the month), or Dec. 29 through Jan. 3.

For more information, 
visit the JPS website!

Searchねんきんネット

If your phone number starts with 050, please call:
(Tokyo) 03-6700-1144

Begin Nenkin Net at Home!
- Check your own pension records and
expected pension amounts -

I’ll check using 
Nenkin Net!Column

Nenkin Net is an online individual account service that enables customers to easily 
check your own pension information, anytime and anywhere on your personal computer 
or mobile. Use Nenkin Net to check pension records and expected pension amounts.

○Check your own pension records, including the most recent records!
Look up your up-to-date coverage status and pension contribution payment histories.
You can also check how many months’ worth of retroactive  
payments you can make and the size of such payments.

○Calculate expected pension amounts: Helpful for life planning!
Various calculation services are available, including the Simple Calculator  
and calculating using specific conditions you set yourself.
Calculated results can be displayed in easy-to-read table or graph formats.

○�Check notices and electronic Pension Coverage Regular
Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN): Now more convenient in digital form!

Notices pertaining to receipt of pension benefits (e.g. pension bank transfer notices, tax deduction slips 
for public pensions [etc.], notifications of changes in pension amounts) and electronic Pension Coverage 
Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN) are available for download.

<And other helpful features!>
Easily submit applications for the reissue of tax deduction slips for public pensions etc. and create and 
print some reports/notices using Nenkin Net.

It couldn't be easier to register to use Nenkin Net! Use your Basic Pension Number on the Nenkin Net page 
of the Japan Pension Service website (see below) to complete registration procedures!

<If you have a My Number Card, it’s easy to log in via Mynaportal!>
After logging into Mynaportal, select Nenkin Net from the “Quicker access” menu and log in to Nenkin Net.

What can you do with Nenkin Net?

What is Nenkin Net?

How do I access Nenkin Net?

Electronic Pension 
Coverage Regular 
Notices (NENKIN 

TEIKI BIN)

Check pension 
records

Expected 
pension 
amounts

Log in to Nenkin NetAccess the “Quicker 
access” menuLog in to Mynaportal
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Chapter 2

FY 2019  
Initiatives
JPS implements initiatives based on our Mid-term Plan and Annual 

Plan. FY 2019 was the first year of the Third Mid-term Plan, and in 

2019 JPS implemented mission-critical operations such as coverage 

and collection operations for the National Pension and Employees’ 

Pension Insurance as well as a wide variety of other initiatives. This 

section covers these initiatives.
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the Internal Controls System  ......................................................  P.49

Protection of Personal Information  .............................................  P.53

FY 2019 Performance  ................................................................  P.55
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■ Of the 20-year-olds identified using the Basic Resident Registration Network System, JPS previously
encouraged the submission of applications by those who are supposed to be covered as Category I
insured persons. If no application was received by JPS despite this encouragement, those individuals
were nonetheless registered in the system as Category I insured persons. However, beginning in
October 2019, JPS began dropping all application encouragement efforts for individuals turning
20 years old and simply registered them in the system as Category I insured persons instead. This
resulted in the completion of enrollment procedures for all of these individuals, including those who
applied voluntarily before October 2019 (290,000 people).

□ JPS planned to use the Basic Resident Registration Network System to identify 20-year-old individuals
to whom to promptly register in the system as National Pension Category I insured persons, dropping
all application encouragement efforts beginning in October 2019. In addition, individuals aged 34, 44,
and 54 were encouraged to submit National Pension applications and, in the event that no application
was received by JPS, were steadily registered in the system as National Pension Category I insured
persons.
□ Moreover, if no “category change” report was submitted for an insured person, JPS planned to work to

register such persons into the pension system as Category I insured persons.

1. Initiatives to Promote National Pension Coverage
All people who are registered residents of Japan and aged between 20 and 59 must be covered by the 
National Pension system. There is a need to work to reduce the number of individuals who are not 
covered by the system. JPS’s initiatives in FY 2019 to promote National Pension coverage are as follows.

(1) Ensuring Coverage

▶Outcomes of Initiatives for FY 2015 to FY 2019
Year (FY) FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Individuals reaching 20 years of age
1.21 million 

people
1.25 million 

people
1.25 million 

people
1.27 million 

people
1.26 million 

people

Individuals 
reaching 
20 years of age 
who should be 
covered as 
Category I 
insured persons

1.00 million 
people

1.02 million 
people

1.00 million 
people

1.04 million 
people

1.09 million 
people

Coverage done by JPS 
without receiving an 

application*1

520,000 
people

510,000 
people

490,000 
people

560,000 
people

800,000 
people

Applicants
480,000 
people

510,000 
people

510,000 
people

480,000 
people

290,000 
people*2

*1: These individuals did not apply for coverage but were rather automatically registered in the system for coverage by JPS
*2: Individuals who applied voluntarily in or before September 2019

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives

■ Additionally, of the 34-, 44-, and 54-year-olds identified via the Basic Resident Registration Network
System (4.93 million), JPS encouraged submission of applications from those without basic pension
numbers (e.g. because they moved to Japan from abroad), and those (130,000 people) who have
been out of coverage for a certain period of time (12 months) after losing their coverage status under
Employees’ Pension Insurance (Category II insured persons) or as Category III insured persons. If
there was no application received from these individuals by JPS even after this encouragement, JPS
simply registered these individuals in the system as Category I insured persons.
■ JPS also encouraged those leaving their jobs as well as their dependent spouses to voluntarily report

a “category change” to their status as Category I insured persons. Steps were first taken to encourage
pension applications two months after they quit their jobs. If no pension application was submitted
despite this encouragement, JPS promptly registered the insured persons in the system as Category I
insured persons.
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(2) Addressing People Unqualified for a Pension or Receiving Low Pension Benefits

■ Individuals in their 50s with 24 unpaid months but who have made contribution payments for a certain
period were sent notifications informing them of how many months are left until they fulfill eligibility
requirements as a way of encouraging them to make contribution payments.

■ In addition to previous initiatives to encourage retroactive payments*3, JPS introduced new initiatives to
encourage retroactive payment among individuals covered by Employees’ Pension Insurance who
graduated from university around 5 years ago (i.e. 27-year-olds) and have a period in which they used
the Special Payment System for Students (457,000 people). This resulted in a growth in users of the
retroactive payment system from 166,000 people last fiscal year to 185,000 this year.

□�JPS planned to consider an effective and efficient way to address individuals expected to receive low
pension benefits.

□�JPS planned to encourage retroactive payments among those in their second and ninth years, as in the
past, as well as newly among people in their late 20s to early 30s who have a period in which they used
the Special Payment System for Students, which is a group that tends to make heavy use of the
retroactive payment system.

*3:  System by which individuals can retroactively make contribution payments for periods in which they received contribution
exemptions or payment postponements (however, retroactive payment can only be made within ten years of the month in
which retroactive payment was approved). Making retroactive payments enables people to increase the size of their Old-Age 
Basic Pension as well as lower their national and local income taxes through deductions for social insurance contributions.

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives

(3) Coordination and Cooperation with Affiliated Organizations

■ At information sessions for employment insurance beneficiaries held by HELLO WORK, JPS worked to
encourage reporting and disseminated information about special exemption systems in place for those
who have lost their jobs, with the aim of encouraging voluntary “category change” reporting by individuals
changing jobs and their dependents.

■ JPS also created the bimonthly information magazine “KAKEHASHI” (meaning bridge) to provide
information to municipal government staff in charge of the National Pension system, and also gave
explanations of National Pension registration procedures at explanatory sessions for municipal
administrative staff, requesting that this information be distributed widely among residents of Japan.

□ JPS planned to strengthen its coordination with HELLO WORK (employment offices) to better encourage
the submission of “category change” reports at employment insurance explanatory sessions and provide
explanations of special payment exemption systems for unemployment.

□ JPS planned to strengthen its coordination with municipalities and promote proper pension applications
and reporting.

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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▶Status of multi-language pamphlet production

Timing June 2019 July 2019

Description

The range of languages covered by the 
“Japanese National Pension System” 
explanatory pamphlet was expanded from 
9 languages to 14 languages

Created new foreign language editions of 
the “Application for National Pension 
Contribution Exemption/Payment 
Postponement” explanatory pamphlet (14 
languages)

(4) Measures to Cover Foreign Nationals

■ Beginning June 2019, JPS began without exceptions to register specified skilled non-Japanese workers 
who were not covered by the pension system, based on information on specified skilled non-Japanese 
workers and their accompanying families, which JPS receives every month from the Immigration Services 
Agency of Japan. The registration process for such individuals was begun at the end of the month 
following the one in which the information was received.

■ JPS took the following measures in order to provide foreign nationals with easy-to-understand 
explanations of pension systems. JPS also posted pamphlets to the JPS website and requested that 
municipalities make use of them.

□ JPS planned to compare information on foreign nationals supplied by the Ministry of Justice with JPS’s 
own records to encourage individuals not covered by the pension system to submit applications for 
coverage and to register them in the system if they fail to submit an application.

□ In order to provide easy-to-understand explanation of pension systems, JPS planned to expand the 
range of languages covered by explanatory pamphlets about the National Pension system and create 
new pamphlets about applying for coverage in multiple languages.
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(5) Exemptions from National Pension Contribution Payments Before and After Giving Birth

■ JPS worked with municipalities to smoothly conduct administration work associated with exemptions to 
contribution payments before and after giving birth, implemented beginning in April 2019. Further, JPS's 
efforts to promote understanding of pension systems using leaflets included with payment notices 
resulted in increasing the number of contribution exemptions to 63,377 as of the end of March 2020.

□ JPS planned to work with municipalities to smoothly conduct administration work associated with 
exemptions to contribution payments for National Pension Category I insured persons before and after 
they give birth. These exemptions began to be implemented in April 2019.

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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▶Contribution payment rates (as of the end of FY 2019)

Fiscal year in which contribution payments were due

73.4%
(+7.1 points)

C
ontribution paym

ent rate (%
)

80

70

60

FY 2019FY 2017 FY 2018
0

66.3%
(+1.3 points)

Current FY 
payment rate

(note) National Pension contribution payments can be paid retroactively for up to two years in the past. The final
payment rate for contribution payments due in the current fiscal year will be determined two years in the future.

Contribution 
payment rate 
1 year later

Final payment rate 
(2 years later)

76.3
(+10.0 points)

68.1%
(+1.8 points)

69.3%
(+1.1 points)

Contribution 
payment rate 
1 year later

Contribution 
payment rate 
2 years later

Current FY 
payment rate

74.9%
(+6.8 points)

2.  Initiatives to Improve National Pension 
Contribution Payment Rates

Underlying the public pension system is an intergenerational support system (pay-as-you-go system) in which 
the working-age population’s pension contribution payments fund the elderly population’s pensions. To that 
end, JPS actively works to encourage contribution payments and conduct compulsory collection from non-
payers to increase contribution payment rates. In FY 2019, the initiatives described below resulted in JPS's 
achievement of a 69.3% current-year payment rate and a 76.3% final payment rate, thereby meeting the FY 
2019 target of the mid-70s.

□ Aimed for a mid-70% final payment rate with the following targets
1)  At least 1.0 point increase in the current-year payment rate for FY 2019
2)  At least 5.0 point increase in the payment rate for FY 2018 contributions as of the end of FY 2019, 

relative to the payment rate for those contributions as of the end of FY 2018
3)  At least 8.0 point increase in the final payment rate for FY 2017 contributions relative to the current-

year payment rate for those contributions in FY 2017
4)  Rates of payment by bank account transfer higher than the previous fiscal year

■ After categorizing non-payers by age, income, number of unpaid months, and other attributes, JPS 
effectively and efficiently combined sending out Special Payment Reminders to non-payers, sending 
payment reminders to two-month and four-month non-payers on whom initiatives were believed likely to 
be most effective, sending out simple exemption applications (postcard format) to individuals who may 
be able to make use of exemptions due to their income status, and using compulsory collection for 
individuals who have the ability to make contribution payments but do not respond to repeated contact 
encouraging them to pay. These efforts resulted in the increase of the current-year payment rate for FY 
2019 contribution payments to 69.3% (+1.1 points relative to the previous year), the increase of the 
contribution payment rate for FY 2018 contributions at the end of FY 2019 to 74.9% (+6.8 points relative 
to the end of FY 2018), and the increase the final payment rate of FY 2017 contributions to 76.3% (+10.0 
points relative to the FY 2017 current-year payment rate). All of these exceeded targets.

(1) Initiatives to Achieve Target Contribution Payment Rates

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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■ The Okinawa Project was launched in collaboration with Okinawa municipalities to implement measures 
and improve systems in the prefecture to address its low contribution payment rates relative to other 
prefectures. These initiatives significantly increased the current-year payment rate for FY 2019 in Okinawa 
Prefecture to 55.4% (+4.2 points relative to the previous fiscal year’s contribution payment rate).
■ In order to promote contribution payments made by bank account transfer and credit card, JPS promoted 

the use of bank account transfers for payment when individuals became eligible for pension coverage. 
JPS also sent out direct-mailing recommendations that included a bank-account transfer application, 
credit card payment application, and a response envelope to cash payers and those who missed only 
their most recent month's contribution payment. Finally, JPS used external contractors to encourage 
beneficiaries to change payment methods, among other initiatives. As a result of these initiatives, total 
combined rates of account transfer and credit card usage reached 38.0%.

▶Rates of payment by bank account transfer or credit card
Year (FY) FY 2018 FY 2019 Relative to previous FY

Bank account transfer 34.6% 33.5% ▲1.1%
Credit card usage rate 3.7% 4.5% 0.8%
Total 38.3% 38.0% ▲0.3%

(3) Reliable Implementation of Compulsory Collection

(2) Improved Collaboration with External Contractors (Market Testing*1)

■ At Headquarters, regular monthly progress meetings were held with external contractors, and quarterly 
public hearings were held together with regional departments to assess contractors’ progress 
management and provide them with guidance and advice. Branch offices also held monthly meetings 
with contractors and provided advice regarding how to improve operational outcomes.
■ Through these initiatives, external contractors conducted payment encouragement activities in the 

nighttime and on Saturdays, Sundays, and national holidays due to those times being the most effective 
and efficient. Further, better collaboration between branch offices and contractors helped to achieve the 
collection of 15.82 million months’ worth of current-year and past-year contribution payments, thereby 
increasing the payment rate to 16.0% (up from 15.9% in the previous year) of the number of months of 
payments targeted for collection by the external contractors.

*1:  Implemented based on the Act on Reform of Public Services by Introduction of Competitive Bidding (Act No. 51 of 2006), market 
testing aims to provide better service at low cost by giving private businesses the opportunity to enter sectors previously handled by 
the public sector, thereby taking advantage of the creativity and know-how of the private sector. At JPS, National Pension contribution 
payment encouragement activities (other than compulsory collection) have been comprehensively outsourced to private contractors.

□ JPS planned to send final payment ultimatums to all individuals who have a certain level of income but 
are still long-term non-payers for compulsory collection, based on their income and contribution status. 
Finally, delinquency disposition was to be conducted if there was still no voluntary payment despite 
encouragement to pay.
□ In FY 2019, individuals with income over 3 million yen after deductions and at least seven unpaid months 

of contribution payments were to be targeted for payment encouragement.
□ JPS worked with the National Tax Agency (NTA) to handle difficult-to-collect delinquencies determined 

to be in bad faith. JPS made active use of the mechanism by which authority over delinquency disposition 
is delegated out to the National Tax Agency, delegating more cases than the previous fiscal year.

□ JPS planned to improve coordination among external contractors, JPS Headquarters, and branch offices 
to work to achieve targets for payment encouragement operations.

  Plan Overview
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■ Individuals with income after deductions of at least 3 million yen and at least seven unpaid months of 
contribution payments were sent final ultimatums regarding payment. If they still did not pay, they were 
subjected to delinquency disposition.

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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▶Compulsory Collection Initiatives
Year (FY) FY 2018 FY 2019 Relative to previous FY

Ultimatums sent 133,900 cases 142,871 cases 6.7%
Reminder letters sent 81,597 cases 89,615 cases 9.8%
Seizures of property 17,977 cases 20,590 cases 14.5%

▶National Pension Contribution Collection Initiatives (Chart)

Implementation of two-year advance 
payments via bank account transfer 
(beginning Apr. 2014)

Implementation of payment 
via credit card 
(beginning Feb. 2008)

Implementation of payment 
via the internet 
(beginning Apr. 2004)

Implementation of two-year advance 
payments via cash and credit card 
(beginning Apr. 2017)

Implementation of payment 
at convenience stores 
(beginning Feb. 2004)

- Numbers of cases of ultimatums, reminder letters, and seizures of property refer to those cases begun in that fiscal year.

FY 2019FY 2018FY 2017Year (FY)
Ultimatums
Reminder letters
Seizures of property

103,614 cases
66,270 cases
14,344 cases

142,871 cases
89,615 cases
20,590 cases

133,900 cases
81,597 cases
17,977 cases

Payment encouragement (better quality / more efficient)

FY 2019FY 2018FY 2017Year (FY)
By mail
By phone
In-person visits (meetings)

37.06 million cases
33.11 million cases
6.14 million cases

32.72 million cases
23.50 million cases
4.19 million cases

37.85 million cases
25.82 million cases
5.26 million cases

■Building a Convenient Payment Infrastructure

Compulsory collection (to eliminate feelings of unfairness and generate ripple effects)

FY 2019FY 2018FY 2017Year (FY)
Criteria
Result 54 cases 79 cases75 cases

Income of at least 10 million yen and delinquency of at least 13 months (Beginning Oct. 2015 )

●Delegation of compulsory collection to the National Tax Agency

FY 2019FY 2018FY 2017Year (FY)
By mail
By phone
In- person visits
Total

8.27 million cases
33.09 million cases
6.07 million cases
47.43 million cases

5.82 million cases
23.48 million cases
4.12 million cases
33.42 million cases

7.56 million cases
25.80 million cases
5.20 million cases
38.55 million cases

●Payment encouragement outsourced

No response to repeated payment encouragement

Eligible for exemptions, etc.Targeted for compulsory collection and payment encouragement

Non-payers
Income data from municipalities (received from 99% of all municipalities as of March 2020)

Promoting understanding of and 
encouraging use of the exemption system, etc.
Promote understanding and encourage 
use of the exemption system and the 
Special Payment System for Students 
(program that enables students to defer 
pension contribution payments) to ensure 
people’s rights to receive pensions and 
increase the sizes of pensions.
●Promoting understanding of the exemption 

system among unemployed individuals 
through collaboration with HELLO WORK
(Beginning October 2004)

●Introduction of the Contribution Payment 
Postponement System for Youth (Beginning 
April 2005)

●Expansion of the range of those eligible for 
payment deferrals (Beginning July 2016)

●Relaxation of exemption criteria and approval 
of retroactive exemptions (Beginning April 
2005)

●Revision of the period of validity for retroactive 
exemptions (Beginning April 2014)

●Simplification of application procedure for 
exemptions
1) Confirmation of intent to extend current 

exemption (Beginning July 2005)
2) Simplification of exemption application 

procedures (Beginning October 2009)
3) Simplification of application procedures for 

income tax non-filers (Beginning October 
2014)

●Simplification of application procedures for the 
Special Payment System for Students 
(Beginning April 2008)

●Launch of system in which beneficiaries can 
delegate exemption application procedures to 
third parties by phone (Beginning April 2016)

Promotion of payment by bank account transfer
- Implementation of discounts for payments by bank 
account transfer (beginning Apr. 2005)

- Standardization of the use of bank account transfers for 
voluntarily covered insured persons (beginning Apr. 2008)

■ Measures taken at branch offices gave priority to individuals sent reminder letters who met NTA delegation
requirements of income after deductions of at least 10 million yen and at least 13 unpaid months of
contribution payments. Authority over delinquency disposition for 79 such cases, in which individuals
could not find assets sufficient to pay delinquent contribution payments and who were judged to lack a
sincere intention to pay, were delegated by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare to the Minister of
Finance (NTA delegation). (75 cases acted upon in FY 2018)
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3.  Initiatives Promoting Employees’ Pension
Insurance and Health Insurance Coverage

■ JPS set its target for workplaces covered via employee coverage guidance at 80,000 workplaces. After
thoroughly conducting progress management for the work in order to ensure achievement of those
targets at Headquarters and branch offices, JPS achieved a total of 91,342 workplaces covered via
coverage guidance as of the end of FY 2019, exceeding its target of 80,000 workplaces. Additionally,
these initiatives extended coverage to 175,774 insured persons.
■�Of the corporate workplaces identified through FY 2018 as being workplaces that should have been

covered by the original initiatives, JPS gave priority to coverage guidance for workplaces employing
employees other than the business owner and their family. This resulted in the coverage of 1,006 corporate
workplaces with 5 or more workers, and 3,943 corporate workplaces with fewer than 5 workers.
■�Through these initiatives and others, workplaces targeted for examinations*1 were reduced from

361,481 workplaces in the previous fiscal year to 276,960 workplaces, the number of covered workplaces
increased from 2,336,872 to 2,435,775, and coverage insured persons increased from 39,806,245 to
40,374,470.
*1:  Of such corporate workplaces that employ and pay wages to employees on whom information is provided by the National Tax Agency, workplaces 

targeted for examinations are the subset not covered by Employees’ Pension Insurance, etc., according to JPS data

□ JPS planned to use information on national tax withholding agents and other information from relevant
organizations to effectively and efficiently provide guidance regarding pension coverage based on the
number of employees at a workplace, in addition to other initiatives to promote coverage.

▶Status of initiatives since FY 2014
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 workplaces
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FY 2019FY 2018FY 2017FY 2016FY 2015FY 2014

1,867,185 1,974,655 2,109,345 2,227,353 2,336,872 2,435,775

39,704

92,55092,550 115,105115,105 99,06499,064 100,727100,727 91,342

975,664975,664
647,786647,786 513,332513,332

421,377421,377 361,481361,481 276,960276,960

2.3 times Relative to 
FY 2014

Number of covered workplaces
Number of workplaces covered due to coverage guidance provided by JPS staff
Number of workplaces targeted for examinations
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In general, all corporate workplaces and small business workplaces with at least five regular employees 
(excluding some industries) are required to be covered by the Employees’ Pension Insurance and Employees’ 
Health Insurance system. In order to ensure a fair distribution of the burden on employers and to prevent the 
emergence of individuals who are unqualified for a pension or receive only low pension benefits, JPS works to 
systematically promote coverage at workplaces that have employees who should be covered.

(1) Measures to Promote Coverage of Workplaces that are not Covered
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▶Status of Workplace Examination Initiatives

Workplace size Target number of insured 
persons for examinations

Number of insured persons 
at examined workplaces Completion rate Number of workplaces 

examined

Fewer than 10 workers 1,000,000 people 1,284,856 people 128.5% 211,359 workplaces

Fewer than 500 
workers but at least 10 4,000,000 people 4,248,417 people 106.2% 51,390 workplaces

500 or more workers 700,000 people 863,476 people 123.4% 719 workplaces

▶Status of On-site Examination Initiatives
Number of workplaces 

examined
Number of workplaces identified for 

targeting by initiatives*2 
Rate at which workplaces are 

identified for targeting by initiatives*2

On-site examinations 60,551 workplaces 34,870 workplaces 57.6% (Target was 40%)

*2:  Workplaces identified for targeting by initiatives: This refers to workplaces for which proper pension applications/reporting were made (including 
workplaces regarding which revisions were made by JPS without an application/report from the workplace) as a result of examinations conducted of 
covered workplaces. These examinations checked whether proper applications/reporting had been conducted for insured persons’ eligibility and 
remuneration, and they identified omissions or errors in coverage-related applications/reporting.
Rate at which workplaces are identified for targeting by initiatives: Of the total number of covered workplaces at which workplace examinations were 
conducted, the proportion for which issues were identified by the examinations and proper applications/reporting was thereafter submitted (i.e. the 
number of workplace identified for targeting by initiatives as a proportion of the number of covered workplaces at which workplace examinations were 
conducted [“number of workplaces examined”])
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35,985,388 36,863,741 38,217,576 39,112,169 39,806,245 40,374,470

123,649
239,024239,024 265,002265,002 228,970228,970 200,155200,155

Number of insured persons
Number of insured persons covered due to coverage guidance provided by JPS staff

175,774

1.4 times Relative to 
FY 2014

(2) Measures to Improve Coverage Applications through Workplace Examinations

■�As a general rule, workplace examinations are completed at all covered workplaces in the Mid-term Plan 
period. JPS’s targets were to conduct examinations at workplaces representing at least one-fifth of the 
total number of insured persons at workplaces targeted for examinations, and to improve the rate at 
which workplaces are identified for targeting by initiatives. Specifically, JPS conducted examinations 
based on the number of employees at workplaces. As a general rule, JPS conducted on-site examinations 
at covered workplaces with at least 10 insured persons on staff, and office or mail surveys for covered 
workplaces with fewer than 10 insured persons on staff, to conduct examinations effectively and 
efficiently. For covered workplaces with 10,000 or more employees, JPS established a dedicated 
workplace examinations team in July 2019 to conduct efficient workplace examinations.
■�This resulted in examinations of workplaces representing enough insured persons to exceed initial 

targets. Additionally, for on-site examinations, the target for the rate at which workplaces are identified 
for targeting by initiatives reached 57.6%, exceeding the target of 40%.

□ JPS planned to effectively and efficiently conduct workplace examinations based on past examination results, 
number of employees, industry, etc., and improve the rate at which workplaces are identified for targeting by initiatives.

  Plan Overview
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▶Average Number of Days for Processing by Application/Report Type

Coverage applications

Type Electronic application Electronic media Paper

Year (FY) Apr. 2018 Apr. 2019 Apr. 2018 Apr. 2019 Apr. 2018 Apr. 2019

Average 
number of days 
for processing

4.5 days 3.3 days
(-1.2 days) 3.7 days 2.3 days

(-1.4 days) 7.7 days 4.2 days
(-3.5 days)

(3) Other

■�JPS added more staff, more work devices, more support from processing centers and branch offices, 
and other initiatives to bolster administrative processing of applications and reports pertaining to the 
issuance of health insurance cards. This resulted in a major reduction in the average number of days 
required for processing in the busy period of April 2019, relative to the same month year-on-year.

□ After first setting targets for the standard lengths of administrative processing periods, JPS planned to 
conduct monthly progress management of applications and reporting pertaining to the issuance of 
health insurance cards. JPS also planned to give priority to processing such applications/reporting for 
health insurance cards over other applications/reporting to speed up the administrative process.

Dependent transfer form

Type Electronic application Electronic media Paper

Year (FY) Apr. 2018 Apr. 2019 Apr. 2018 Apr. 2019 Apr. 2018 Apr. 2019

Average 
number of days 
for processing

4.5 days 2.8 days
(-1.7 days) 2.4 days 2.5 days

(+0.1 days) 8.5 days 4.1 days
(-4.4 days)

* The “processing period” is the length of the period from the day after the application/report is received by JPS to the day on 
which pension eligibility is confirmed. The period does not include the period of time required by the Japan Health Insurance 
Association to create the health insurance card.
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Acceleration of Administrative Processing for Pension Applications and Reports
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▶Contribution Collection Rates: Employees’ Pension Insurance

Year (FY) FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Confirmed contribution amount to be collected 31.2525 trillion yen 32.2267 trillion yen

Contributions collected 30.9442 trillion yen 31.9287 trillion yen

Collection rate 99.0% 99.1% 99.1%

Year (FY) FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Confirmed contribution amount to be collected 9.7667 trillion yen 10.1063 trillion yen 

Contributions collected 9.5891 trillion yen 9.9340 trillion yen 

Collection rate 98.2% 98.3% 98.4%

4.  Initiatives for Employees’ Pension Insurance and
Employees’ Health Insurance Contribution Collection

The payment collection rate for Employees’ Pension Insurance has been at a high level ever since JPS was founded. 
JPS will continue to conduct contribution collection in a fair and equitable way and improve its performance in this area.

□�JPS's target was to achieve payment collection rates for Employees’ Pension Insurance, etc., at a level
equivalent to or greater than the previous fiscal year.

■ JPS thoroughly implemented early response and delinquency dispositions timed for when there was an
increase in the total value of delinquent payments. At branch offices, JPS properly managed progress on
initiatives aimed at achieving its targets. At Headquarters, JPS participated in councils on payment collection
measures to provide guidance on making improvements at branch offices underperforming targets.

■ This resulted in a payment collection rate of 99.1% for FY 2019 Employees’ Pension Insurance contribution
payments, the same level as the previous fiscal year. Additionally, the payment collection rate for the Health Insurance
program managed by the Japan Health Insurance Association was 98.4%, exceeding the previous year’s level.

(1) Initiatives to Achieve Target Payment Collection Rates

▶�Payment Collection Rates: Premiums for the Health Insurance Program Managed by
the Japan Health Insurance Association
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(2)  Payment Guidance, Suspension of Conversions Into Cash, and Delinquency
Dispositions for Delinquent Workplaces

■ In order to prevent additional workplaces from becoming delinquent in their contribution payments, JPS
made phone calls to encourage payment and issued other forms of quick, reliable, and early payment
guidance targeted at workplaces that did not make their payments by their legal payment deadlines. For
newly delinquent workplaces, JPS took initial procedures and conducted payment guidance on-site and
at JPS offices in order to prevent long-term delinquency and the accumulation of large delinquent bills.
■�If, during payment consultation with the workplace, the workplace claimed difficulty in making the

contribution payment in a lump sum, JPS first checked the workplace’s financial statements and other
information to assess its ability to pay, and then provided an explanation of the suspension of conversion
into cash and issued payment guidance to the workplace to encourage prompt payment in full.

□ When delinquent workplaces report difficulty making a contribution payment, JPS planned to take
appropriate action as suited to the delinquent workplace’s individual circumstances and based on the
relevant laws and regulations.
□�JPS planned to work to improve its collection systems, centered on the Contribution Collection Special

Enforcement Department at Headquarters, to handle difficult-to-collect workplaces with long-term
delinquency and eliminate their delinquencies.
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32.9209 trillion yen
32.6197 trillion yen

10.6997 trillion yen
10.5249 trillion yen
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Year (FY) FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Payment deferrals 64 cases 10 cases 15 cases

Suspensions of conversion into cash 332 cases 743 cases 876 cases

▶Payment Deferrals and Suspensions of Conversion into Cash

(3) Training of Payment Collection Personnel

■ In order to cultivate personnel with a high level of expertise, JPS in August 2019 conducted a total of ten 
days of “Professional Training on Payment Collection” that aimed to teach trainees about the National 
Tax Collection Act and other related laws and regulations.
■�The Contribution Collection Special Enforcement Department participated in local section chief meetings 

and training sessions and disseminated information on successful case studies stemming from 
experiences handling difficult cases. In addition, the Department worked with pension branch offices to 
perform joint searches and joint public auctions as on-the-job training to improve the skills of personnel.

□JPS planned to conduct job-specific administrative training to cultivate personnel with a higher level of expertise.
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■ In particular, JPS conducted full, individualized hearings at workplaces damaged by 2019's Typhoon 
Hagibis and workplaces whose businesses were impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, and took careful 
measures including the proper utilization of payment deferrals, suspension of conversion into cash, and 
other contribution payment postponement measures.
■�In FY 2020, JPS is placing a priority on steps to address the COVID-19 pandemic and take prompt, 

flexible measures that fully consider both the emotional dimension and the conditions that workplaces 
are placed in to ensure that payment postponement measures are appropriately utilized.

Cases overseen by the 
Contribution Collection 
Special Enforcement 
Department

Cases overseen for FY 2019

End of March 2020Carried over from the 
previous fiscal year

Cases transferred 
over for FY 2019 Total

Number of workplaces 
overseen 129 workplaces 54 workplaces 183 workplaces 95 workplaces

Total of delinquent 
payments (incl. late fees) 4,575 million yen 1,637 million yen 6,212 million yen 5,071 million yen*

(*) Includes the delinquent payments of workplaces for which referral status was ended during the fiscal year

▶Status of Cases Overseen by the Contribution Collection Special Enforcement Department

■ In October 2018, JPS established the Contribution Collection Special Enforcement Department as a 
Headquarters-based organization dedicated to collection activities in order to handle difficult payment 
collection cases at the national level and reliably conduct dispositions for failure to make contribution 
payments. These efforts succeeded in eliminating difficulties at 88 workplaces during FY 2019 and 
returning the cases to pension offices, while also lowering total delinquent payments by 1.1 billion yen.
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■�After examining the status of branch offices and their systems on an individual basis during the process
of concentrating authority over pension benefits inspection and determination operations, JPS shifted
around 700 personnel from processing centers to the Pension Consultation Service at branch offices
through April 2019 to strengthen pension benefits inspection systems.
■�In addition, in order to further pursue more accurate payment of pension benefits, JPS examined and

analyzed operational systems at large branch offices and considered standardized systems for
conducting efficient operations as well as integrating consultation systems with inspection systems.

□ In order to ensure that pension benefits are accurately paid out to customers, JPS planned to concentrate
authority over pension benefits inspection and determination operations at branch offices and properly
monitor/verify the status of operations thereafter. In addition, JPS planned to consider and build a
standardized Pension Consultation Service system to further pursue accurate pension benefits payments.

5. Pension Benefits Initiatives
In FY 2019, JPS engaged in an organization-wide effort to properly adapt to the pensioners support benefits 
system enacted in October 2019 and reliably issue benefits payments.
Additionally, in order to accurately make pension benefits payments as a basic foundation of people’s 
livelihoods, JPS reorganized and reinforced its inspection systems for pension benefits payments in April 2019 
and concentrated authority over pension benefits inspections and determinations at branch offices to provide 
stable pension operations. JPS also built up execution systems to ensure the accuracy of pension benefits 
inspection and determination operations conducted at branch offices. JPS further improved administrative 
processing of disability pensions and worked to prevent missed pension benefits applications by making a new 
attempt at encouraging the submission of applications among those who have not done so and are 70 years 
of age or older.
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■ In order to improve the accuracy of pension benefits inspections and determinations conducted at   
branch offices, JPS established a dedicated preparation team at Headquarters and created 
guidelines for administrative processing and execution systems. In April 2020, JPS established the 
Entitlement Inspection Group at the Central Pension Center. With these changes, pension determinations 
will be immediately followed by checks of what was inspected and determined at branch offices as well 
as revisions both before and after payments begin to prevent erroneous benefits payments or deal with 
them quickly.
■ In order to acquire accurate information on pension entitlements from customers, JPS introduced 

additional check sheets and revisions based on what was discussed in consultations. In order to 
standardize explanations and explanatory procedures provided during consultations at pension 
consultation desks, JPS began working on creating pension consultation manuals in October 2019. 

  Plan Overview
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□ JPS planned to implement a system for checking pension benefit determinations immediately after such
decisions have been made in order to ensure accurate pension benefits payments and to prevent and
deal promptly with erroneous payments.

(2) Initiatives for More Accurate Benefits Payments

(1) Establishing an Inspection System at Branch Offices
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(3) Improvement of Administrative Processing for Disability Pensions

■ Beneficiaries who need to report their disability status were previously sent medical report forms around
one month before the submission deadline. JPS began sending them three months before the deadline to
increase the period for creating medical reports and improving customer service.
■By acquiring income data directly from municipalities, JPS un-necessitated the submission of income

declaration by Disability Basic Pension beneficiaries whose first medical examination occurred when under
20 years old. In addition, JPS changed the submission deadline for medical reports from the end of July to
the individual’s birth month, thereby lowering the burdens on both customers and medical institutions.
■For cases that are in particular need of comprehensive medical judgment by disability certifying doctors,

JPS implemented a mechanism at the end of July 2019 whereby the opinions of both the certifying
doctor(s) in charge as well as other certifying doctors are consulted in making such judgments. Further, if
certifying doctors’ opinions differ from one another, JPS decided to refer the issue to the Certification and
Inspection Committee established in December 2019 for its opinion on certification judgments.

■In order to encourage fuller explanation of reasons given for adverse dispositions for disability pensions,
JPS began attaching explanatory documents to some adverse disposition notices explaining the
reasoning thereof in October 2019, and in April 2020 JPS began attaching such explanations to all
adverse disposition notices.

□ JPS planned to move up the timing of the sending out of medical reports to those who need to recertify their
disability status, thereby increasing the period for creating medical reports and improving customer service.
□�JPS planned to change the month in which medical reports are submitted for recertifying Disability Basic

Pension beneficiaries whose first medical examination occurred when under 20 years old to the
beneficiary's birth month. Recipients for whom income data was received from municipalities were no
longer required to submit income declarations.
□�In order to ensure a higher level of fairness in the disability assessment process, JPS planned to standardize

disability assessments by implementing a mechanism by which multiple certifying doctors would contribute.

  Plan Overview

Status of FY 2019 Initiatives

(4) Personnel Training that Supports Pension Benefits Payment Operations

■ Separate operational training sessions were provided for management staff, regular staff, and fixed-
term / indefinite-term staff responsible for pension benefits payment operations at local offices.
Additionally, JPS also held training sessions for senior and non-senior specialists in pension benefits
payment operations to improve their skills as practical instructors.
■�I n order to improve personnel skills and prevent errors in administrative processing, JPS implemented

on-the-job practical training focused on Pension Consultation Service staff and conducted by visiting
senior specialists in pension benefits payments. In addition, JPS also conducted practical training
(Pension Consultation Training) for pension consultation desk staff.

□JPS planned to expand training systems for pension benefits payment by Headquarters.
□�In order to cultivate personnel who are experts in both systems and operations, JPS planned to conduct

practical training sessions and training-related visits for local office staff by senior specialists in pension
benefits payment operations.

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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If there is a need to reconfirm coverage records
(Within two months)

If there is NO need to reconfirm coverage records
(Within one month)

Avg. days required Achievement rate Avg. days required Achievement rate

36.6 days 95.3% 24.3 days 97.5%

▶Old-Age Pension (FY 2019)

If there is a need to reconfirm coverage records
(Within two months)

If there is NO need to reconfirm coverage records
(Within one month)

Avg. days required Achievement rate Avg. days required Achievement rate

38.8 days 91.3% 24.4 days 97.4%

▶Survivors’ Pension (FY 2019)

Within three months

Avg. days required Achievement rate

76.1 days 90.1%

▶Disability Pension (FY 2019)

■ In order to promote understanding of applications to delay the receipt of pension benefits and various
other ways of receiving benefits, JPS began sending leaflets on the pension benefits postponement
system together with pension applications sent to individuals turning 65 in April 2019. In addition, JPS
also revised its explanatory leaflet on how to fill out such applications to be easier to understand.
■ In order to more effectively encourage non-applicants over 70 years old to apply, JPS in January 2020

began attempting to encourage approx. 3,000 non-applying individuals aged 70 and older to apply via
writing and phone.
■ Through guidance and recommendations provided to local offices by Headquarters, service standard

achievement rates for applications reached over 90%, exceeding last year’s rates.

[Service standard* achievement levels]

* The “service standard” is the standard number of days required after receiving a pension benefits application to determine pension 
benefits and deliver a Pension Certificate. For the old-age pension and survivors’ pension, this standard is “within two months” (or 
within 1 month if there is no need to reconfirm coverage records). For the disability pension, the standard is “within 3 months”.

(5) Customer Service Improvements

□�JPS planned to work to take a variety of opportunities to provide information on beneficiaries’ ability to
freely select when they begin receiving pension benefits, from age 60 to age 70.
□�In addition to encouragement of the submission of pension applications already conducted for those

who have reached the age of eligibility and similar individuals, JPS also planned to build a mechanism
for encouraging submission of applications by individuals older than 70 (age 74 recommended) who are
eligible to begin receiving pension benefits but have not submitted an application.
□�JPS planned to properly monitor the level of accomplishment of the service standard* and maintain

service standard achievement levels at 90% or higher.

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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(6) Reliable Implementation of a Pensioners Support Benefits System

■ In order to handle reception operations pertaining to pensioners support benefits, all branch offices and 
processing centers were staffed with a total of around 700 full-time personnel and fixed term / (converted) 
indefinite-term staff to accurately conduct reception and consultation operations.

■ JPS acquired income and household data from municipalities and sent out approximately 7.68 million 
simple Pensioners Support Benefits applications (postcard type) to beneficiaries of the Old-Age Basic 
Pension, Disability Basic Pension, or Survivors’ Basic Pension who meet certain requirements as of April 
1, 2019. In addition, JPS's repeated efforts to encourage application submission by those who had not 
done so resulted in an application return rate of around 98% as of the end of March 2020.

■ JPS established new full-time personnel positions at the Central Pension Center that are responsible for 
“benefits payment operations” and focused primarily on pension benefits payment operations, including 
pensioners support benefits. In addition, JPS created manuals on work pertaining to pensioners support 
benefits and held two explanatory sessions for responsible personnel at branch offices and elsewhere, 
thereby aiming to achieve smooth and stable operations pertaining to pensioners support benefits.

■ In August 2019, JPS established the Pensioners Support Benefits Hotline, and in September 2019 
began operating a new dedicated call center timed to coincide with the sending out of simple pensioners 
support benefits applications (postcard type).

■ JPS collaborated with the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare to utilize various publicity media and 
reach out to relevant organizations to promote understanding of the pensioners support benefits system.

1)  Promoted understanding by posting the purpose and explanations of the system to the websites of JPS 
and the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
(Posts to homepages: Beginning Apr. 3, 2019. Dedicated website opened: Aug. 5, 2019)

2) Distributed leaflets for municipalities and branch office consultation desks (Apr. 1, 2019)

3) Utilized the “KAKEHASHI” informational magazine meant for municipalities (Sept. 2, 2019)

4) Requested cooperation of Pension Assistants (Sept. 11, 2019)

5)  Requested appropriate handling of applications by organizations involved in welfare for the elderly or 
welfare for persons with disabilities (Aug. 22, 2019)

6) Publicity via TV and radio programs
(TV: Sept. 22, 2019; Radio: Aug. 31 and Sept. 21, 2019)

7) Publicity via TV, radio, internet ads, newspapers, etc.
(TV: Sept. 16 to Oct. 13, 2019; Dec. 2-8 [70 nationwide private broadcasting stations]; Radio: Sept. 16 to Oct. 16 [38 nationwide AM 
radio stations]; Internet: Sept. 17, 2019 to Mar. 1, 2020; Newspapers: Dec. 10-15, 2019 [national papers and major local papers])

8) Distributed posters and leaflets promoting understanding of systems (Beginning mid-Sept. 2019)

□ With the implementation of the pensioners support benefits system, JPS planned to build efficient and 
accurate administrative processing methods and systems, in addition to building personnel systems 
for local offices and Headquarters to properly pay out pensioners support benefits.

JPS worked to secure personnel and build up other such infrastructure as well as to perform the system 
development necessary to properly handle the pensioners support benefits system* implemented in 
October 2019 and properly issue pension benefits payments. In addition, JPS worked to promote broad 
understanding among those eligible to receive pension benefits through multiple attempts to encourage the 
submission of pension applications and the use of various other informational media. As a result of these 
efforts, JPS was able to act without delay to complete administrative processing work and issue benefits 
payments to over seven million beneficiaries.
The section below describes the specific initiatives that JPS implemented.
* This system draws on funds derived from consumption tax rate increases to provide additional payments on top of pension 
benefits payments to help support the livelihoods of pension beneficiaries receiving less than a certain amount of public 
pension income, etc. (Refer to the JPS website or the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare website for more information.)

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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Contact the Pensioners Support Benefits Hotline or branch offices with any questions.
Pensioners Support Benefits Hotline: 0570-05-4092 (Navi Dial)

[Important notes]
*1 Procedures can still be completed after one week has passed. However, if procedures 

are completed after the last day of December 2019, pensioners support benefits will begin 
in February 2020, and pensioners support benefits will not be paid out for the period from 
October 2019 to January 2020.

*2 These dates are subject to change based on when you submit your documentation.
*3 Pensioners support benefits payments are made separately from pension benefits payments.

They are made in two-month lump sums to the same bank account as pension benefits payments, 
and the payments are made in the middle of the month that is two months after the corresponding 
pension benefits payments.

 This guidance information is for those who are eligible to receive pensioners 
support benefits.

 Enter the necessary information on the included postcard (pensioners support 
benefits application) and submit within one week*1 if possible.

Tear along the perforated line to detach the included postcard 
(pensioners support benefits application) and enter your name, etc.

Apply the secrecy sticker and postage stamp, then drop 
the postcard into mailbox

Pensioners support benefits paid out simultaneously*3 with pension 
benefits payments in mid-December*2

3)

1)

• Notice of Payment Decision arrives in October 2019*2

• Bank Account Transfer Notice arrives in early December 2019*2

2)

■ Application process

Informational Leaflet for Pensioners 
Support Benefits Application Procedures

Pensioners support benefits are additional benefits payments derived from 
consumption tax rate increases to provide additional payments on top of 
pension benefits payments to help support the livelihoods of pension 
beneficiaries receiving less than a certain amount of public pension income.

1908 1018 006

0 5 7 0 - 0 5 - 4 0 9 2 (Navi Dial)
If calling from a phone number that begins in 050: 
<Hours>

Pensioners Support Benefits Hotline:
(Tokyo) 0 3 - 5 5 3 9 - 2 2 1 6

Monday:

(Note) Many users have reported calling the wrong phone number. Be sure that you call 
the correct number as written above.

Have your postcard (pensioners support benefits application) on hand when making inquiries.

Tuesday-Friday:
Second Saturday 
of the month:

8:30 AM to 7:00 PM
8:30 AM to 5:15 PM
9:30 AM to 4:00 PM

If Monday is a national holiday, the hotline will be operational 
through 7:00 PM on the office’s next business day instead.

The hotline is closed on national holidays (excl. the second 
Saturday of the month) and from Dec. 29 to Jan. 3.

①

Enter the name of the person to 
which the postcard is addressed.

*If the person themselves signs the 
postcard, no personal seal is necessary.

Enter the day on which the postcard 
was filled out.
Enter a phone number by which 
you can be reached during the day.

②

③ Attach a postage stamp to the front 
and drop the postcard in the mailbox.

Apply the secrecy sticker such that 
it obscures (a), (b), and (c) above.

* Do not bend the postcard (pensioners 
support benefits application) or apply 
stickers other than the secrecy sticker.

Fill out (a) to (c) below.

Secrecy sticker

The estimated (monthly) amount in 
the red box is calculated based on pension 
benefits received as of August 2019.

* The actual benefits payments received may 
differ from this estimated amount based on 
the type of pension received, the length of 
time for which contribution payments have 
been made, and other factors. However, 
individuals for whom an asterisk is shown 
in the estimate box will be notified of their 
estimated pensioners support benefits 
at a later date.

See the reverse side for information on 
how to calculate pensioners support benefits.

■

Postcard (Pensioners Support Benefits Application) 
Explanation and Instructions

Call the Pensions Support Benefits Hotline with inquiries!

給付金 太郎 03-9999‐XXXX

元 XX XX

■ Example

■ Estimated Amount of Pensioners Support Benefits

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(b)

(c)
Kyufukin Taro (name)

FY 2019 (monthly) FY 2020 (monthly)

Amount of pensioners support 
benefits for the old-age pension 5,000* yen 5,030* yen

Amount of pensioners support 
benefits for the disability pension

(Grade 1) 6,250 yen 
(Grade 2) 5,000 yen

(Grade 1) 6,288 yen 
(Grade 2) 5,030 yen

Amount of pensioners support 
benefits for the survivors’ pension 5,000 yen 5,030 yen 

*These are standard amounts. The actual amounts will be calculated based on total paid contribution periods.

Number of payments Total value of payments

Amount of pensioners support 
benefits for the old-age pension

4,394,817 cases 34,785.11 million yen

Amount of supplementary pensioners 
support benefits for the old-age pension

875,173 cases 3,705.90 million yen

Amount of pensioners support 
benefits for the disability pension

1,851,488 cases 20,184.24 million yen

Amount of pensioners support 
benefits for the survivors’ pension 72,393 cases 710.61 million yen

Total 7,193,871 cases 59,385.86 million yen

▶Amount of Pensioners Support Benefits

▶Initial Pensioners Support Benefits Payments Made (Dec. 2019 Payments)

▶Guidance Materials for Pensioners Support Benefits Application Procedures (Sent Sept. 2019)
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6. Initiatives to Address Pension Records Problems
JPS continues to work to regain the public’s trust since the pension records problems that occurred at the old 
Social Insurance Agency. JPS's initiatives on this issue in FY 2019 are as follows.

▶Investigation Status of Unidentified Records (50.95 million) (as of Mar. 2020)

(1) Checking Pension Records and Investigating Unidentified Records

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives

■ In order to investigate unidentified records, pension beneficiaries who had not responded to Aggregated
Special Mailings (NAYOSE TOKUBETSU BIN) were sent an additional “Pension Coverage Records
Confirmation Notice”. Additionally, JPS continued to encourage people to check their records for
omissions and mistakes using Pension Coverage Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN). For customers’
pension records-related requests and reports made during the pension application process, JPS properly
conducted the necessary investigations based on the Standardized Manual for Confirming Records.
■�As a result of these initiatives, the number of unidentified records in FY 2019 was 18.23 million, a

reduction of 390,000 relative to FY 2018.

Unidentified records:   Approx. 50.95 million

□JPS planned to continue to work at various opportunities to resolve pension records problems with
respect to customers’ pension records-related requests and reports, such as during the pension benefits
application process and during confirmations of coverage status via Pension Coverage Regular Notices
(NENKIN TEIKI BIN) or Nenkin Net.
□�JPS planned to conduct proper management of pension records by linking them with “My Number”

(Individual Numbers) and similar measures.

Identified records
Approx. 
32.72 million

1) Records matched to basic pension numbers:  ................................  20.04 million

2) Records for deceased persons, etc.: .........................................  12.68 million
 - Records for individuals judged to be deceased:  ..........................  7.35 million

- Records not linked to any pension benefits payments:  ...............  5.33 million

Records under inves-
tigation or needing 
further investigation: 

Approx. 
18.23 million

3) Records currently under investigation (response from individual received):  ... 4,000

4) Records with unknown ownership due to lack of response to
Aggregated Special Mailings (NAYOSE TOKUBETSU BIN):  .....  6.98 million

- No response from the individual: .................................................  2.41 million

- Customer replied that they are not the owner:  ............................  1.65 million

- Undelivered notices: ........................................................................... 420,000

- Other:   ...........................................................................................  2.5 million

5) Records with no clue or indication of ownership:  ........................  8.47 million

6) Records believed to belong to the same individuals as in (3), (4), or (5):  ... 2.78 million

Relative to FY 2018

Reduction 
of 390,000

  Base population: 
15.39 million

  Beneficiaries: 
10.12 million

  Insured persons, etc.: 

5.26 million
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0
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5,095

4.785
4,678

4,085

3,692
3,532 3,464

2,186 2,083 2,032 1,986 1,951 1,903 1,862

1,704 1,704 1,7711,771
1,8271,827 1,866 1,866 1,8971,897 1,9481,948 1,9781,978

1,823

2,0042,004

Mar. 
2019

Number of records matched to basic pension numbers
Number of records not matched (unidentified)

Jun. 
2006

Dec. 
2007

Mar. 
2008

Mar. 
2009

Mar. 
2010

Mar. 
2011

Mar. 
2012

Mar. 
2013

Mar. 
2014

Mar. 
2015

Mar. 
2016

Mar. 
2018

Mar. 
2020

Individuals whose records were found 
and had their benefits increased:
(2008 to Mar. 2020)

Mar. 
2017

Total of at least 
3.91million people
(Lifetime value of 2.8 trillion yen)

(Units: 10,000 records)

*The method of statistical aggregation used 
was changed in Sept. 2012 (Records for 
the deceased and records of receiving the 
withdrawal allowance were classified as 
“identified records.”)

1,631 1,631 1,563 1,563 
1,4031,403

1,010 1,010 

417 417 310310

▶Investigation Status of Unidentified Records (50.95 million) Over Time

Category I insured persons
Approx. 23,000

Category II insured persons
Approx. 21,000

Category III insured persons
Approx. 9,000

Pension beneficiaries
Approx. 23,000

▶Number of Linkages of Basic Pension Numbers and My Number

■ JPS requested cooperation from employers, municipalities, and individuals in handling insured persons who 
have not been linked to their “My Number” (Individual Numbers) and worked to encourage the submission of My 
Number registration forms, etc. These efforts resulted in the linkage in FY 2019 of basic pension numbers and 
My Number for approx. 23,000 Category I insured persons; approx. 21,000 Category II insured persons; approx. 
9,000 Category III insured persons; and approx. 23,000 pension beneficiaries for a linkage rate of 99.6%.
■ JPS worked to thoroughly link My Number to individuals awaiting pension benefits during the pension 

application process.

□�JPS planned to conduct proper management of pension records by linking them with “My Number” 
(Individual Numbers) and similar measures.

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives

(2) Reoccurrence Prevention and Accurate Management of Pension Records
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7. Initiatives to Improve Pension Consultations
In order to achieve stable pension consultation services provided from the perspective of consulting customers, 
JPS is working to improve its pension consultation desk system and takes measures to reduce waiting times. 
Moreover, JPS provides various types of training to improve the skills of pension consultation staff with the aim 
of creating a consultation system that is more satisfying for customers.

(1) Consultations at Branch Offices

■�In order to stabilize pension consultation desk systems, JPS 
converted highly skilled fixed-term staff into indefinite-term 
staff, and as of April 2020 had placed 575 pension consultation 
staff. Due to these initiatives, the proportion of pension 
consultation booth staff in Japan (approx. 1,690 booths in 
total) that are regular staff members, pension consultation 
staff, or labor and social security attorneys reached 95.6%.

■�Through continuous public awareness campaigns, JPS 
achieved an average appointment rate of 93.9% by the end 
of FY 2019 (+6.9% year-on-year). In addition, zero local 
offices recorded average waiting times exceeding 30 
minutes in the 1 PM timeslot.

■�In order to make preparation for scheduled consultations more 
efficient, JPS worked to utilize RPA*1 technology and implement 
it at all local offices to automate the printing of records needed 
for pension consultations, which was previously conducted by 
hand. JPS also improved the functionality of the Customer 
Service System to monitor the status of consultations for which 
appointments are not made (e.g. simple consultations 
regarding the re-issuance of certificates).

*1:  RPA (Robotic Process Automation). This technology automates indirect 
white-collar work such as simple tasks that follow set rules.

■�JPS publicized video phone consultations in the city of Sado, 
in which such technology was provisionally implemented, and 
revised implementation procedures to create an environment 
in which it is easy for customers to make use of these services. 
Through these efforts, JPS increased the number of 
consultations that took place from 175 pre-implementation 
(Jan.-Dec. 2017) to 379 post-implementation (Jan.-Dec. 2019).

□ In order to maintain a stable consultation system, JPS planned to actively assign pension consultation 
staff and build a pension consultation desk system consisting of regular staff members, pension 
consultation staff, and labor and social security attorneys. 

□JPS planned to reduce waiting times by working to make appointment system usage more common.

□�JPS planned to automate the printing of recordings required for pension consultations in order to improve 
the consultation appointment management system and efficiently prepare for scheduled consultations.

□JPS planned to study methods of efficiently and effectively conducting remote consultations.

Automatic printing 
of preparatory records

Pension 
consultation staff

575

Video phone consultations
Pre-implementation: 175

Increased to 379

Average 
appointment rate
93.9%
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(2) Consultations at Pension Consultation Centers*2

General information counter for pension consultation services
(Shinjuku Branch Office, Tokyo)

Pension consultation registration table and bulletin board
(Shinjuku Branch Office, Tokyo)

Pension consultation booth
(Shinjuku Branch Office, Tokyo)

Pension consultation video phone service
(Sawata Administrative Service Center, Niigata)

■ JPS took measures to encourage the use of Pension Consultation 
Centers, such as posting information on Pension Consultation 
Centers to the JPS website and the websites of the Japan 
Federation of Labor and Social Security Attorney’s Associations 
as well as prefectural Associations of Labor and Social Security 
Attorneys (in the 41 prefectures in which Pension Consultation 
Centers have been established) to promote public understanding 
of Pension Consultation Centers.

■�JPS conducted training for pension consultation staff at each 
Pension Consultation Center on at least a once-a-month basis. 
JPS also implemented pension consultation staff training for 
changes and administrative processing associated with 
revisions to pension systems and otherwise worked to improve 
the quality of pension consultation staff by expanding training.

□JPS planned to promote usage of Pension Consultation Centers (offices) through public-awareness campaigns.

□�JPS planned to improve the quality of pension consultation staff by strengthening collaboration with the 
Japan Federation of Labor and Social Security Attorney’s Associations.

At least one pension 
consultation staff training 

session per month

Explanations of Pension
 Consultation Centers

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives

*2:  Pension Consultation Centers are operated by the Japan Federation of Labor and Social Security Attorney’s Associations. Pension 
Consultation Centers provide face-to-face pension consultation services only. They do not provide consultation services over the phone.
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Aug. 2019
Pensioners Support Benefits Hotline
(For phone consultations based on the enactment of the Law on the Payment of 
Pensioners Support Benefits of Oct. 2019)

Nov. 2019 Disaster Victims Hotline
(For inquiries from those affected by Typhoon Hagibis in October 2019)

Year (FY) FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Total number of 
incoming calls

14,049,768 10,880,736 11,881,535

Number of calls 
answered

7,491,312 7,770,721 7,984,711

Answer rate 53.3% 71.4% 67.2%

▶Overall Call Center Statistics Over Time

(3) Consultations via Call Centers

■  JPS established dedicated hotlines for specific purposes to operate call centers efficiently and effectively, thereby 
improving overall call center answer rates to around 70%. The total number of calls answered at call centers was approx. 
7.98 million, which is roughly 210,000 more than the previous year and the most ever in history.
■  The JPS website added busiest time predictions by day and timeslot as well as a Q&A page. Further, the JPS 

website implemented an experimental chatbot feature as a way to improve customer convenience and reduce the 
number of incoming calls in the future.
■ JPS expanded its multilingual support services*3 for interpretation from five languages (English, Chinese, Korean, Spanish, 

Portuguese) to a total of ten languages (newly adding Vietnamese, Tagalog, Thai, Indonesian, and Nepali).
■ For the second year in a row, a customer satisfaction survey was conducted to improve answering quality at call 

centers. Questionnaires were sent out to customers in postcard form. Responses were given on a five-tier scale, 
including satisfied, mostly satisfied, average, somewhat unsatisfied, and unsatisfied, and the combined total of 
satisfied and mostly satisfied responses accounted for 83.0% of the total (82.7% last fiscal year). Somewhat 
unsatisfied and unsatisfied accounted for a combined total of 4.0% of the total (4.0% last fiscal year), indicating a 
high level of satisfaction overall.
*3:  Telephone interpretation services used at pension branch offices and call centers for consultations from customers who are not 
proficient in Japanese.

▶Major Purpose-speci ic Dedicated Hotlines Established in FY 2019 

□�JPS planned to engage in flexible call center management and establish a call center framework that
distinguishes between customer attributes and consultation content.

□�JPS expanded the range of its multilingual interpretation services based on the launch of new visa systems.

  Plan Overview
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Type Number of times held Details (breakdown of times held)

Pension seminars 3,834 (FY 2018: 3,993)
〇Utilization of Regional Pension Promotion Staff*1
・Number of times worked as seminar instructors: 390

Pension system 
information sessions 3,028 (FY 2018: 3,142)

〇�Utilization of Workplace Pension Assistants*2 
(cooperation requested)

・Number of information sessions held at companies: 1,385
〇�Utilization of Community Pension Assistants*3 

(cooperation requested)
・�Number of information sessions held at neighborhood 

councils, etc.: 128

▶Pension Seminars and Pension System Information Sessions in FY 2019

Type Number of times held / Timing

Pension Assistant training sessions 
(held by branch offices) 1,159 (FY 2018: 1,169) / all year

Community Pension Assistant liaison 
meetings (held by branch offices) 371 (FY 2018: 303) / all year

▶Training Sessions in FY 2019

8.  Initiatives to Promote Understanding of the 
Public Pension System

JPS is working to implement the Local Pension Development Project in order to promote understanding of and propagate the public 
pension system. The Local Pension Development Project is implemented by branch offices throughout Japan and are focused on 
community-based activities in collaboration with schools, prefectural and municipal boards of education, and other related organizations.

■�JPS held 3,834 pension seminars throughout Japan for students at universities, senior high schools, etc. 
JPS also held 3,028 pension system information sessions for neighborhood councils and companies, 
working to expand pension seminars and pension system information sessions to promote understanding 
of pension systems and provide information on procedures, etc.
■�JPS worked to expand pension seminars and stimulated the activities of Regional Pension Promotion 

Staff by having them serve as instructors in 390 pension seminars.
■�JPS held training sessions for Pension Assistants and liaison meetings for Community Pension Assistant 

at branch offices throughout Japan. JPS also utilized annual schedules that give specific examples of 
Pension Assistant activities and activity handbooks that incorporate changes in the law, working to 
provide information necessary to Pension Assistants’ activities.

■ At branch offices throughout Japan during Pension Month (November) and Pension Day (Nov. 30), JPS dispatched 
staff to municipal offices and local educational institutions (e.g. universities, professional schools, senior high 
schools) to promote understanding (via pension seminars, information sessions on pension systems, and on-site 
dispatched consultation services) about the public pension system in a way suited to the target audience.

□ In order to deepen correct knowledge and understanding of pension systems as well as encourage 
people to seek coverage and make contribution payments, JPS planned to work to promote the 
propagation and public awareness of pension systems in communities, companies, and education.

□�JPS planned to expand training and contests to cultivate instructors focused on young personnel, as well 
as to revise teaching materials to be suited to trainees and to improve the quality of pension seminars.

□�JPS planned to hold regular liaison meetings and training sessions to provide personnel with sufficient 
information and improve support for the activities of Pension Assistants.

*1:  Regional Pension Promotion Staff are alumni instructors appointed by JPS to promote correct understanding of the mechanisms and 
Basic Concepts of public pension systems among the younger generations.

*2:  Pension Assistants are appointed by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare to provide general overviews of pension systems for 
new employees and promote understanding of pension systems within a company.

*3:  Community Pension Assistants are appointed by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare to serve in the community, providing 
pension consultation services at neighborhood associations and serving as pension instructors at community-hosted training sessions.

  Plan Overview
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(1) JPS’s “Ten Promises to Our Customers”

Ten Promises to Our Customers
Stand in the customer’s shoes

(1) We will explain courteously and thoroughly, in easily understood terms.
In a customer satisfaction survey conducted among customers visiting branch offices and Pension 
Consultation Centers throughout Japan, a total of 89.3% of respondents said that they were 
“satisfied” or “mostly satisfied” in response to the following question: “Were the explanations 
provided at the consultation desk sufficient and easy to understand?”

(2)  In pension consultations, we will endeavor to go the “extra step” to provide extra-helpful 
advice to the customer.
JPS has been praised by our customers for “careful, thorough customer service,” as well as for 
“providing a variety of helpful scenarios and materials.”

(3) We will answer phone calls within three rings.
JPS staff are always mindful to try to pick up the phone within three rings, and they work to put that 
promise into practice.

(4)  We will respond promptly to inquiries, both via phone and in person at our offices. 
If we’re unable to provide an answer right away, we’ll promptly look into the issue and 
communicate our findings to customers within two days.
In a customer satisfaction survey conducted with customers visiting branch offices and Pension 
Consultation Centers throughout Japan, a total of 98.4% of respondents said that visiting JPS 
offices successfully resolved the uncertainty or questions they had prior to their visit.

(5)  We will aim to keep visiting customers waiting no more than 30 minutes. 
Even during busy times, we will display roughly estimated waiting times and work to 
minimize them.
JPS works to minimize waiting times by implementing the consultation desk system, expanding the 
appointment system, sharing examples of improvements made, and pursuing other initiatives that 
lead to shorter waiting times.

(6) We will make notifications, reports, and applications as easy to read and understand as possible.
JPS works to improve its documentation from a customer perspective so that it is easy to understand, 
establishing a dedicated team focused on this task within the JPS Headquarters as well as holding regular 
“Monitor Meetings” in which average customers provide monitoring oversight and share their opinions.

(7) We actively work to apply customer opinions and requests to improve customer services.
JPS works to collect customer opinions and improve services via opinion boxes set up at branch 
offices and the “Comments and Feedback for JPS” page on the JPS website.

Reliably and correctly
(8)  Through prompt service, we will deliver your pension correctly, reliably, and as quickly as possible.

JPS sets a standard number of days (“service standard”) that should elapse between when a 
pension application is first received until a Pension Certificate is delivered to the customer. 
Achievement rates for service standards are also continuously monitored.

(9)  We will work to provide customers with informational services for pensions through tools such as 
the Pension Coverage Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN) sent to customers in their birth month.
Through the online service Nenkin Net, customers are able to make use of a variety of services 
from their personal home computers and smartphones 24 hours per day, to check pension records, 
do trial calculations of expected pension benefits, and more.

(10) We will manage customer data properly and take meticulous care in its use.
Through training and self-inspections, JPS works to thoroughly improve staff awareness of personal 
data protection and information security. JPS will also continue to work to eradicate clerical errors 
such as mismailings.

9. Improving Customer Service

Upon its establishment in January 2010, JPS created its core customer 
service policy titled “Ten Promises to Our Customers.” This policy was 
created as a message to customers as well as the foundation for JPS’s spirit 
of customer service. JPS puts up this poster in prominent locations at its 
offices, in part so that customers can check on the implementation status of 
the promises it contains.

A “Ten Promises” poster is displayed in a prominent location 
at a branch office. (Shinjuku Branch Office, Tokyo)
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FY 2019 Initiatives
Supplem

entary Materials
Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service

Year (FY) August 2018 FY 2019

Satisfied 62.9 65.4
Mostly satisfied 26.0 23.9
Average 9.4 9.1
Somewhat unsatisfied 1.1 1.1
Unsatisfied 0.6 0.5

▶Overall Satisfaction of Customers Visiting Offices (%)

■ In order to promote a customer satisfaction mentality among personnel, JPS conducted new employee
orientation training focused on customer satisfaction concepts and ways of serving customers with
disabilities. JPS also conducted in-house customer satisfaction training for all personnel at branch offices
and processing centers.

(3) Initiatives to Collect Customer Opinions and Improve Operations

■ JPS worked to collect customer opinions and improve
services via opinion boxes set up at branch offices and the
“Comments and Feedback for JPS” page on the JPS
website. Additionally, JPS used the Customer Service
System to manage and analyze customer comments and
opinions, in addition to studying necessary improvement
measures. Ultimately, JPS made 43 improvements, including
making website content and documents sent to customers
easier to understand.

■ In February and March 2020, JPS conducted a customer satisfaction survey questionnaire focused on
branch offices and Pension Consultation Centers throughout Japan. In the questionnaire, a total of
89.3% of respondents reported that they were “satisfied” or “mostly satisfied,” while “somewhat
unsatisfied” and “unsatisfied” responses totaled 1.6%, representing levels on par with the previous
year’s results. In general, around 90% of customers were satisfied. JPS used the results of this
questionnaire to understand and analyze issues to be addressed in order to further improve customer
service and took the necessary improvement measures.

□�In order to expand on training based on the Service Promotion Guidelines, JPS planned to achieve
effective training by establishing training systems centered on “service leaders”.

□ JPS planned to collect customer opinions and comments on a daily basis via opinion boxes at branch
offices and the “Comments and Feedback for JPS” page on the JPS website, and to manage and
analyze those opinions and comments using the Customer Service System to study and implement
necessary improvement measures.
□�In order to monitor customer evaluations and satisfaction with JPS services, JPS planned to conduct a

customer satisfaction survey questionnaire and analyze the results thereof for key issues to be addressed
in the study and implementation of necessary improvement measures.

 Satisfaction 
rate*

89.3%
*Total of “Satisfied” and 

“Mostly satisfied”

Comments and 
Feedback 

for JPS

Collecting 
customer 

opinions and 
comments

Opinion 
box
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Year (FY) FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Number of 

administrative errors
1,678 1,384 1,441 1,074 710

▶Occurrences of Administrative Errors (as of the end of March 2020)

10.  Initiatives to Ensure the Effectiveness of the 
Internal Controls System

JPS has taken various measures to ensure proper operations and achieve an organization that can live up to 
the trust placed in it by the public. JPS's primary initiatives on this issue in FY 2019 are as follows.

(1) Ensuring Accuracy in Administrative Processing

1) Rapid detection and handling of administrative errors
■ JPS rapidly detected administrative errors by monitoring administrative error reports and daily reports. 

JPS analyzed these errors and revised existing rules for cash payment collection operations.

■ JPS inspected and analyzed administrative errors reportedly monthly in the preceding 12-month fiscal 
year period and publicized these on September 12, 2019. In cases in which there were three or more 
occurrences of a similar type of administrative error, JPS worked to promote understanding of such 
errors and incorporated them into training sessions to prevent reoccurrence.

1) Rapid detection and handling of administrative errors
□�JPS planned to rapidly detect and handle administrative errors as well as analyze the reasons for their 

occurrence through monitoring of administrative error reports and daily reports from local office heads.
□�JPS planned to inspect and analyze a year’s worth of administrative errors and apply those findings 

to the handling of individual cases and measures to prevent reoccurrence.

2)  Initiatives to completely eliminate administrative processing delays, the misplacing of 
documents, and mistakenly sent physical mailings / mistakenly sent emails / 
mistakenly issued documents (collectively the “Three Priority Issues”)
□ JPS planned to analyze the causes of the Three Priority Issues and based on that analysis to 

thoroughly implement initiatives to prevent their reoccurrence.

3) Understanding and addressing risks in headquarters operations*1

□ JPS planned to first understand the reality of headquarters operations in detail, and then to analyze/
evaluate risks in administrative errors and improve manuals pertaining to headquarters operations.
 *1:  Of the operations performed at JPS Headquarters and pension centers such as creating, enclosing, sealing, and sending 

out notifications and reports/notices, the subset of administrative processes that has a direct impact on customer rights, 
duties, and eligibility records.

4) Preventing administrative errors in external contracting
□  In accordance with new rules for external contracting, JPS planned to work to prevent administrative 

errors by strengthening management especially of contractors currently engaged in work for JPS.

5) Handling administrative errors
□  According to JPS plans, departments that discover administrative errors should immediately report such 

errors to the risk-related and relevant departments and promptly implement a customer service response.

6) Thorough rules enforcement
□  JPS planned to promote understanding and adherence to the rules by reducing the number of 

instructions and administrative messages sent out, spreading out the timing at which such mailings 
are conducted to be more even, and achieving instructions and administrative messages that are 
easier to understand for workplaces.

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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Priority Initiatives at the Japan Pension Service

Type of error
Source of error

Administrative 
processing delay Misplaced document

Mistakenly sent physical 
mailings / mistakenly sent 
emails / mistakenly issued 

documents

Total

Year (FY) FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2018 FY 2019

JPS staff 16 7 24 13 49 55 89 75

Contractor, etc. 3 1 6 4 32 23 41 28

Municipality 9 8 13 11 0 0 22 19

Total 28 16 43 28 81 78 152 122

3)  Understanding and addressing risks in Headquarters operations
■  JPS investigated headquarters operations and systematically organized them into 50 operations, 599 

tasks, and 27,000 processes. JPS then analyzed and evaluated risk on a process-level basis.
■ � Based on the above risk analysis and evaluation of headquarters operations, JPS created a 

“Headquarters Operations Manual for Common Work Processes” for shared work processes in 
headquarters operations.
■ � J PS established an HQ Business Management Department at Headquarters to comprehensively 

manage headquarters operations, and established systems to manage operational progress, manage 
quality, and manage administrative risk.

4) Preventing administrative errors in external contracting
■  The Risk Management Department conducted analysis and evaluation by monitoring reports from 

local offices, and provided information to the Procurement Planning Department on events pertaining 
to external contractors. The Procurement Planning Department used this information to confirm the 
content of inspection working papers from pre-work inspections conducted by the department 
responsible for the relevant operations, as well as to monitor problems and work on improvements.

5) Handling administrative errors
■  When an administrative error occurred, JPS provided customer service throughout the organization, 

issuing instructions for what response is needed in the future based on reports from the departments in 
which the errors occurred. In addition, JPS worked with the departments in which the errors occurred 
to investigate and analyze the causes of those errors as well as to create and thoroughly implement 
measures to prevent reoccurrence. JPS also worked with the Internal Audit Department as necessary 
in conducting investigations into the causes of the errors.

6) Thorough rules enforcement
■  JPS worked to reduce the number of instructions and administrative messages sent out as well as 

spread out the timing at which such mailings are conducted to be more even by thoroughly checking 
the content of such mailings and coordinating with the departments responsible for sending out the 
mailings. In order to achieve set rules, JPS conducted training on the creation of instructions that are 
easy for frontlines personnel to understand. 

2) Initiatives to eliminate the Three Priority Issues
■  JPS designated local offices that had repeatedly been responsible for administrative errors as Priority

Offices and worked to thoroughly implement rules for training programs and similar measures for
those offices.

■  Measures to prevent administrative errors such as the Three Priority Issues included the thorough
implementation of rules using JPS internal newsletters, training sessions, and inspections of
incomplete cases.

▶Occurrences of the Three Priority Issues (Annual occurrences as of the end of March 2020)
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Risk type Status of initiatives

Information 
security risk

JPS examined its internet environment and common infrastructural systems 
with information security analysis and evaluations as well as vulnerability 
assessments conducted by external experts.

System risk
JPS confirmed the malfunction status of its systems and took the necessary 
measures to deal with such malfunctions, in addition to taking measures to 
prevent similar malfunctions from occurring.

Administrative 
risk

JPS worked to rapidly detect risks and rapidly respond through monitoring of 
daily reports and other information from local office heads. Additionally, in 
order to monitor administrative risk information pertaining to headquarters 
operations, JPS built mechanisms by which to report operational 
implementation status to the HQ Business Management Department on a 
daily basis.

Disaster and 
other risk

JPS began system improvements to improve pension payment systems set 
up in remote locations to prepare for the possibility of JPS Headquarters 
being affected by a Tokyo near-field earthquake or other disaster.

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, JPS continued work operations 
while taking measures including the use of masks when serving customers, 
ordering personnel with flu-like symptoms to take leave from work, canceling 
or postponing meetings and seminars, implementing staggered commute 
times, generally ceasing in-person visits to workplaces/homes and requests 
to visit JPS offices, and implementing alternating shifts (office and work-
from-home).

2) Compliance
■  JPS implemented various types of risk and compliance training, while also conducting awareness 

surveys and self-inspections on personnel compliance.

■�J PS properly implemented and publicized punishments and sanctions based on its employee sanction 
rules, in addition to working to prevent the reoccurrence of similar issues by working them into training 
materials. 

1) Risk management
■JPS took the following risk management measures.

1) Risk management
□ JPS planned to respond properly to each type of risk, including information security risk, system risk, 

administrative risk, and disaster and other risks, as well as to take measures to prevent problems 
before they occur.

2) Compliance
□ JPS planned to continue to implement compliance-related self-inspections and awareness surveys, 

as well as to deal strictly with staff wrongdoing and thoroughly eliminate impropriety. 

(2) Risk Management and Compliance Initiatives

  Plan Overview

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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1) Establishing audit systems
□ JPS planned to secure specialized auditing professionals by hiring from outside, while working to 

strengthen quality control systems to improve the audit quality.

2) Establishing audit methods
□  JPS planned to establish priority audit themes based on risk status and continually revise its audit 

items and methods to achieve more effective audits.

(3) Proper Auditing

1) Establishing audit systems
■ JPS hired experienced auditors, Certified Public Accountants, and other highly skilled professionals, 

implemented internal training to improve professional skills, and hired sufficient numbers of personnel as 
required for audit implementation in order to build a framework for executing effective audits. JPS also 
implemented a review system for audit working papers in order to maintain and improve audit quality.

2) Establishing audit methods
■ JPS established priority audit items based on its priority initiatives and conducted audits without 

notice at all local offices (branch offices, processing centers, pension centers). For offices with poor 
audit results, JPS conducted follow-up audits. At the monthly audit report meetings, JPS shared with 
related departments examples of problems and positive initiatives identified at local offices, and 
offered recommendations on making improvements. For high-risk areas such as system and 
information security, procurement processes, and external contracting work, JPS utilized the input of 
external experts and implemented audits conducted by teams of experts.

□ JPS planned to make use of contracting methods that are appropriate and reasonable for the nature of the 
contract, in addition to conducting strict reviews and inspections of procurement projects. Through this, JPS 
aimed to ensure the transparency and competitiveness of contracts as well as cut costs, while working to 
improve the accuracy of work operations and the quality of services.

(4) Contract Competitiveness and Transparency Initiatives

1) Appropriate procurement procedures
■ JPS implemented regular training sessions for the responsible departments at Headquarters and 

introduced professional training hosted by external organizations to better educate staff and ensure 
that the relevant procurement rules are correctly and thoroughly followed.

2) Selection of appropriate procurement methods
■ JPS thoroughly implemented open competitive bidding for procurement to ensure competitiveness 

and transparency.

3) Preliminary review by a procurement committee
■ For procurement projects above a certain value, JPS conducted review via a procurement committee 

of the bidding method, participation eligibility, procurement units, and emergency response plans.

■�JPS established planned annual procurement amounts and published quotes to its website for small 
discretionary contracts just as it would for open bidding. In this way, JPS sought to improve the 
competitiveness and transparency of procurement operations, the accuracy of operations, and the 
quality of services. JPS’s cost-cutting use of competitive contracts, excluding the use of the 
comprehensive scoring auction model for bidding, succeeded in reducing procurement by 8,378 
million yen relative to the planned annual procurement amount (of 36,534 million yen), a 22.9% 
reduction that exceeded the target of 10%.
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11. Protection of Personal Information
Placing a priority on the protection of customer privacy, JPS steadily implemented organizational, technical, and 
operational information security measures in order to reliably protect and manage customers’ personal data.

(1) Information Security Measures

1) Organizational measures
□ In order to achieve organizational integration and maintain effective information security measures, 

JPS planned to ensure the systems needed for information security measures are in place by drawing 
sufficiently on the Information Security Task Force that centrally manages information security 
measures, the subordinate Office of Information Security that is the implementing organization for 
information security policy, and JPS CSIRT*.
*  The Computer Security Incident Response Team is an organization established to address security incidents. In normal 

times, this organization works on the collection and analysis of incident information as well as the formulation of associated 
response policy and procedures. When an incident actually occurs, the organization performs emergency response.

□  JPS planned to properly implement information security measures and address new threats by 
continuing to maintain operational support systems featuring personnel (or organizations) with 
advanced professional expertise.

2) Technical measures
□ JPS planned to improve management of shared folders for pension-related personal information and 

regularly check on the management thereof.
□ JPS planned to properly manage and operate its internet connectivity environment.
□ JPS planned to consider implementing measures to rapidly detect security events that might have an 

impact on work operations.

3) Operational measures
□ JPS planned to revise its information security rules to be more effective based on trends in the 

Universal Standards for Information Security Measures at Government Organizations and the results 
of information security risk evaluations.
□ JPS planned to regularly and continuously conduct training sessions on information security, protecting 

personal information, and “My Number” (Individual Numbers).
□ JPS planned to conduct training and drills such that when an incident occurs, individual staff can act 

quickly and correctly in accordance with information security incident response manuals.

  Plan Overview

1) Organizational measures
■ The Information Security Task Force worked to strengthen information security measures by setting 

JPS’s information security policies and monitoring progress while organizing response measures for 
issues identified in audits. The Office of Information Security managed the Information Security Task 
Force while working to maintain effective information security measures by building and thoroughly 
enforcing information security-related rules and promoting information security education. JPS clarified 
and improved procedures for reporting to JPS CSIRT such that when an incident occurs, staff can act 
more quickly and appropriately in accordance with information security incident response manuals.
■ JPS maintained its operational support systems with its Chief Information Security Advisor and 

Information Security Support Contractors, and worked to improve information security measures by 
receiving recommendations based on their professional and technical expertise.

2) Technical measures
■ JPS LAN systems that have reached their end of service life were handled by revising system 

configurations in part to strengthen information security measures, maintaining the independence and 
completeness of information systems while working to improve administrative convenience. JPS also 
regularly checked on the operational status of shared folders and maintained their set security levels.
■ JPS worked to systematize administrative tasks and otherwise streamline its management of its 

internet connectivity environment, in addition to regularly monitoring usage status and checking 
whether any unintended usage is taking place.

■ JPS introduced a mechanism into Nenkin Net that enables the system to more rapidly detect security events.

  Status of FY 2019 Initiatives
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Initiative To FY 2015 To FY 2016 To FY 2017 To FY 2018 To FY 2019

Organizational
Technical

O
perational

3) Operational measures
■  JPS revised the JPS Information Security Policy and associated procedural manuals to conform to the

unified government standards and be in line with the actual state of operations at JPS while referring
to the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Information Security Policy.
■ JPS worked to thoroughly promote understanding of the importance of information security measures

and the duties of such roles by conducting information security training sessions for all executives and
employees as well as post-training comprehension tests and self-inspections.
■ JPS conducted drills for dealing with targeted email attacks and worked to improve awareness of

information security among executives and employees.

□�JPS planned to properly implement its pre-work inspections of work execution systems and methods,
mid-work management, product testing / inspections, and post-work inspections.
□�JPS planned to monitor the implementation status of new rules and utilize the outcomes thereof in the

consideration of more appropriate and effective rules, taking the measures that prove necessary.

■ In order to check that external contractors have work execution systems, execution methods, personal
information protection, and information security systems in place and are capable of properly executing
work operations, JPS conducted pre-work inspections as well as mid-work inspections to check on
compliance status and the same items checked in pre-work inspections.
■�JPS conducted monthly inspections as well as post-delivery inspections to confirm that the output

produced by external contractors was of appropriate quality. JPS also conducted post-work inspections
for after contracted work has been completed, to confirm the returning or total deletion or disposal of
personal information by the external contractor.
■�In order to conduct better management of external contractors handling pension-related personal information,

JPS verified inspections conducted by responsible operational departments in a cross-sectional manner, and
revised the Guidelines for External Contracting Involving Personal Information at Japan Pension Service on
April 1, 2020 in addition to making the necessary revisions to inspection working papers.

Established the Information Security Task Force, Office of Information Security, JPS CSIRT

Established the Chief Information Security Advisor; hired information security support contractors

Established the Information Security Policy Liaison Council

Implemented biometric authentication

Established shared dedicated folders for pension-related personal information

Introduced use of secure quarantined computers

Began full-on internet usage

Created information security policies and rules; conducted self-inspections

Implemented incident response training

4th Personal Information Protection and 
Management Promotion Plan (FY 2019 - present)

Improved training / self-inspections (clarified training hours, added training / self-inspections for temporary staff, added test-type questions, etc.)

Conducted risk and vulnerability assessments by external experts

Established Guidelines for Administrative Work Handling Protection and Management of Specific Individuals’ Personal Information

Created manuals for name index query processing, use of clear bags, etc.

Test runs of internet usage

3rd Personal Information Protection and Management 
Promotion Plan (FY 2017-18)

Implemented training / self-inspections

Confirmation when using name index query processing

2nd Personal Information Protection and Management 
Promotion Plan (FY 2014-16)

▶History of Initiatives (since the data leak caused by unauthorized access)
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(2) Management of Personal Information at External Contractors
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FY 2019 Performance (Primary operational performance indicators)
JPS has created a Mid-term Plan and an Annual Plan that aim to satisfy mid-term targets set by the Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare, and JPS implements various initiatives to achieve those plans. Additionally, JPS's operational 
performance�is�evaluated�by�the�Minister�of�Health,�Labour�and�Welfare�every�fiscal�year�for�every�mid-term�target�
period, based on the Japan Pension Service Act.
This section covers the primary operational performance indicators for individual FY 2019 initiatives and explains the 
evaluations given by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare.
*The third mid-term target period began in FY 2019 (April 2019 to March 2024), and assessment items have been partially reorganized.
* The “Evaluation of the FY 2019 Operational Performance of the Japan Pension Service” is available on the Ministry of Health, Labour and 
Welfare website.

Item
Primary operational performance indicator Individual grades given by the Minister of 

Health, Labour and Welfare
Primary reasons

FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

National Pension 
contribution collection

National Pension contribution payment 
rate for the current fiscal year 63.4% 65.0% 66.3% 68.1% 69.3%

A A A A A

FY 2019 budget implemented*2:  Approx. ￥36.32 billion  
(incl. approx. ￥10.95 billion pertaining to coverage)

● The current-year payment rate of FY 2019 contribution payments was +1.1 
points relative to the previous year, exceeding the target.
● The final payment rate of FY 2019 contribution payments was +10.0 points 

relative to the FY 2017 current-year payment rate, exceeding the target.
National Pension contribution 

final payment rate*1

70.1% of FY 2013 
contributions 

(+9.2 points)

72.2% of FY 2014 
contributions 

(+9.1 points)

73.1% of FY 2015 
contributions 

(+9.8 points)

74.6% of FY 2016 
contributions 

(+9.6 points)

76.3% of FY 2017 
contributions 

(+10.0 points)Em
ployees’ Pension Insurance coverage

Number of newly 
covered workplaces

157,184 
workplaces

182,422 
workplaces

165,007 
workplaces

157,818 
workplaces

146,533 
workplaces

A A B A A

FY 2019 budget implemented:  Approx. ￥31.86 billion
● In promoting coverage at workplaces lacking coverage, JPS gave priority to 

issuing coverage guidance to workplaces targeted for examinations as known 
as�of�previous�fiscal�year.�In�addition,�JPS�promptly�issued�coverage�guidance�to�
workplaces newly targeted for examinations that were discovered through the use 
of national tax withholding agent information. These efforts resulted in a total of 
91,342 workplaces (versus the target of 80,000 workplaces) being covered through 
the issuance of coverage guidance, thereby exceeding the target.

● JPS conducted workplace examinations of covered workplaces as appropriate for 
the number of employees at the workplace. Examinations of covered workplaces 
with fewer than 10 insured persons were generally conducted via mail or interview/
meeting�at�JPS�offices.�Examinations�of�covered�workplaces�with�10�or�more�insured�
persons were generally conducted on-site. The number of workplaces examinations 
conducted�exceeded�targets.�On-site�workplace�examinations�identified�omitted�and�
mistaken reports pertaining to insured persons’ eligibility and remuneration, and it 
was found that 57.6% (versus the target of 40%) of such workplaces had submitted 
applications and reports correctly, exceeding the target.

Number of workplaces 
covered as a result of 
measures to promote 

coverage

92,550 
workplaces

115,105 
workplaces

99,064 
workplaces

100,727 
workplaces

91,342 
workplaces

Employees’ Pension Insurance 
contribution collection

Employees’ Pension 
Insurance contribution 

collection rate
98.8% 98.9% 99.0% 99.1% 99.1%

A A A A A

FY 2019 budget implemented:  Approx. ￥4.19 billion
● The Employees’ Pension Insurance contribution collection rate was 99.1% 
(compared�to�99.1%�in� the�previous�fiscal�year),�and�the�payment�collection�
rate for the Health Insurance program managed by the Japan Health Insurance 
Association was 98.4% (compared to 98.3% in the previous fiscal year), 
indicating�equal�or�better�performance�than�the�previous�fiscal�year.
● JPS worked to promote the use of bank account transfers for contribution 
payments�by�sending�leaflets�to�workplaces�still�not�using�that�payment�method�
and making phone calls to newly covered workplaces.

Percentage of Employees’ 
Pension Insurance payments 

that are bank account transfers
83.2% 83.0% 82.7% 82.8% 81.8%

B
enefits 

paym
ent

Service standard*3

(Target period for  
pension benefits  

payment processing)

Old-Age 
Pension

94.1% 95.9% 88.2% 92.2% 95.3%

B B B B B

FY 2019 budget implemented:  Approx. ￥12.7 billion
● JPS worked to improve its consultation systems by promoting the assignment of full-

time personnel to consulting, and steadily built up its checking systems to prevent 
errors and rapidly address mistaken benefits payments by setting up dedicated 
departments and creating implementation guidelines, among other measures.
● JPS maintained service standard achievement rates over 90%, exceeding the 
previous�fiscal�year.

Disability 
Pension 90.1% 91.7% 85.0% 88.5% 90.1%

Pension records problem
s

Progress of investigating 
unidentified records

Records matched 18.66 million
(As of Mar. 2016)

18.97 million 
(As of Mar. 2017)

19.48 million
(As of Mar. 2018)

19.78 million
(As of Mar. 2019)

20.04 million
(As of Mar. 2020)

B B B B B

● JPS�urged�individuals�to�check�on�unidentified�records�during�efforts�to�spread�
information about the reduced eligibility period for receiving benefits, using 
preliminary mailings of Pension Coverage Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI 
BIN) and pension applications, in addition to reaching out to non-responders to 
Aggregated Special Mailings (NAYOSE TOKUBETSU BIN).
● In order to properly manage pension records, JPS worked to link Basic 

Pension Numbers with “My Number” (Individual Numbers) when individuals 
became newly covered by the pension system. Further, JPS implemented 
initiatives focused on municipalities, employers, and insured persons with 
respect to the type of insured person in question in order to fully link all Basic 
Pension Numbers with “My Number” (Individual Numbers).

Records under 
investigation or 
needing further 

investigation

19.86 million
(As of Mar. 2016)

19.51 million
(As of Mar. 2017)

19.03 million
(As of Mar. 2018)

18.62 million
(As of Mar. 2019)

18.23 million
(As of Mar. 2020)

*1:��National�Pension�contribution�payments�can�be�paid�up�to�two�years�retroactively,�and�final�payment�rates�for�current-fiscal-year�contributions�are�determined�after�
two years have passed. The number in parentheses refers to the improvement in the payment rate compared to the current-year rate.

*2:  The “budget implemented” amounts given are determined according to certain assumptions and do not include the personnel costs of regular and associate staff 
members.

I. Items pertaining to the improvement of services provided and other operations
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Item
Primary operational performance indicator Individual grades given by the Minister of 

Health, Labour and Welfare
Primary reasons

FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

National Pension 
contribution collection

National Pension contribution payment 
rate for the current fiscal year 63.4% 65.0% 66.3% 68.1% 69.3%

A A A A A

FY 2019 budget implemented*2:  Approx. 36.32 billion yen 
(incl. approx. 10.95 billion yen pertaining to coverage)

● The current-year payment rate of FY 2019 contribution payments was +1.1
points relative to the previous year, exceeding the target.
● The final payment rate of FY 2019 contribution payments was +10.0 points

relative to the FY 2017 current-year payment rate, exceeding the target.
National Pension contribution 

final payment rate*1

70.1% of FY 2013 
contributions 

(+9.2 points)

72.2% of FY 2014 
contributions 

(+9.1 points)

73.1% of FY 2015 
contributions 

(+9.8 points)

74.6% of FY 2016 
contributions 

(+9.6 points)

76.3% of FY 2017 
contributions 

(+10.0 points)Em
ployees’ Pension Insurance coverage

Number of newly 
covered workplaces

157,184 
workplaces

182,422 
workplaces

165,007 
workplaces

157,818 
workplaces

146,533 
workplaces

A A B A A

FY 2019 budget implemented:  Approx. 31.86 billion yen
● In promoting coverage at workplaces lacking coverage, JPS gave priority to

issuing coverage guidance to workplaces targeted for examinations as known
as�of�previous�fiscal�year.�In�addition,�JPS�promptly�issued�coverage�guidance�to�
workplaces newly targeted for examinations that were discovered through the use
of national tax withholding agent information. These efforts resulted in a total of
91,342 workplaces (versus the target of 80,000 workplaces) being covered through
the issuance of coverage guidance, thereby exceeding the target.

● JPS conducted workplace examinations of covered workplaces as appropriate for
the number of employees at the workplace. Examinations of covered workplaces
with fewer than 10 insured persons were generally conducted via mail or interview/
meeting�at�JPS�offices.�Examinations�of�covered�workplaces�with�10�or�more�insured�
persons were generally conducted on-site. The number of workplaces examinations
conducted�exceeded�targets.�On-site�workplace�examinations�identified�omitted�and�
mistaken reports pertaining to insured persons’ eligibility and remuneration, and it
was found that 57.6% (versus the target of 40%) of such workplaces had submitted
applications and reports correctly, exceeding the target.

Number of workplaces 
covered as a result of 
measures to promote 

coverage

92,550
workplaces

115,105
workplaces

99,064
workplaces

100,727
workplaces

91,342
workplaces

Employees’ Pension Insurance 
contribution collection

Employees’ Pension 
Insurance contribution 

collection rate
98.8% 98.9% 99.0% 99.1% 99.1%

A A A A A

FY 2019 budget implemented:  Approx. 4.19 billion yen
● The Employees’ Pension Insurance contribution collection rate was 99.1%
(compared�to�99.1%�in� the�previous�fiscal�year),�and�the�payment�collection�
rate for the Health Insurance program managed by the Japan Health Insurance
Association was 98.4% (compared to 98.3% in the previous fiscal year),
indicating�equal�or�better�performance�than�the�previous�fiscal�year.

● JPS worked to promote the use of bank account transfers for contribution
payments�by�sending�leaflets�to�workplaces�still�not�using�that�payment�method�
and making phone calls to newly covered workplaces.

Percentage of Employees’
Pension Insurance payments 

that are bank account transfers
83.2% 83.0% 82.7% 82.8% 81.8%

B
enefits 

paym
ent

Service standard*3

(Target period for 
pension benefits 

payment processing)

Old-Age 
Pension

94.1% 95.9% 88.2% 92.2% 95.3%

B B B B B

FY 2019 budget implemented:  Approx. 12.7 billion yen
● JPS worked to improve its consultation systems by promoting the assignment of full-

time personnel to consulting, and steadily built up its checking systems to prevent
errors and rapidly address mistaken benefits payments by setting up dedicated
departments and creating implementation guidelines, among other measures.
● JPS maintained service standard achievement rates over 90%, exceeding the
previous�fiscal�year.

Disability 
Pension 90.1% 91.7% 85.0% 88.5% 90.1%

Pension records problem
s

Progress of investigating 
unidentified records

Records matched 18.66 million
(As of Mar. 2016)

18.97 million 
(As of Mar. 2017)

19.48 million
(As of Mar. 2018)

19.78 million
(As of Mar. 2019)

20.04 million
(As of Mar. 2020)

B B B B B

● JPS�urged�individuals�to�check�on�unidentified�records�during�efforts�to�spread�
information about the reduced eligibility period for receiving benefits, using
preliminary mailings of Pension Coverage Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI
BIN) and pension applications, in addition to reaching out to non-responders to
Aggregated Special Mailings (NAYOSE TOKUBETSU BIN).
● In order to properly manage pension records, JPS worked to link Basic

Pension Numbers with “My Number” (Individual Numbers) when individuals
became newly covered by the pension system. Further, JPS implemented
initiatives focused on municipalities, employers, and insured persons with
respect to the type of insured person in question in order to fully link all Basic
Pension Numbers with “My Number” (Individual Numbers).

Records under 
investigation or 
needing further 

investigation

19.86 million
(As of Mar. 2016)

19.51 million
(As of Mar. 2017)

19.03 million
(As of Mar. 2018)

18.62 million
(As of Mar. 2019)

18.23 million
(As of Mar. 2020)

*3:��Established�to�promote�prompt�and�accurate�pension�benefits�payment,�the�“service�standard”�is�the�standard�number�of�days�needed�from�the�intake�of�a�pension�
benefits�application�to�the�entitlement�of�pension�benefits�and�mailing�of�a�Pension�Certificate.�Here,�the�entitlement�procedure�for�the�Old-Age�Pension�requires�
reconfirmation�of�the�individual’s�pension�coverage�records�and�the�standard�is�“within�2�months”.�The�standard�for�the�Disability�Pension�is�“within�3�months”.�
(Through�FY�2018,�the�figures�used�were�for�the�Old-Age�Employees’�Pension�and�the�Disability�Employees’�Pension.�In�FY�2019,�JPS�merged�categories�that�were�
separated�between�the�Basic�Pension�and�Employees’�Pension�Insurance,�and�therefore�the�figures�listed�from�FY�2019�are�for�the�Old-Age�Pension�and�the�
Disability Pension. Additionally, the standard number of days required for the Disability Employees’ Pension had been 3 and a half months through FY 2018.)

◎ Individual grades given by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare
S: Greatly exceeded the Annual Plan
A: Exceeded the Annual Plan
B: Generally achieved the Annual Plan
C: Somewhat worse than the Annual Plan
D: Worse than the Annual Plan and in need of drastic improvement
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Item
Individual grades given by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare

Primary reasons
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Response to revisions to 
the pension system C B A A A

● In order to reliably have those eligible for pensioners support benefits submit applications, JPS smoothly acquired 
necessary income data from municipalities and through linkage with “My Number” (Individual Numbers), and made sure to 
send�simple�benefits�applications�(postcards)�to�those�eligible�that�could�be�used�simply�by�filling�in�one’s�name�and�other�
information. Additionally, JPS encouraged the submission of applications as appropriate for individual circumstances, such 
as new Basic Pension applicants. At the same time, JPS sent repeat reminder mailings to those who had not yet submitted 
their�simple�benefits�applications�(postcards).�Through�these�initiatives,�JPS�succeeded�in�effectively�encouraging�people�
to�submit�applications,�with�the�return�rate�of�simple�benefits�applications�(postcards)�reaching�approx.�98%�as�of�the�end�
of March 2020.
● JPS built up systems at Central Pension Centers and elsewhere in order to ensure that initial payments in December 2019 

were made on time for individuals submitting their applications by the deadline.

Item
Individual grades given by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare

Primary reasons
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Ensuring the effectiveness of 
the internal controls system C C C C B

● JPS worked to rapidly detect administrative errors through daily monitoring of administrative error reports and daily reports. 
After incidents occurred, JPS took the necessary measures to address them. 
● Based on its headquarters operation risk analysis and evaluation, JPS created a manual for shared work processes in 

headquarters operations, and established integrated progress management methods that utilize management tools.
● As a countermeasure to risks, JPS reported its risk analysis and inspection status to a Risk Management Committee and 

took necessary measures to address those risks.
● JPS worked to correct procurement processes and ensure transparency, accurate work processes, and high-quality 

services while cutting costs. The percentage reduction in costs exceeded the target of 10%.

Items pertaining to the 
protection of personal 

information
C C C C B

● Based on its plan, JPS maintained and continued the following types of initiatives to protect personal information. 
Additionally, JPS is also recognized to have made an effort to prevent the reoccurrence of problems by creating rules 
towards the establishment of a PDCA cycle that enables JPS itself to autonomously pursue these initiatives.
● JPS maintained its Information Security Task Force and JPS CSIRT system, in addition to establishing policies for 

information security and managing progress on relevant measures.
● JPS continued to ensure a total separation of its core systems and JPS LAN systems from the internet, and improved the 

convenience of exchanging and sharing information among staff.
● JPS also conducted drills on how to handle targeted email attacks for personnel who frequently use email in their work.

Document management and 
information disclosure C B B B B

● JPS�continued�to� investigate�and�consider�appropriate,�efficient�methods�of�managing�documents.� In�addition,�with�JPS�
having begun using its Progress Management and Electronic Decisions Sub-system to process digital applications and 
reports, JPS also reformed its document management rules to properly preserve submitted digital data.
● In accordance with rules and regulations, JPS appropriately publicized information as necessary on administrative errors, 

operational management, and annual reports.

III.  Important items pertaining to fairness and transparency in operational management and other 
operational management issues

Item
Individual grades given by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare

Primary reasons
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Efficient and effective 
operational management

(Reforms to business 
processes)

B B B B B

● JPS established an HQ Business Management Department in General Management in April 2020 to build systems for 
conducting progress management, quality management, and administrative risk management for headquarters operations.
● JPS�established�a�Specified�Operations�Department� in�Pension�Benefits� in�April�2020�to�build�systems�for�providing�the�

integrated execution of important operations at JPS, from operational planning to execution.
● JPS established a specialized team at Headquarters to handle particularly difficult Employees’ Pension Insurance 

coverage cases from across Japan, strengthening its coverage and investigation systems.

Proper use and management 
of external contracting B B D C B

● JPS revised procurement rules from the perspective of conducting proper management of external contractors, in addition 
to working to promote thorough understanding of the rules. Additionally, JPS properly conducted pre-work and mid-work 
inspections, in addition to improving and strengthening proper management of contracted work.

Management, improvement, 
and development of the 
Social Insurance Online 

System

B B B B B

● Acting�with�a�digital-first�mindset�(whereby�all�administrative�processing�should�be�completed�digitally�as�a�general�rule),�
JPS worked to streamline administrative processing by expanding the range of documents covered by the Progress 
Management and Electronic Decisions Sub-system to include the seven major digital reports/notices and other documents 
that are expected to be submitted in large quantities by employers. 
● JPS maintained stable operations through proper maintenance and management, and it is conducting system development 
along�with�institutional�reforms�in�accordance�with�its�plan.�JPS�also�made�work�operations�more�efficient�and�worked�to�
prevent administrative errors by creating new operational support tools and improving functionality.

ICT promotion B B B B A

● In addition to workplaces required to submit digital applications, JPS also worked to encourage the use of the digital 
method by 18,457 workplaces with at least 101 insured persons each that had submitted paper applications.
● Beginning in March 2020, JPS expanded the scope of the Progress Management and Electronic Decisions Sub-system 

to include the seven major digital reports/notices (coverage applications, eligibility loss reports, basic calculation reports, 
monthly amount change reports, bonus payment reports, dependent change reports, and Category III insured person 
reports) that are conducted digitally, thereby substantially accelerating administrative processing work.

II. Items pertaining to the streamlining of operations
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Item
Individual grades given by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare

Primary reasons
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Response to revisions to 
the pension system C B A A A

● In order to reliably have those eligible for pensioners support benefits submit applications, JPS smoothly acquired 
necessary income data from municipalities and through linkage with “My Number” (Individual Numbers), and made sure to 
send�simple�benefits�applications�(postcards)�to�those�eligible�that�could�be�used�simply�by�filling�in�one’s�name�and�other�
information. Additionally, JPS encouraged the submission of applications as appropriate for individual circumstances, such 
as new Basic Pension applicants. At the same time, JPS sent repeat reminder mailings to those who had not yet submitted 
their�simple�benefits�applications�(postcards).�Through�these�initiatives,�JPS�succeeded�in�effectively�encouraging�people�
to�submit�applications,�with�the�return�rate�of�simple�benefits�applications�(postcards)�reaching�approx.�98%�as�of�the�end�
of March 2020.
● JPS built up systems at Central Pension Centers and elsewhere in order to ensure that initial payments in December 2019 

were made on time for individuals submitting their applications by the deadline.

Item
Individual grades given by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare

Primary reasons
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Ensuring the effectiveness of 
the internal controls system C C C C B

● JPS worked to rapidly detect administrative errors through daily monitoring of administrative error reports and daily reports. 
After incidents occurred, JPS took the necessary measures to address them. 
● Based on its headquarters operation risk analysis and evaluation, JPS created a manual for shared work processes in 

headquarters operations, and established integrated progress management methods that utilize management tools.
● As a countermeasure to risks, JPS reported its risk analysis and inspection status to a Risk Management Committee and 

took necessary measures to address those risks.
● JPS worked to correct procurement processes and ensure transparency, accurate work processes, and high-quality 

services while cutting costs. The percentage reduction in costs exceeded the target of 10%.

Items pertaining to the 
protection of personal 

information
C C C C B

● Based on its plan, JPS maintained and continued the following types of initiatives to protect personal information. 
Additionally, JPS is also recognized to have made an effort to prevent the reoccurrence of problems by creating rules 
towards the establishment of a PDCA cycle that enables JPS itself to autonomously pursue these initiatives.
● JPS maintained its Information Security Task Force and JPS CSIRT system, in addition to establishing policies for 

information security and managing progress on relevant measures.
● JPS continued to ensure a total separation of its core systems and JPS LAN systems from the internet, and improved the 

convenience of exchanging and sharing information among staff.
● JPS also conducted drills on how to handle targeted email attacks for personnel who frequently use email in their work.

Document management and 
information disclosure C B B B B

● JPS�continued�to� investigate�and�consider�appropriate,�efficient�methods�of�managing�documents.� In�addition,�with�JPS�
having begun using its Progress Management and Electronic Decisions Sub-system to process digital applications and 
reports, JPS also reformed its document management rules to properly preserve submitted digital data.
● In accordance with rules and regulations, JPS appropriately publicized information as necessary on administrative errors, 

operational management, and annual reports.

Item
Individual grades given by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare

Primary reasons
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

Efficient and effective 
operational management

(Reforms to business 
processes)

B B B B B

● JPS established an HQ Business Management Department in General Management in April 2020 to build systems for 
conducting progress management, quality management, and administrative risk management for headquarters operations.
● JPS�established�a�Specified�Operations�Department� in�Pension�Benefits� in�April�2020�to�build�systems�for�providing�the�

integrated execution of important operations at JPS, from operational planning to execution.
● JPS established a specialized team at Headquarters to handle particularly difficult Employees’ Pension Insurance 

coverage cases from across Japan, strengthening its coverage and investigation systems.

Proper use and management 
of external contracting B B D C B

● JPS revised procurement rules from the perspective of conducting proper management of external contractors, in addition 
to working to promote thorough understanding of the rules. Additionally, JPS properly conducted pre-work and mid-work 
inspections, in addition to improving and strengthening proper management of contracted work.

Management, improvement, 
and development of the 
Social Insurance Online 

System

B B B B B

● Acting�with�a�digital-first�mindset�(whereby�all�administrative�processing�should�be�completed�digitally�as�a�general�rule),�
JPS worked to streamline administrative processing by expanding the range of documents covered by the Progress 
Management and Electronic Decisions Sub-system to include the seven major digital reports/notices and other documents 
that are expected to be submitted in large quantities by employers. 
● JPS maintained stable operations through proper maintenance and management, and it is conducting system development 
along�with�institutional�reforms�in�accordance�with�its�plan.�JPS�also�made�work�operations�more�efficient�and�worked�to�
prevent administrative errors by creating new operational support tools and improving functionality.

ICT promotion B B B B A

● In addition to workplaces required to submit digital applications, JPS also worked to encourage the use of the digital 
method by 18,457 workplaces with at least 101 insured persons each that had submitted paper applications.
● Beginning in March 2020, JPS expanded the scope of the Progress Management and Electronic Decisions Sub-system 

to include the seven major digital reports/notices (coverage applications, eligibility loss reports, basic calculation reports, 
monthly amount change reports, bonus payment reports, dependent change reports, and Category III insured person 
reports) that are conducted digitally, thereby substantially accelerating administrative processing work.
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JPS Data
 1 Board Members (as of April 2020)

Executive Vice President
Hisashi  
Noguchi

Director, Shikoku Regional Bureau of Health and 
Welfare, Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW); 
Director, General Affairs Department, Japan Health 
Insurance Association HQ; Executive Director, JPS 
(National Pension and Employees’ Pension Insurance 
Operation Management); (Board member on loan)

Executive Director, Human Resources and Accounts

Takashi  
Abe

Director, Operation Management 
Department, JPS; Senior Advisor, 
JPS (Director, Central Pension Center 
[concurrent]); Executive Director, 
JPS (Operation Management)

Executive Director, Operation Planning

Tomohiro  
Onishi

Director, Economic Affairs Division, Health Policy Bureau, 
MHLW; Director, Policy Planning Division for Environmental 
Health and Food Safety, Pharmaceutical Safety and 
Environmental Health Bureau, MHLW; General Affairs 
Division, Pension Bureau, MHLW; (Board member on loan)

Executive Director, National Pension  
and Employees’ Pension Insurance  
Operation Management

Hiroshi  
Choda

Director, Policy Planning and Communication Division, Department 
of Environmental Health and Food Safety, Pharmaceutical Safety 
and Environmental Health Bureau, MHLW; Director, General 
Affairs Division, Child and Family Policy Bureau, MHLW; Director, 
Health and Welfare Department, Kanto-Shinetsu Regional Bureau 
of Health and Welfare, MHLW; (Board member on loan)

Executive Director, Operation Management

Hiroshi  
Machida

Deputy Director, Office of Information 
Security, JPS; Director, Human Resources 
Department, JPS; Executive Director, 
JPS (Human Resources and Accounts)

Executive Director, Pension Benefits

Yuko  
Ishikura

Director, Benefits Guidance Group, 
Benefits Planning Department, JPS; 
Director, 2nd Operational Reforms Group, 
Revitalization Project Office, JPS; Director, 
Quality Management Department, JPS

Executive Director, Information Technology

Hiroyuki  
Hisashima
*From the private sector

Director, IIJ Innovation Institute Inc.; 
Representative Director,  
IIJ Innovation Institute Inc.

Executive Director, Special Tasks

Tsukasa  
Furusawa
*From the private sector

Director, 1st Audit Group, Internal Audit 
Department, JPS; Director, Audit 
Planning Group, Internal Audit 
Department, JPS; Risk Advisor, JPS

Executive Director (part-time)

Masafumi  
Tsujihiro

Director, Seibu Railway Co., Ltd. 
(current); Professor, Department of 
Business Administration, Faculty of 
Economics, Teikyo University (current)

Executive Director (part-time)

Eiko  
Oya

Representative Director, Eiko Oya 
Jimusho Co., Ltd. (current); President, 
Oya Soichi Library (current); Outside 
Independent Director, Seibu Holdings 
Inc. (current)

Executive Director (part-time)

Hiroshi  
Toda

Vice Chairman, Nomura Securities 
Co., Ltd.; Ambassador, Japanese 
Embassy in Greece; Outside Director, 
Yusen Logistics Co., Ltd. (current)

Auditor
Toru  
Ishihara
*From the private sector

Director, 2nd East Japan Audit Group, 
Internal Audit Department, JPS; 
Director, Audit Planning Group, Internal 
Audit Department, JPS; Director, 
Internal Audit Department, JPS

Auditor (part-time)

Norimitsu  
Yanai

Head, Multinational Client Division, Ernst 
& Young ShinNihon LLC; Deputy Head, 
Assurance Division 3, Ernst & Young 
ShinNihon LLC; Auditor (part-time), 
Nihon Unisys, Ltd. (current)

President
Toichiro  
Mizushima
*From the private sector

Vice president, Sumitomo Mitsui 
Banking Corporation; President, 
Readjustment of Facilities for Insured 
Persons and Beneficiaries Organization

Four full-time board members, including the President, have been appointed from the private sector.

Career highlights Career highlights Career highlights

Career highlights Career highlights Career highlights

Career highlights Career highlights Career highlights

Career highlightsCareer highlightsCareer highlights

Career highlights Career highlights Career highlights

Executive Director (part-time)

Yoshiharu  
Kawabata

Lawyer, Kasumigaseki Sogo Law Offices (current); 
Vice President, Japan Federation of Bar 
Associations; President, Daini Tokyo Bar Association; 
Director and Chairman of the Nomination and 
Remuneration Committee, NKSJ Holdings, Inc.
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Number of staff members

Average salary at JPS

Average salary throughout Japan

(People)
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Position and name
Total 

remuneration 
in FY 2019

President Toichiro Mizushima 18.96 million yen
Executive Vice 
President Osamu Fukada (resigned December 31, 2019) 12.99 million yen
Executive Vice 
President Hisashi Noguchi (appointed January 1, 2020) 3 million yen
Executive 
Director Takashi Abe 15.58 million yen
Executive 
Director Tomomi Hihara (resigned July 8, 2019) 5.3 million yen
Executive 
Director Tomohiro Onishi (appointed July 9, 2019) 10.50 million yen
Executive 
Director Hisashi Noguchi (resigned December 30, 2019) 12.54 million yen
Executive 
Director Hiroshi Choda (appointed January 1, 2020) 2.83 million yen
Executive 
Director Hiroshi Machida 15.71 million yen
Executive 
Director Yuko Ishikura 15.52 million yen

Position and name
Total 

remuneration 
in FY 2019

Executive 
Director Hiroyuki Hisashima 15.86 million yen

Executive 
Director Tamio Ueno (resigned December 31, 2019) 12.61 million yen

Executive 
Director Tsukasa Furusawa (appointed January 1, 2020) 2.65 million yen

Executive Director
(part-time) Masafumi Tsujihiro 380,000 yen

Executive Director
(part-time) Eiko Oya 340,000 yen

Executive Director
(part-time) Naotaka Obata (resigned December 31, 2019) 270,000 yen

Executive Director
(part-time) Hiroshi Toda (appointed January 1, 2020) 40,000 yen

Executive Director
(part-time) Yoshiharu Kawabata 390,000 yen

Auditor Toru Ishihara 14.41 million yen

Auditor 
(part-time) Norimitsu Yanai 3.15 million yen

◎Total remuneration includes both salary and other benefits. ◎Directors’ remuneration is determined based on JPS regulations on remuneration for board members.
[Reference]  Based on certain assumptions, board members are expected to receive the following estimated pension benefits in the future: Approx. 

3.03 million yen annually for the President (originally from the private sector), and approx. 2.62 million yen annually for the Executive Vice 
President (originally from the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare).

(3) Staff Salaries

Category Average age Total annual salary 
(Average)

Full-time personnel 43.8 years old 6.57 million yen

◎Total annual salary includes bonuses and other remuneration.

▶Annual Salary Distribution by Age Group (average annual salary and number of beneficiaries)

Amount of retirement 
allowance 22 million yen

◎  Average retirement allowance (for those who have worked 
at JPS for 20 years or longer) paid by JPS in FY 2019.

(4) Average Retirement Allowance Payment

(2)  Board Member Retirement Allowance (paid during FY 2019)
No retirement allowance payments were made during FY 2019.

 2 Board Member Remuneration and Staff Salaries

(1) Board Member Remuneration
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JPS Data

Item Amount

Recurring expenses 2,991

  Operating expenses 2,809

    Staff expenses 699

    Other personnel expenses 358

    Communication expenses 294

    Outsourcing expenses 888

    Other 570

  General administrative expenses 180

    Staff expenses 70

    Outsourcing expenses 38

    Repair expenses 6

    Other 66

  Financial expenses 2

Recurring income 3,284

    Grants for operational expenses 2,981

    Other 303

Recurring income – Recurring expenses 293

Item Monetary 
amount

Breakdown

Pension 
contributions

National 
treasury

National 
treasury
(Support 
benefits 
portion)

Recurring expenses 2,991 1,868 1,038 85

  Operating expenses 2,809 1,866 859 84

    Insurance operations 849 849 - -

     Online system 
operations 579 579 - -

    Pension consultation operations 438 438 - -

     Pensioners support benefits 
payment operations 65 - - 65

     Measures addressing 
pension records problems 0 - 0 -

    Personnel expenses 878 - 859 19

  General administrative expenses 180 - 179 1

    Personnel expenses 88 - 87 1

     Internal management 
administrative expenses 92 - 92 0

  Financial expenses 2 2 0 0

◎Units: 100 million yen
◎Totals may be inconsistent due to rounding amounts less than 100 million yen.
◎“0” is used to signify that the relevant figure is less than 100 million, while “-” is used to represent a null value.
◎The above data are published on the JPS website under “Financial statements.”
◎�JPS is a corporation but does not aim to earn a profit. Unlike a private company,  

JPS has no operating revenue, and its recurring revenue is primarily provided via grants from the national government.

(1) Finances

Assets Monetary 
amount

    Cash and deposits 570

    Entrusted securities for payment 28

    Tangible fixed assets 1,167

    Investments and other assets 1,026

    Other 444

Total assets 3,235

Liabilities Monetary 
amount

    Accounts payable 245
     Deposits received for 

pension contributions 29

     Entrusted securities 
for payment of 
pension contributions

28

    Retirement benefit allowance 1,026

    Other 638

Total liabilities 1,966
     Capital stock 

(Government investment) 1,008

    Capital surplus -149

    Retained earnings 410

Total net assets 1,269

Total liabilities and net assets 3,235

■  Recurring expenses by segment 
(From April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020)

■  Assets and liabilities 
Balance sheet summary 
(As of March 31, 2020)

■  Profit and loss 
Income statement summary 
(From April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020)

Item Budgeted Actual Difference

  Grants for operational expenses 3,242 3,242 -

    Grants for operational expenses 1,054 1,054 -

    Grants for business operational expenses 2,076 2,076 -

     Grants for administration and handling of 
payment of pensioners support benefits 112 112 -

    Other income 5 4 -0
Total 3,246 3,246 -0

(2) Summaries of Budget and Statement of Accounts

■��Income 
(From April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020)

Item Budgeted Actual Difference

Insurance business expenses 900 851 -49

Online system expenses 687 628 -60

Pension consultation expenses 488 441 -48

Pensioners support benefits payment 
operations administrative costs 112 81 -32

General administrative expenses 1,059 997 -62

Total 3,246 2,996 -250

◎Units: 100 million yen
◎Totals may be inconsistent due to rounding amounts less than 100 million yen.
◎“0” is used to signify that the relevant figure is less than 100 million, while “-” is used to represent a null value.
◎The above data are published on the JPS website under “Statement of accounts.”
◎“Difference” is calculated by subtracting the budgeted value from the actual value.

■  Expenditures 
(From April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020)

 3 FY 2019 Financial Data
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 4 FY 2019 Operational Data
In general, the following data does not include information on the National Public Service Personnel Mutual Aid Association, 
the Local Public Service Personnel Mutual Aid Association, or the Promotion and Mutual Aid Corporation for Private 
Schools of Japan, which now fall under Employees’ Pension Insurance due to consolidation of pension schemes.

(1) Insured Persons and Covered Workplaces

■ Employees’ Pension Insurance and Seamen’s Insurance (as of the end of FY 2019)

■ Employees’ Health Insurance system managed by the Japan Health Insurance Association*1 (As of the end of FY 2019) Number of insured persons

*1:   Employees’ Health Insurance for workers at workplaces not covered by a Health Insurance Society is called “Kyokai Kenpo”,  
which is an Employees’ Health Insurance system managed by the Japan Health Insurance Association.

*2: Includes voluntarily covered insured persons.

■ National Pension (as of the end of FY 2019)

(2) Contribution Collection

■ Employees’ Pension Insurance (as of the end of FY 2019)

■ Seamen’s Insurance (as of the end of FY 2019

■ Employees’ Health Insurance system managed by the Japan Health Insurance Association (as of the end of FY 2019)

■ National Pension (as of the end of FY 2019)

◎ The payment due date for National Pension contribution payments is the end of the month after the month in which the contribution is to be paid. 
Contribution payment status for the current fiscal year refers to the period from April 2019 to March 2020, viewed as of the end of April 2020.
◎ The contribution payment rate for payments for past fiscal years (FY 2017 and FY 2018) refers to the payment rates as of the end of April 2020 for 

contribution payments from FY 2017 and FY 2018. The contribution payment rate for FY 2017 payments is the final payment rate.

Category I insured persons*2 14,533,402 people

Category III insured persons 8,203,100 people

Current fiscal year (FY 2019) Past fiscal years

Number of months paid (unit of payment) Number of months due (unit of payment) Contribution payment rate Final payment rate (FY 2017 payments) Contribution payment rate (FY 2018 payments)

71.14 million months 102.73 million months 69.25% 76.31% 74.95%

Confirmed amount to be collected Collected revenue Loss from non-collection Uncollected revenue Collection rate

10,699,711.96 million yen 10,524,900.50 million yen 13,672.96 million yen 161,138.50 million yen 98.37%

Confirmed amount to be collected Collected revenue Loss from non-collection Uncollected revenue Collection rate

37,618.39 million yen 36,517.12 million yen 51.46 million yen 1,049.81 million yen 97.07%

Confirmed amount to be collected Collected revenue Loss from non-collection Uncollected revenue Collection rate

32,920,899.89 million yen 32,619,674.84 million yen 23,395.62 million yen 277,829.43 million yen 99.09%

Insured persons
Insured persons 24,793,285 people

Dependent spouses 15,650,386 people

Employees’ Pension 
Insurance

Insured persons 40,322,664 people

Covered workplaces 2,431,534 workplaces
Seamen’s 
Insurance

Insured persons 51,806 people

Covered workplaces (ship owners) 4,221 workplaces

Covered workplaces 2,324,510 workplaces

(3) Pension Beneficiaries and Payments

■  Employees’ Pension Insurance and National Pension 
beneficiaries (as of the end of FY 2019)

Employees’ Pension beneficiaries

Old-age benefits Disability benefits Survivors’ benefits

A: 15,389,876 people  B: 13,972,491 people 452,164 people 5,617,597 people

Number of payments Size of payments

444.87 million payments 46.9986 trillion yen

■  Number and size of payments for Employees’ Pension 
Insurance and the National Pension (as of the end of FY 2019)

National Pension beneficiaries

Old-age benefits Disability benefits Survivors’ benefits

33,558,261 people 1,993,629 people 93,563 people

◎ “Employees’ Pension beneficiaries” refers to the total 
numbers of beneficiaries covered by Employees’ 
Pension Insurance under the old and new laws.
◎ For "Old-Age benefits" (Employees’ Pension 

Insurance beneficiaries), A refers to those with a 
coverage period of 20 years or more and those 
subject to the exception for the middle-aged and 
elderly (however, for those born on April 2, 1952 or 
later, the period has been gradually raised to 
between 21 and 25 years, and therefore those who 
satisfy that requirement are eligible). B refers to 
those not classified as A.
◎ "National Pension beneficiaries" refers to the total 

number of beneficiaries under the contributory 
National Pension under the old law and the Basic 
Pension under the new law.
◎ In addition to the above, 27 people have received the 

Old-Age Welfare Pension as of the end of FY 2019.
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Add national government contributions and pension reserve fund investment income, etc.

This refers to insured persons covered by public pension systems (the National Pension and Employees’ 
Pension Insurance). Given that the population of Japan is roughly 126.25 million*1, this is equivalent to 
about half the population of Japan. Source: “Employees’ Pension Insurance and National Pension Annual Report,” Ministry 
of Health, Labour and Welfare (FY 2018).

Pensions by the Numbers These figures showcase the size and 
importance of the public pension system.

Proportion of insured persons covered by public pension systems who make 
pension contribution payments (as of the end of FY 2018)
■ Pension contribution payment status (as of the end of FY 2018)

The contribution payment rate (current-FY) for National Pension Category I insured persons’ payments 
due in FY 2018 was 68.1%*7, but if combined with Employees’ Pension Insurance and other programs, 
around 98% of all insured persons covered by public pension programs have made their contribution 
payments. In reality, just 2% have not made their contribution payments. Source: “Things to Know about Pensions,” 
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Japan Pension Service

Insured persons covered by public pension systems 67.46 million people

Total of 67.55 million people
National Pension 
Category I 
insured persons

14.71 
million people*2

Agricultural workers, 
the self-employed, students, 
and unemployed individuals 
between the ages of 
20 and 59

National Pension
Category II insured persons

44.28 million people*2,3

Company employees and 
public-sector employees, etc.

Individuals who make pension contribution payments*4 Approx. 98%

Around 2%Non-payers*5 1.38 million people
Non-insured persons*6 90 thousand people

Japan's public pension system is a social insurance system in which pension benefits 
are paid according to the contribution payments one has made. This ensures that even if 
some people do not make contribution payments, the public pension system's financial 
resources will not be affected in the future, as this would drive the system to ruin. Because 
this is a national system, it will not collapse as long as the national government persists.

National Pension
Category III 
insured persons

8.47 
million people*2

Dependent spouses (salary 
less than 1.30 million yen) 
between the ages of 20 and 
59 who are dependent on 
a Category II insured persons

Insured persons in public pension systems (as of the end of FY 2018) 67.46 million people

Contribution payments made for the National Pension and Employees’ Pension Insurance total 38.3795 
trillion yen. Employers cover half of the Employees’ Pension Insurance contribution payments. Source: 
“Revenues and Expenditures of the Public Pension Systems, FY 2018 (single-year data),” Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

Income from contribution payments (end of FY 2018) 38.3795 trillion yen

Pension benefits payments paid out total around 52.5925 trillion yen, a sum covered by pension contribution 
revenues, national government contributions, and pension reserve fund investment income. This sum is 
equal to around 10% of Japan’s nominal GDP.*8 Source: “Revenues and Expenditures of the Public Pension Systems, FY 
2018 (single-year data),” Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

Pension benefits payments (end of FY 2018) 52.5925 trillion yen

The population of Japan is around 126,250,000. Approximately 30% of the people in Japan are beneficiaries*9 
of the Old-Age Pension, Disability Pension, or Survivors’ Pension. Source: “Employees’ Pension Insurance and 
National Pension Annual Report,” Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (FY 2018).

Pension beneficiaries (as of the end of FY 2018) 40.67 million people
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◎Totals may be inconsistent due to rounding.
*1: As of April 1, 2019 (Statistic Bureau, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications)  *2: This population statistic is valid as of the 
end of FY 2018. Category I insured persons include voluntarily covered insured persons (190,000 people).  *3: 44.28 million people 
includes the number of insured persons covered by Mutual Aid Association as of the end of FY 2017.  *4: Includes individuals who 
are exempt from or have postponed their contribution payments.  *5: A non-payer is someone who has not made a contribution/
premium payment in 24 months (April 2017 to March 2019).  *6: Number of persons based on the 2016 Survey on Public Pension 
Insured Persons (estimated data).  *7: The final payment rate for FY 2019 (i.e. for FY 2017 contributions) was 76.31%.  *8: This refers 
to the total value of goods and services produced in a year, calculated using market prices. (GDP is gross domestic product.)  *9: This 
refers to actual discrete public pension beneficiaries, with no double-counting.  *10: An elderly household is one consisting only of 
people aged 65 or older, or such a household that also contains unmarried individuals under the age of 18.

Population aged 65 and over (2019) 35.74 million people

Elderly households for which pension/public 
pension*10 is the only source of income

 48.4%

Amount of public pension benefits paid to 
elderly households

 1.99 million yen
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■ Population aged 65 and over

Over a period of around 30 years, the senior citizen 
population has reached a level approx. 2.5 times 
the 14.31 million it was in 1989.
[Source] “Population Estimates,” Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications.

■ Family structure for people aged 65 and older

Looking at the various family structures in which 
senior citizens live, the largest group is the 15.208 
million “married couples living together without others” 
(one or both members of the couple must be aged 65 
or older; 40.4% of the population aged 65+), followed 
by the 13.527 million “living with their children” (35.9% 
of the same), and finally the 7.369 million “single-
person households” (19.6% of the same).
Source: FY 2019 Comprehensive Survey of Living Conditions 
(Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare)

■  Pension/public pension as percentage of 
total income

■  Breakdown of average income per elderly 
household

Pension / public pension benefits average 1.99 million 
yen per year, which is equivalent to 63.6% of the 
average income of an elderly household. Source: 2019 
Comprehensive Survey of Living Conditions (Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare)

Of the elderly households receiving a public pension, 
the pension/public pension is the only source of income 
for 48.4% of them. Source: 2019 Comprehensive Survey of 
Living Conditions (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare)

Living with 
their children
35.9%

Living with 
non-relatives 
0.1%

Living with 
other relatives 
4.0% Single-

person 
households 
19.6%

Married couple 
living together 
without others 
40.4%

Between 60 
and 100% 
provided by 
pension/public 
pension
  27.0%

Less than 
60% provided 
by pension/
public pension
  24.7%

Public 
pension 
is the only 
source of 
income
48.4%

Pension / 
Public 

pension
  63.6%

Average 
income 
3.126 

million yen

Other
36.4%
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In order to deepen people’s understanding of Japan’s pension systems, JPS worked 
with the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare to mark every November as 

“Pension Month” to propagate and raise awareness of the public pension system.
As part of these initiatives, JPS has been seeking entries to the “My Pension and Me” 

essay contest since FY 2010 to encourage people to think about the value and 
significance of the public pensions system.

Below are two winning essays selected from the 1,290 entries to the contest for FY 2019.

“My Pension and Me” Essays
FY 2019 Winning Entries

すべての受賞作品（全文）を、
日本年金機構ホームページに
掲載しています。

わたしと年金エッセイ 審査結果

毎年
募集しています。

ぜひ、
ご参加ください。

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare’s Award
Mei Hirasawa, Gifu Prefecture (Female, senior high school student)

I have been a recipient of pension benefits since roughly a month after my father 
passed away in August 2013. I am a Survivors’ Employees’ Pension beneficiary. I 
learned about this from my grandfather one day after I had just come home from 
studying the pension system at school. 

My father passed away in an accident while swimming in the ocean during summer 
vacation when I was a fourth grade in primary school. The accident came just as 
were about to build a new house funded by my father’s salary and my grandfather’s 
savings, and my older brother was about to graduate from primary school just half 
a year later. In a single day, at the tender age of 11, I became a pension beneficiary.

With the backbone of our family suddenly disappearing and our household salary 
dropping dramatically, even I at my young age realized that we might be forced to be 
even more careful with our money than ever before. However, my mother never said 
a word to us about having a hard time making ends meet. I suppose she didn't want 
to worry us after the death of our father. Although she acted like she was fine on the 
outside, I can't imagine the stress of having to support two children and my grandparents 
on the 2.8 million yen a year she earned working her part-time job. Even today, as a 
senior high school student, I can't fathom how anxious she must have been.

I decided that I wanted to go to university in my second year of junior high, and so 
my mother enrolled me into a cram school. Of course, I understood that it would 
be expensive to send me to school. I was deeply conflicted about this. Wouldn’t it 
be better financially for the family if I gave up on my dreams and worked a job 
instead? Am I being a burden for saying these things? What would happen if I 
couldn't receive Survivors’ Employees’ Pension benefits, which had helped us so 
much? Could I follow my dreams? The more I thought about it, the more 
overwhelmed with gratitude I became for my father, who had never failed to make 
his pension contribution payments. At the same time, it is a sobering realization 
that being lucky enough to study in a place with notebooks, pens, and textbooks is 
not to be taken for granted.
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All winning entries (full text) 
are posted on the JPS website.

わたしと年金エッセイ 審査結果 Search

We accept 
entries to 

the contest 
every year.

You're welcome 
to participate!

In the spring of 2019, almost a full six years after my father passed away, I enrolled 
at a private senior high school here in Gifu. I was worried about tuition fees. But 
my mother came to me and said,

“I think of this as an investment in your future. As long as you work hard, I’ll have 
your back.”

I remember those words to this very day. Behind these words, I think, were my 
mom's insistence on giving priority to her children's wishes, and of course the little 
bit of peace of mind that came from our Survivors’ Pension. Due to this history and 
the fact that so many people are rooting for me, I am able to pursue my dream of 
gaining admission to a national, prefectural, or other public university. I’ve also 
learned that the Survivors’ Pension will continue to support me in chasing my 
dreams until I turn 20 years old. I can't go on being a “taker” of others’ help forever.

I believe the best way I can repay my debt of gratitude is to work harder than I ever 
have before, achieve independence, and give back as a fully-fledged member of 
society. This is because the pension system is about all of us helping one another, 
both young and old, male and female. I also want to become an adult who can 
protect my future family, just like my mother did for me. This is all the more true for 
me, as I have been benefiting from the pension system for over six years, and at 
an earlier age than most. I am still a minor and can't make contribution payments 
yet, but once I do reach that age, I have decided that I am prepared to support 
children who find themselves in tough circumstances, as I did, and are beginning 
to abandon their precious dreams.

The Survivors’ Pension allows us to tell kids like me who have suffered misfortune that 
they can follow their dreams just like other kids. It encourages us and gives our families 
peace of mind. As birthrates decline and the population ages, the burden on young 
people will only grow heavier. However, I think we are only truly independent adults 
once we fulfill the obligation placed equally on all of us to make our pension contribution 
payments as long as we are in Japan, the country of our birth. Even you, dear reader, 
do not know what might happen to you in the future. Why not start by learning? Begin 
learning so you can protect the happiness of yourself and those you love.
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Japan Pension Service President’s Award
Kazuko Ohto, Fukushima Prefecture (female, 50s)

“Thank you, Dad.” I can say that now from the bottom of my heart.

My twentieth birthday was a cold and snowy day that I will never forget.

My father worked in the lumber business. As soon as he came home, he smiled at 
me and said happily, “You've got pension coverage now,” and handed me my 
Pension Handbook. I remember having no idea what that meant at the time, but I 
said thank you anyway. We were a two-child family with my younger sister and I, and 
both of us had dreams. We attended university with the hopes of realizing those 
dreams. I think it was tough for my parents to pay tuition for both of us. On top of that, 
the university was far from our house, so we lived in an apartment. My parents had 
to pay rent and food costs for both of us. I’m sure that was extremely tough for them. 
Despite that, in an era when pension coverage was not compulsory, my father 
thought it was necessary to give us National Pension coverage at the age of twenty.

Later, my aunt told me that my parents had cut down on their living expenses so 
that they could send my sister and me allowances and support us in chasing our 
dreams. Despite tight living conditions, my father would never forget to send us 
money every month to make our pension contribution payments, entirely separately 
from the money for monthly living expenses that he also sent. I remember taking 
that money and the payment form to the pension desk at the town hall every month 
to make my monthly pension contribution payments. Sometimes I found it a 
nuisance to do this. When I would ask my classmates at university about it, they 
would always ask me what I was talking about. I don't think any of them knew 
anything about the pension system. But when I went to make my monthly 
contribution payments at the town hall, I remember that the pension desk staff 
would tell me that my parents were “wonderful”.

My father would always act with his mind towards the future. He would always say, 
“It’s for my own future livelihood, and it’ll also be important for everyone else.” 
When I think back and realize that my father was looking ahead into the future at 
a time when we were still twenty years old and it wasn’t compulsory for us to have 
pension coverage, I am so grateful that I had such wonderful parents.

My pension notification slip states that I was covered by the National Pension from 
the age of twenty until I started working, along with the number of years of 
contribution payments that I made. I’m grateful every time I look at it.

My father is now ill and forced to live in a facility. He is being supported by our 
family and the pension system.

In this era of declining birthrates and aging populations, I hope that each and every 
one of us can be aware enough to support Japan's pension system, through which 
we support each other’s livelihoods. Even before the age of 65, I have acquaintances 
who are sick and receive the Disability Pension, being helped to make ends meet 
even as they live alone. The pension system is for no one, but above all it’s for 
yourself, and it’s a way for the people of your community to sustain one another’s 
livelihoods, to connect lives to one another. It is an important system that we use 
to help each other. As I approach retirement in just a few years, I will change from 
a pension contributor to a pension beneficiary. I have begun thinking much more 
about myself and my pension. Although I am nervous about growing older, it is 
wonderful for people to support one another. I hope to receive my pension and live 
happily, while never forgetting how grateful I am. “Thank you, Dad.”
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Pension Consultation Contact Information

Call Nenkin Dial with pension-related inquiries!

Please call our “Nenkin Kanyusha Dial” for inquiries about insurance coverage!

Monday (If Monday is a national holiday, then the first post-holiday workday): 8:30 AM to 7:00 PM
Tuesday to Friday: 8:30 AM to 5:15 PM        Second Saturday of the month: 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM
◎Not available on Sundays, national holidays, Saturdays (excl. Second Saturday of the month), or Dec. 29 through Jan. 3.

Monday (If Monday is a national holiday, then the first post-holiday workday): 8:30 AM to 7:00 PM
Tuesday to Friday: 8:30 AM to 5:15 PM        Second Saturday of the month: 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM
◎The Nenkin Dial service is not available on Sundays, national holidays, Saturdays (excl. the second Saturday of the month),

or from December 29 to January 3.

If your phone number starts with 050, please call:
(Tokyo) 03-6700-1165

“Nenkin Dial” Hotline for general consultation services

Monday to Friday (Weekdays): 8:30 AM to 5:15 PM
◎Not available on Saturdays, Sundays, national holidays, or Dec. 29 through Jan. 3.

There are pension consultation desks throughout Japan.
Pension-related consultation services are available to answer your questions at branch offices (312 locations nationwide) and 
Pension Consultation Centers.
Monday (If Monday is a national holiday, then the first post-holiday workday): 8:30 AM to 7:00 PM
Tuesday to Friday: 8:30 AM to 5:15 PM        Second Saturday of the month: 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM
◎Not available on Sundays, national holidays, Saturdays (excl. Second Saturday of the month), or Dec. 29 through Jan. 3.
◎Some Pension Consultation Centers are not open after 5:15 PM or on the second Saturday of the month.

For insured persons covered by the National Pension system

0570-003-004  If your phone number starts with 050, please call:
(Tokyo) 03-6630-2525

For workplaces and employees covered by the Employees’ Pension Insurance

0570-007-123  If your phone number starts with 050, please call:
(Tokyo) 03-6837-2913

Monday to Friday: 8:30 AM to 7:00 PM 
Second Saturday of the month: 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM
◎Not available on Sundays, national holidays, Saturdays (excl. Second Saturday of the month), or Dec. 29 through Jan. 3.

0570-05-1165

For inquiries regarding Pension Coverage Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN) and Nenkin Net

Use Nenkin Net to check pension records and expected pension amounts.
○Check up-to-date pension coverage records on your computer or smartphone anytime and 

anywhere, 24 hours per day!
・ After making a contribution payment, check to make sure the payment is recorded and your number 

of months paid increases.
・ If you are employed by a company, check the length of your Employees’ Pension Insurance 

coverage period.
○Estimate your expected pension amount based on your specific parameters!
・ Calculate how your expected pension amount would change based on various factors, such as if you 

chose to continue working, change jobs, or retire.
○Check Bank Account Transfer Notices, tax deduction slips for public pensions (etc.), 

and other notices pertaining to pension payments!

Call the Pension Coverage Regular Notices (NENKIN TEIKI BIN) and 
Nenkin Net Dial (hotline for pension statements and internet accounts)

0570-058-555  If your phone number starts with 050, please call:
(Tokyo) 03-6700-1144

Hours

Hours

Hours

Hours

To make an appointment to visit an office for consultation, call 
the Hotline for Consultation Appointments

 If your phone number starts with 050, please call:
(Tokyo) 03-6631-75210570-05-4890

Or use your smartphone 
to access this QR code

For more 
information, 
visit the JPS 

website!

https://www.nenkin.go.jp/n_net/
Searchねんきんネット
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